Vision 1, lesson 1
Vocabulary
alive /əˈlaɪv/ (adj) 1. living; not dead: OPP dead
1. We don't know whether he's alive or dead.

◊

2. Is your mother still alive?

3. Doctors kept the baby alive for six weeks.

◊

4. I was glad to hear you're alive and well.

5. She had to steal food just to stay alive.
2. full of emotion, excitement, activity, etc:
Edward was alive with happiness.
3. continuing to exist:
to keep a tradition/ memory / hope alive

amazing /əˈmeɪ.zɪŋ/ (adj) very surprising esp in a way that makes you feel pleasure or
admiration:
an amazing achievement / discovery / success / performance
1. That's amazing, isn't it?
amaze /əˈmeɪz/ (v)

◊

2. It's amazing how quickly people adopt.

amazement /əˈmeɪz.mənt/ (n)

amazingly /əˈmeɪ.zɪŋ.li/ (adv)

1. What amazes me is how long she managed to hide it from us.
2. It never ceases to amaze me what some people will do for money.
1. I was amazed at her knowledge of French literature.
2. We were amazed to find out that no one was hurt.
To my amazement, he was able to recite the whole poem from memory.
1. Amazingly, no one noticed.

◊

2. The meal was amazingly cheap.

attention /əˈten.ʃən/ (n) 1. the act of listening to, looking at or thinking about sth / sb
carefully:
1. He turned his attention back to the road again.
2. Please pay attention (= listen carefully) to what I am saying.
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3. She tried to attract the waiter's attention.
4. I tried not to draw attention to the weak points in my argument.
5. An article in the newspaper caught my attention.
2. interest that people show in sb / sth:
1. Films with big stars always attract great attention.
2. As the youngest child, she was always the center of attention.
3. special care, action or treatment:
1. She was in need of medical attention. ◊

2. The roof needs attention (= needs to be repaired).

cheetah /ˈtʃiː.tə/ (n) a long-legged spotted swift-moving African and formerly Asian cat about the
size of a small leopard:
Cheetahs are mainly found in Africa.

cut down /kʌt daʊn/ (v) 1. to make sth fall down by cutting it from the base: SYN fell
to cut down a tree
2. cut down (on sth) to reduce the size, amount or number of sth:
1. The doctor told him to cut down on his drinking.
2. I won't have a cigarette, thanks – I'm trying to cut down (= smoke fewer).

destroy /dɪˈstrɔɪ/ (v) 1. to damage sth so badly that is no longer exists or works, etc:
SYN ruin, demolish, knock down OPP make, build, construct
1. The building was completely destroyed by the fire.
2. Heat gradually destroys vitamin C.

◊

3. You have destroyed my hopes of happiness.

2. to kill an animal deliberately, usually because it is sick or not wanted:
The injured horse had to be destroyed.
destruction /dɪˈstrʌk.ʃən/ (n)

destructive /dɪˈstrʌk.tɪv/ (adj)

1. The fire caused the destruction of several buildings.
2. The war will be continued until the total destruction of the enemy.
1. The destructive power of modern weapons the destructive effects of anxiety.
2. It was one of the most destructive storms in recent memory.
3. Lack of trust is very destructive in a relationship.
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die out /daɪ aʊt/ (v) to stop existing, to become extinct SYN extinguish:
1. The species has nearly died out because its habitat is being destroyed.
2. News of the bombing extinguished all hope of peace.

endanger /ɪnˈdeɪn.dʒər/ (v) to put sb / sth in a situation in which they could be harmed or
damaged:
1. The health of our children is being endangered by exhaust fumes.
2. The sea turtle is an endangered species.

enough /ɪˈnʌf/ (adj) used before plural or uncountable nouns to mean 'as many or as much as sb
needs or wants SYN sufficient, adequate:
1. Have you made enough copies?

◊

2. Is there enough room for me?

1. Allow sufficient time to get there.

◊

2. Is $100 sufficient for your expenses?

1. The room was small but adequate.

◊

2.The space available is not adequate for our needs.

especially /ɪˈspeʃ.əl.i/ (adv) 1. more in particular circumstances than in others SYN particularly:
1. The car is quite small especially if you have children.
2. Teenagers are very fashion conscious, especially the girls.
2. for a particular purpose, person, etc:
I made it especially for you.
3. very much; to a particular degree:
1. I wasn't feeling especially happy that day.

◊

2. Do you like his novels?

'Not especially.'

exercise /ˈek.sə.saɪz/ (n,v) 1. physical or mental activity that you do to stay healthy, or become
stronger:
gentle exercise

◊

to take exercise

1. Swimming is good exercise.

◊

2. The mind needs exercise as well as the body.

2. [C] a set of movements or activities that you do to stay healthy or develop a skill:
breathing / relaxation exercises

◊

exercises for the piano

Repeat the exercise ten times on each leg.
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3. [C] a set questions in a book that tests your knowledge or practices a skill: grammar exercise
Do exercise one for homework.
■verb 1. to do sports or other physical activities in order to stay healthy or become stronger;
to make an animal to do this:
◊

1. How often do you exercise?

2. Horses need to be exercised regularly.

2. to give a part of the body the movement and activity it needs to keep strong and healthy:
These movements will exercise your arms and shoulders.
forest /ˈfɒr.ɪst/ (n) 1. [C,U] a large area of land that is thickly covered with trees:
a tropical forest

◊

a forest fire

1. Thousands of hectares of forest are destroyed each year.
2. a mass of tall narrow objects that are close together:
a forest of television aerials
forested /ˈfɒr.ɪ.stɪd/ (adj) covered in forest:

a thickly/densely/heavily forested area

The province is heavily forested and sparsely populated.

future /ˈfjuː.tʃər/ (n, adj) 1. the time that will come after the present or the events that will
happen then:
◊

1. We need to plan for the future.

2. The exchange rate is likely to fall in the near future.

2. what will happen to sb / sth at a later time:
1. Her future is uncertain.

◊

2. This deal will safeguard the futures of the 2000 employees.

3. the possibility of being successful or surviving at a later time:
She has a great future ahead of her.
■adj [only before nouns] taking place or existing at a time after the present:
future generation

◊

◊

at a future date

1. He met his future wife at a law school.

◊

future developments in computer software
2. In English, "will" indicates the future tense.

hard-working /ˈhɑrdˈwɜr·kɪŋ/ (adj) putting a lot of effort into a job and doing it well:
SYN industrious, diligent
hard-working nurses

◊

an industrious student

He is an industrious worker who never seems to sleep.
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hopefully /ˈhoʊp.fəl.i/ (adv) 1. used to express what you hope will happen:
Hopefully, we'll arrive before dark.
2. hoping that what you want will happen:
'Are you free tonight?' she asked hopefully.

human /ˈhjuː.mən/ (adj, n) (also human being) a person rather than an animal or a machine:
1. Dogs can hear much better than humans. ◊ 2. That is no way to treat another human being.
■adj 1. [only before nouns] of or connected with people rather than animals, machines or gods:
The human body / brain

◊

human activity / behavior / experience

1. Contact with other people is a basic human need.
2. The food is not fit for human consumption. ◊

3. The hostages were used as a human shield.

4. Firefighters formed a human chain to carry the children to safety.
2. showing the weaknesses that are typical, which means that other people should not criticize the
person too much:
human weaknesses / failings
We must allow for human error.

hurt /hɜːt/ (v, n, adj) 1. to cause physical pain to sb / yourself; to injure sb / yourself:
1. He hurt his back playing squash.

◊

2. Stop it. You're hurting me.

3. My shoes hurt – they're too tight.
2. to feel painful:

It hurts when I bend my knee.

3. to make sb unhappy or upset:
1. What really hurt was that he never answered my letter.
2. I didn't want to hurt his feelings.

◊

3. I didn't mean to hurt you.

■adj 1. injured physically:
None of the passengers were badly hurt.
2. upset or offended by sth that sb has said or done:

a hurt look / expression

She was deeply hurt that she had not been invited.
■noun a feeling of unhappiness because sb has been unkind or unfair to you:
1. There was hurt and real anger in her voice. ◊ 2. It was a hurt that would take a long time to heal.

increase /ɪnˈkriːs/ (v, n) to become or to make sth greater in amount, number, value, etc:
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OPP decrease
◊

1. The rate of inflation increased by 2%.
◊

3. Oil increased in price.

2. The price of oil increased.

4. Disability increases with age.

■noun a rise in the amount, number, or value of sth:
an increase in spending / population ◊ an increase of nearly 5% ◊ price / tax / wage increases
Homelessness is on the increase.

instead /ɪnˈsted/ (adv) as an alternative or substitute SYN in lieu (of)
1. I get a room and food in lieu (of pay).

◊

2. If Harry won't go with you, take me instead.

■prep in the place of:
1. Use oil instead of butter.

◊

2. I will go instead of you.

jungle /ˈdʒʌŋ.ɡəl/ (n) [U,C] an area of tropical forest where trees and plants grow very thickly:
1. The area was covered in dense jungle.

◊

2. Our garden is a complete jungle.

leopard /ˈlep.əd/ (n) a large animal of the cat family that has yellowish brown fur with black spots:
(Leopards live in Africa and southern Asia).
The list of critically endangered include the black rhino, Siberian tiger and the Amur leopard of
Asia.

national /ˈnæʃ.ən.əl/ (adj, n) 1. connected with a particular nation, shared by a whole nation:
national and local newspapers ◊ national and international news ◊ national and regional policies
a national debate / campaign / election
1. These buildings are a part of our national heritage.
2. They are afraid of losing their national identity.
2. owned, controlled of financially supported by the government:
a national airline / museum / theatre
■noun (technical) a citizen of a particular country:

Polish nationals living in Germany

nation /ˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n)

nationality /ˌnæʃ.ənˈæl.ə.ti/ (n)

nationally /ˈnæʃ.ən.əl.i/ (adv)

nationalize /ˈnæʃ.ən.əl.aɪz/ (v)

an independent nation

◊

the African nations
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1. The entire nation, seemed, was watching TV. (all the people in a country)
to take / have / hold French nationality
1. All applicants will be considered regardless of age, sex, religion or nationality.
2. She has dual nationality (= is a citizen of two countries)
3. What nationality are you? (= What is your nationality?)
1. The program was broadcast nationally.

◊

2. Meetings were held locally and nationally.

3. He is a talented athlete who competes nationally and internationally.
1. The government announced plans to nationalize the public transport system.
nature /ˈneɪ.tʃər/ (n) all the plants, animals and things that exist in the universe that are not made
by people:
the beauties of nature

◊

nature conservation

As a young man he loved hiking and being close to nature.
natural /ˈnætʃ.ər.əl/ (adj) 1. [only before noun] existing in nature, not made or caused by human
beings:
natural phenomena / disasters

◊

the natural world (= of trees, rivers, animals and birds)

a country's natural resources

◊

wildlife in its natural habitat

1. My hair son grew back to its natural color (= after being dyed).
2. The clothes are available in warm natural colors.
3. He died from natural causes (= because he was old or ill).
2. normal; as you would expect:
She was the natural choice for the job.
3. relaxed and not pretending to be sb / sth different:
It's difficult to look natural when you're feeling nervous.
naturally /ˈnætʃ.ər.əl.i/ (adv) 1. in a way that you would expect SYN of course:
1. Naturally, I get upset when things go wrong.
2. After a while, we naturally started talking about the children.
2. without special help, treatment or action by sb:
These plants grow naturally in poor soils.
3. in a way that a person or animal is born with:
to be naturally shy / artistic

◊

naturally gifted athlete

He's naturally funny - he doesn't even have to try.
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need /niːd/ (v, n) 1. to require sth/sb because they are essential or very important, not just
because you would like to have them:
1. Do you need any help? ◊ 2. Don't go – I might need you. ◊ 3. They badly needed a change.
◊

4. Food aid is urgently needed.

5. (spoken) I don't need your comments, thank you.

6. He needs to win this game to stay in the match.
◊

7. This shirt needs washing.

8. This shirt needs to be washed.

2. used to show what you should or have to do:
1. All you need to do is complete this form.
2. I didn't need to go to the bank after all – Mary lent me the money.
■noun 1. a situation when sth is necessary or must be done:
to satisfy / meet / identify a need
1. There is an urgent need for qualified teachers.
2. There is no need for you to get up early tomorrow.
3. The house is in need of thorough clean. ◊

4. (spoken) There's no need to cry (= stop crying).

2. a strong feeling that you want sb/sth or must have sth:
1. She felt the need to talk to someone.
◊

2. I'm in need of some fresh air.

3. She had no more need of me.

3. all the things that sb requires in order to live in a comfortable way or achieve what they want:
financial / physical needs

◊

to meet children's special educational needs

4. the state of not having enough food, money or support:
1. The charity aims to provide assistance to people in need. ◊ 2. He helped me in my hour of need.

nowadays /ˈnaʊ.ə.deɪz/ (adv) at the present time, in contrast with the past:
1. Nowadays most kids prefer watching TV to reading.
2. Accidents due to failure of safety equipment are uncommon nowadays.

pain /peɪn/ (n, v) 1. [C,U] the feelings that you have in your body when you have been hurt or
when you are ill:
1. She was clearly in a lot of pain.

◊

2. This cream should help to relieve the pain.

3. You get more aches and pains as you get older.
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2. mental or emotional suffering:
◊

the pain of separation / loss

the pleasures and pains of growing old

I never meant to cause her pain.
3. (informal) a person or thing that is very annoying:
She can be a real pain when she's in a bad mood.
■verb to cause sb pain or make them unhappy SYN hurt:
1. She was deeply pained by the accusation.

◊

2. The wound still pained him occasionally.

3. It pains me to see you like this.

plain /pleɪn/ (n, adj, adv) (also plains) a large area of land:
the flat coastal plain of Thassos

◊ The Great Plains

■adj 1. easy to understand:
1. He made it plain that we should leave.

◊

2. The facts were plain to see.

2. not decorated or complicated; simple:
a plain but elegant dress

◊

plain food / cooking

◊

plain yoghurt

The interior of the church was plain and simple.
3. without marks or pattern on it:
Write on plain paper (= without lines).
4. [only before noun] used to emphasized that sth is very ordinary, not special in any way:
You don't need any special skills for this job, just plain common sense.
■adv (informal) used to emphasize how bad, stupid, etc. sth is:

plain stupid / wrong

protect /prəˈtekt/ (v) 1. to make sure that sb/sth is not harmed, injured, damaged, etc:
a paint that helps protect against rust
1. Troops have been sent to protect aid workers against attack.
2. Each company is fighting to protect its commercial interests.
2. to provide sb/sth with insurance against fire, injury, damage, etc:
Many policies do not protect you against personal injury.
protection /prəˈtek.ʃən/ (n)

protective /prəˈtek.tɪv/ (adj)

consumer / child / data protection laws
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1. He asked to be put under police protection.
2. Our policy offers complete protection against fire and theft. [insurance]
3. Remember to bring clothes that provide adequate protection against the wind and rain.
1. Workers should wear full protective clothes. ◊ 2. He put a protective arm around her shoulder.
3. He was extremely protective of his role as advisor.
4. Parents can easily become over-protective of their children.

put out /pʊt aʊt/ (v) to stop sth from burning or shining SYN extinguish
to put out a candle / cigarette / light
◊

1. Firefighters soon put the fire out.

2. Firefighters tried to extinguish the flames.

3. (formal) All lights have been extinguished.

recently /ˈriː.sənt.li/ (adv) not long ago SYN lately
◊

1. We received a letter from him recently.
◊

3. I haven't seen him recently.

2. Until recently they were living in York.

4. Have you used it recently?

4. Recently. I've been feeling depressed.
◊

1. Have you seen her lately?

2. It's only lately that she's been well enough to go out.

relative /ˈrel.ə.tɪv/ (n) 1. a person who is in the same family as sb else SYN relation
◊

a close / near / distant relative

her friends and relatives

2. a thing that belongs to the same group as sth else:
1. The ibex is a distant relative of the mountain goat.
a close / near / distant relation of mine

◊

a relation by marriage

a party for friends and relations
1. Is he any relation of you?

◊

2. He's called Brady too, but we're no relation (= not related).

safe /seɪf/ (adj , n) 1. protected from any danger or harm OPP unsafe:
1. The children are quite safe here.

◊

2. She didn't feel safe on her own.

3. Will the car be safe parked in the road?

◊

4. Your secret is safe with me.

5. They aimed to make the country safe from terrorist attacks.
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2. not likely to lead to any physical harm or danger:
a safe and effective remedy for coughs and colds
◊

1. Is the water here safe to drink?

2. We watched the explosion from a safe distance.

3. The street is not safe for children to play in.

◊

4. It is one of the safest cars in the world.

3. not harmed, damaged, lost, etc:
1. We were glad she let us know she was safe.

◊

2. They turned up safe and sound.

3. A reward was offered for the animal's safe return.
4. The missing child was found safe and well.
4. [place] where sb/sth is not likely to be in danger or to be lost:
◊

1. We all want to live in safe cities.

2. Keep your passport in a safe place.

■noun a strong metal box or cupboard with a complicated lock, used for strong valuable things in,
for example money or jewels:
The hotel recommended that we keep all our valuables in its safe during our stay.
safety /ˈseɪf.ti/ (n)

safely /ˈseɪf.li/ (adv)
◊

safety standards / measures

a local campaign to improve road safety

1. It is a place where children can play in safety. ◊ 2. He was kept in custody for his own safety.
3. The airline has an excellent safety record.
■ idiom safety first (saying) safety is the most important thing
1. The plane landed safely.

◊

2. The bomb has been safely disposed of

3. The money is safely locked in a drawer.

◊

4. We can safely say that he will accept the job.

save /seɪv/ (v, n, prep) 1. [keep safe] to keep sb/sth safe from death, harm, loss, etc:
to save sb's life to save a rare species (from extinction)
◊

1. Doctors were unable to save her.

2. She saved a little girl from falling onto the water.

3. She needs to win the next two games to save the match.
4. Thanks for doing that. You saved my life.
2. [money] to keep money instead of spending it, esp in order to buy a particular thing:
1. I'm not very good at saving.

◊

2. I'm saving for a new bike.

3. You should save a little each week.
3. [keep for future] to keep sth to use or enjoy in the future:
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1. Save some food for me.

◊

2. Save me some food.

3. She is saving her strength for the last part of the race.
4. We'll eat some now and save some for tomorrow.
4. [not waste] to avoid wasting sth for using more than necessary:
◊

1. We'll take a cab and save time.
3. Book early and save $50!

2. We should try to save water and electricity.

◊

4. If we go this way it will save us two hours on the trip.

5. [avoid sth bad] to avoid sth difficult or unpleasant; to make sb able to avoid doing it:
◊

1. The prize saved her from having to find a job.

2. She did it herself to save argument.

6. [in sport] (in football, hockey, etc.) to prevent an opponent's shot from going in the goal:
to save a penalty
The goalie saved brilliantly from Johnson's long-range shot.
7. [computing] to make a computer keep work, for example by putting it on a disk:
Save data frequently.
■noun (in football, etc.] an action by a goalkeeper that stops a goal being scored:
He made a spectacular save.
■prep (also save for) [old use or formal] except for:
They knew nothing about her save her name.

simple /ˈsɪm.pəl/ (adj) 1. [easy] not complicated, easy to understand or do:
a simple method / solution / task
1. The answer is really quite simple.

◊

2. This machine is very simple to use.

3. (especially spoken) We lost because we played badly. It's as simple as that.
4. Give the necessary information but keep it simple.
2. [basic / plain] basic or plain without anything extra or unnecessary: OPP fancy
simple but elegant clothes
1. We had a simple meal of soup and bread.

◊

2. The accommodation is simple but spacious.

3. [for emphasis] used before a noun to emphasize that it is exactly that and nothing else:
1. Nobody wanted to believe the simple truth.
2. It's nothing to worry about – just a simple headache.
3. I had to do it for the simple reason that I couldn't trust anyone else.
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4. [only before noun] ( of a person) ordinary; not special:

I'm a simple country girl.

5. (of a person) not very intelligent; not mentally normal:
He's not mad – just a bit simple.

take care of (v) 1. to care for sb/sth/yourself; to be careful about sth:
1. Who is taking care of the children while you're away? ◊ 2. She takes great care of her clothes.
3. He's old enough to take care of himself.
2. to be responsible for or to deal with a situation or task:
1. Don't worry about the travel arrangement.

◊

2. They're all being taken care of.

3. Celia takes care of the marketing side of things.

together /təˈɡeð.ər/ (adv) 1. with or near to sb/sth else; with each other:
1. We grew up together.

◊

2. Together they climbed the dark stairs.

3. Get all the ingredients together before you start cooking.
4. Stay close together – I don't want anyone to get lost.
2. so that two or more things touch or are joined to be combined with each other:
◊

1. He rubbed his hands together in satisfaction.

2. She nailed the two boards together.

3. at the same time:
◊

1. They both spoke together.

2. (spoken) All together now: Happy birthday to you…'

trip /trɪp/ (n) 1. a journey to a place and back again, esp a short one for pleasure or a particular
purpose:
a day trip (= lasting a day)

◊

a boat / coach trip

1. They took a trip down the river.

◊

◊

a business / school / shopping trip

2.We went on a trip to the mountains.

3. We had to make several trips to bring all the equipment over. ◊

4.Did you have a good trip?

useful /ˈjuːs.fəl/ (adj) 1. that can help you to do or achieve what you want:
a useful book / gadget
1. It can be useful to write a summary of your argument first.
2. These plants are particularly useful for bringing up shady areas.
3. Don't just sit watching television – make yourself useful!
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◊

4. He might be useful to use.

5. Your knowledge of German may come in useful.
2. (informal) good; satisfactory:
usefully /ˈjuːs.fəl.i/ (adv)

He's a very useful player.

useless /ˈjuːs.ləs/ (adj)

1. The money could be more usefully spent on new equipment.
◊

1. He knew it was useless to protest.

2. It's useless worrying about it.

3. I'm useless at French. Don't ask her to help. She's useless.

voluntary /ˈvɒl.ən.tər.i/ (adj) 1. done willingly, not because you are forced: OPP compulsory
voluntary agreement / arrangement
1. Attendance on the course is purely voluntary.
2. I do some voluntary work at the local hospital.
volunteer /ˌvɒl.ənˈtɪər/ (n, v)

voluntarily /ˈvɒl.ən.trəl.i/ (adv)

1. Schools need volunteers to help children to read.
2. Are there any volunteers to help clear up?

◊

3. Jill volunteered to arrange a petition.

4. Several staff members volunteered for early retirement.
5. He was not asked to leave ― he went voluntarily.
6. Is English a compulsory/ optional subject in your school?

wild /ˈwaɪld/ (adj) 1. [animals and plants] living or growing in natural conditions; not kept in a
house or on a farm:
wild animals / flowers

◊

◊

a wild rabbit

wild strawberries

The plants grow wild along the banks of rivers.
2. [out of control] lacking discipline or control:
◊

1. The boy is wild and completely out of control.

2. The island is a wild and lonely place.

3. [feelings] full of very strong feeling:
wild laughter / applause / cheers
1. The crowd went wild.

◊

◊

a wild and romantic love affair

2. It makes me wild (= very angry) to see such waste.

4. [exciting] (informal) very good, enjoyable or exciting:
We had a wild time in New York.
5. [not sensible] not carefully planned; not sensible or accurate:
He made a wild guess at the answer.
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wild accusations / rumors

6. [enthusiastic] ~ about sb/sth (informal) very enthusiastic about sb/sth:
1. She's totally wild about him.

◊

2. I'm not wild about the idea.

wildlife /ˈwaɪld.laɪf/ (n) [U] animals, birds, insects, etc. that are wild and live in a natural
environment:
Development of the area would endanger wildlife.

wonderful /ˈwʌn.də.fəl/ (adj) 1. very good, pleasant or enjoyable:
a wonderful view / opportunity / person / surprise / day
1. We had a wonderful time last night.

◊

2. You've all been absolutely wonderful.

3. It's wonderful to see you.
2. making you feel surprise or admiration:
It's wonderful what you can do when you have to.
wonderfully /ˈwʌn.də.fəl.i/(adv) 1. very; very well:
1. The hotel is wonderfully comfortable.

◊

2. Things have worked out wonderfully (well).

2. unusually; in a surprising way:
He's wonderfully fit for his age.
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Vision 1, Lesson 2
Vocabulary
actually /ˈæk.tʃu.ə.li/ (adv) 1. really; as a real fact:
1. Tell me what actually happened.

◊

2. Do ghosts actually exist?

2. used to show contrast between what is true and what sb believes, and to show surprise about
this contrast:
1. The food was not actually all that expensive.

◊

2. He looks honest, but actually he's a thief.

3. strange or surprising as it may seem:
He not only ran in the race; he actually won it!

alike /əˈlaɪk/ (adj, adv) [not before noun] very similar:
My sister and I do not look alike.
■adv 1. In a very similar way:
They tried to treat all their children alike.
2. used after you have referred to two people or groups to mean 'both' or 'equally':
Good health and safety management benefits employers and employees alike.

attack /əˈtæk/ (v, n) 1. [use violence] to use violence to try to hurt or kill sb (often passive):
1. A woman was attacked and robbed by a gang of youths.
2. The man attacked him with a knife.

◊

2. Most dogs will not attack unless provoked.

2. [in war] to use weapons, such as guns and bombs against an enemy in a war, etc:
1. At dawn the army attacked the town.

◊

2. The guerrillas usually attack at night.

3. [criticize] to criticize sb/sth severely:
a newspaper article attacking the England football manager
She has been attacked for ignoring her own party members.
4. [in sport] to go forward in a game in order to try to score goals or points:
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Spain attacked more in the second half and deserved a goal.
■noun 1. [violence] an act of using violence to try to hurt or kill sb:

a series of racist attacks

2. [in war] an act of trying to kill or injure the enemy in war, using weapons such as guns and
bombs:
to launch / mount / make an attack
The patrol came under attack from all sides.
3. [criticism] strong criticism of sb/sth in speech or in a writing:
The school has come under attack for failing to encourage bright pupils.
4. [action to stop sth] an action that you do to try to stop or change sth that you feel is bad:
to launch an attack on all-out attack on poverty / unemployment

bacteria /bækˈtɪə.ri.ə/ (n) [pl] (sing bacterium) the simplest and smallest forms of plant life.
Bacteria exist in large numbers in air, water and soil, and in living and dead creatures and plant,
and are often a cause of disease:
1. Food must be heated to a high temperature to kill harmful bacteria.
2. Many sorts of bacteria are resistant to penicillin.

blood /blʌd/ (n) 1. the red liquid that flows through the bodies of humans and animals:
to give blood

◊

a blood cell / sample

He has lost a lot of blood in the accident.
2. (formal) family origins:
She is of noble blood.
sb's blood is up somebody is very angry and ready to argue or fight
boold, sweat and tears very hard work, a lot of effort:
The only way to succeed is through blood, sweat and tears.
make sb's blood boil to make sb extremely angry
make sb's blood run cold to make sb very frightened or fill them with horror

brain /breɪn/ (n) 1. [in head] the organ inside the head that controls movements, thought,
memory and feeling:
damage to the brain
◊
brain cells
a device to measure brain activity during sleep
She died of a brain tumor.
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2. [intelligence] the ability to learn quickly and think about things in a logical and intelligent way:
It doesn't take much brain to work out that both stories can't be true.
3. [intelligent person] (informal) an intelligent person:
We have the best scientific brains in the country working on this.

brave /breɪv/ (adj) 1. (of a person) willing to do things which are difficult, dangerous or painful;
not afraid: SYN courageous, fearless
1. Be brave!

◊

brave men and women

2. I wasn't brave enough to tell her what I thought of her.

2. [of an action] requiring or showing courage:

a brave decision

1. She died after a brave fight against cancer.
2. He felt homesick, but made a brave attempt to appear cheerful
bravery /ˈbreɪ.vər.i/ (n)

bravely /ˈbreɪv.li/ (adv)
an award for outstanding bravery

1. The bravery of the men rescued children from the fire. ◊

2. He received a medal for bravery.

carry /ˈkær.i/ (v) 1. [take with you] to support the the weight of sb/sth and take them or it from
place to place; to take sb/sth from one place to another:
◊

1. He was carrying a suitcase.

2. She carried her baby in her arms.

3. The injured were carried away on stretchers.
2. to have sth with you and take it wherever you go:
1. Police in many countries carry guns.

◊

2. I never carry much money with me.

3. [of pipes / wires] to contain and direct the flow of water, electricity, etc:
The veins carry blood to the heart.
4. [disease] if a person, an insect, etc. carries a disease, they are infected with it and might spread
it to others although they might not become sick themselves:
Ticks can carry a nasty disease which affects humans.

cell /sel/ (n) 1. the smallest unit of living matter that can exist on its own:
the red blood cells

◊

cancer cells

◊

the nucleus of a cell

All plants and animals are made up of cells.
2. a small room in which a prisoner or a monk or nun sleeps:
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He's locked up at night in a prison cell on his own, so that's solitary confinement.

collect /kəˈlekt/(v) 1. [bring together] to bring things together from different people or things:
SYN gather
to collect data / evidence / information
1. We're collecting signatures for a petition. ◊ 2. Samples were collected form over 200 patients.
2. [as hobby] to buy and find things of a particular type and keep them as a hobby:
to collect stamps / postcards / fossils
He collected stories from all over the world.
3. [of people] to come together in one place to form a larger group:
A crowd began to collect in front of the embassy.
4. [take away] to go somewhere in order to take sb/sth away:
◊ 2. She's gone to collect her son from school.

1. What do they do to collect rubbish / garbage?

5. [money] to ask people to give you money for a particular purpose:
We're collecting for local charities.
collection /kəˈlek.ʃən/ (n) 1. a group of objects or people:
a stamp / coin collection

◊

refuse / garbage collection

1. The painting comes from his private collection.
2. There was a collection of books and shoes on the floor.
2. [poems/stories/music] a group of poems, stories or pieces of music published together as one
book or disc:
a collection of stories by women writers
3. an act of collecting money to help a charity or during a church service; the money collected:
a house-to-house collection for Cancer Research
The total collection last week amounted $250.
collective /kəˈlek.tɪv/ (adj) 1. used to refer to all members of a group:
The collective name for mast, boom, and sails on a boat is the 'rig'.
2. done or shared by all members of a group of people:
collective leadership / decision-making / responsibility
collectively /kəˈlek.tɪv.li/ (adv)
We have had a successful year, both collectively and individually.
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create /kriˈeɪt/ (v) 1. to make sth happen or exist:
1. Scientists disagree about how the universe was created.
2. The main purpose of industry is to create wealth.
3. The government plans to create more jobs for young people.
2. to produce a particular feeling or impression:
They have painted red to create a feeling of warmth.

deep /diːp/ (adj) 1. [top to bottom] having a large distance from top or surface to the bottom:
OPP shallow
a deep hole / well / river ◊ deep water / snow
2. [measurement] used to describe or ask about the depth of sth:
◊

1. How deep is the wound?

2. The water is only a few inches deep.

3. [far inside] far inside or down in sth:

deep in the desert / forest

He stood with his Hands deep in his pockets.
4. [breath / sigh] taking in or giving out a lot of air:
◊

1. She took a deep breath.
5. [colors] strong and dark OPP pale

a rich deep red

6. [serious] extreme or serious:
1. He's is in deep trouble.

2. He gave a deep sigh.

a deep economic recession
◊

2. The affair exposed deep divisions within the party.

7. [emotions] strongly felt; sincere:
deep concern / regret / affection / respect

◊

a deep sense of loss

8. [knowledge] showing great knowledge or understanding:
a deep understanding / insight / analysis
9. difficult to understand SYN profound
This discussion is getting too deep for me.
10. [involved] ~ in sth fully involved in an activity or a state:
1. He is often so deep in his books that he forgets to eat.
profound changes in the earth's climate
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◊

2. The firm ended up deep in debt.

My father's death had a profound effect on us all.
deeply /ˈdiːp.li/ (adv) 1. very; very much:
◊

deeply rooted customs / ideas

deeply help beliefs / views

◊

1. She is deeply religious.

2. They were deeply disturbed by the accident.

3. Opinion is deeply divided on this issue.
2. used with some verbs to show that sth is done in a very complete way:
to breathe / exhale / sleep deeply
depth /depθ/ (n) 1. the distance from the top or surface to the bottom of sth:
◊

1. What's the depth of the water here?

2. Water was found at a depth of 30 meters.

2. [of feelings] the strength and power of feelings:
the depth of her love / friendship / fear / anger
3. [deepest part] the deepest, most extreme or serious part of sth:
the depths of the ocean

◊

to live in the depths of the country
◊

1. She was in depths of despair.

2. He gazed into the depths of her eyes.

3. Her paintings reveal hidden depths (= unknown and interesting things about her character).

defend /dɪˈfend/ (v) 1. [protect against attack] to protect sb/sth from attack:
1. All our officers are trained to defend themselves against knife attacks.
2. Troops have been sent to defend the borders.
3. It is impossible to defend against an all-out attack.
2. [support] to say or write sth in support of sth/sb that has been criticized:
1. How can you defend such behavior?
2. Politicians are skilled at defending themselves against their critics.
3. [in competitions] to take part in a competition that you won the last time and try to win it
again:
1. He is defending champion.

◊

2. (politics) He intends to defend his seat in the next election.

3. She will be defending her title at next month's championships.
defence /dɪˈfens/(AmE defense) (n) defensive /dɪˈfen.sɪv/ (adj) defenceless /dɪˈfens.ləs/(adj)
soldiers who died in defence of their country
1. What points can be raised in defence of this argument?
2. I have to say in her defence that she knew nothing about if beforehand.
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3. The body has natural defence mechanism to protect it from diseases.
4. Humor is a more effective defence than violence.
5. Her defence was that she was somewhere completely different at the time of crime.
◊

6. (BrE) He plays in defence.

7. (AmE) He plays on defence.

1. Troops are taking a defensive position around the town.
2. Don't ask him about his plans – he just gets defensive.
defenceless children / animals
The village is defenceless against attack.

delicious /dɪˈlɪʃ.əs/ (adj) 1. having a very pleasant taste or smell: SYN tasty, yummy:
1. Who cooked this? It's delicious.

◊

2. Delicious aromas were floating from the kitchen.

3. It's the most delicious ice cream I have ever eaten.
2. (literary) extremely pleasant or enjoyable:

the delicious coolness of the breeze

deliciously /dɪˈlɪʃ.əs.li/ (adv) very pleasantly:

deliciously creamy soup

1. The sun was deliciously warm.
2. As she dived into the pool, the water felt deliciously cool on her skin.

different /ˈdɪf.ər.ənt/(adj) 1. not the same as sb/sth; not like sb/sth else: OPP similar:
1. American English is significantly different from British English.
◊

2. It's very different to what I'm used to.

3. It's different now than it was a year ago.

4. My son's terribly untidy; my daughter's no difference.
2. [only before nouns] separate and individual:
1. She offered us five different cakes.

◊

2. They are sold in many different colors.

3. The program was about customs and different parts of the country.
3. (informal) unusual; not like other people or things:
'Did you enjoy the party?'
differ /ˈdɪf.ər/ (v)

'Well, it was certainly different!'

difference /ˈdɪf.ər.əns/(n)

1. They hold differing views.

◊

differently /ˈdɪf.ər.ənt.li/ (adv)

2. French differs from English in this respect.

3. Ideas on children may differ considerably between the parents.
1. I can never tell the difference between the twins.
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2. There's a world of difference between liking someone and loving them.
3. We have our differences, but she's still my sister. (disagreement)
4. 'Shall we go on Friday or Saturday?'
1. Boys and girls may behave differently.

'It makes no difference (to me).'
◊

2. The male bird has a differently shaped head.

1. We want to do things differently.
2. Are girls treated differently?

donate /ˈdoʊ.neɪt/ (v) to give money, food, clothes, ctc. to sb/sth esp. a charity:
1. He donated thousands of pounds to charity.
2. All donated blood is tested for HIV and other infections.
donation /doʊˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n) something that is given to a person or an organization such as a charity,
in order to help the; the act of giving sth in this way:
to make a donation to charity ◊ a generous / large / small donation ◊

organ donation

The work of the charity is funded by voluntary donations.
donor /ˈdəʊ.nər/ (n) a person who gives blood or a part of his her body to be used by doctors to
help sick people:
a blood donor
◊
a donor card
◊
donor organs
The heart transplant will take place as soon as a suitable donor can be found.

drop /drɒp/ (v) 1. to fall or allow ath to fall by accident:
◊

1. The climber slipped and dropped to his death.

2. Be careful not to drop that plate.

2. to fall down or be no longer able to stand because you are extremely tired:
1. I feel ready to drop.

◊

2. She expects everyone to work till they drop.

3. [become weaker / less] to become or make sth weaker, lower or less:
1. The temperature has dropped considerably.

◊

2. His voiced dropped to a whisper.

3. She dropped her voice dramatically.

exercise /ˈek.sə.saɪz/ (n,v) 1. physical or mental activity that you do to stay healthy, or become
stronger:
gentle exercise

◊

(BrE) to take exercise

1. Swimming is good exercise.

◊

2. The mind needs exercise as well as the body.

2. [C] a set of movements or activities that you do to stay healthy or develop a skill:
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breathing / relaxation / stretching exercises

◊

exercises for the piano

Repeat the exercise ten times on each leg.
3. [C] a set questions in a book that tests your knowledge or practices a skill:

grammar exercise

Do exercise one for homework.
■verb 1. to do sports or other physical activities in order to stay healthy or become stronger;
to make an animal to do this:
1. How often do you exercise?

◊

2. Horses need to be exercised regularly.

2. to give a part of the body the movement and activity it needs to keep strong and healthy:
These movements will exercise your arms and shoulders.

fact /fækt/ (n) 1. used to refer to a particular situation that exists:
1. I could no longer ignore the fact that he was deeply unhappy.
2. She was happy apart from the fact that she could not return home.
3. The fact remains that we are still two teachers short.
2. [C] a thing that is known to be true, esp when it can be proved:
1. Isn't it a fact that the firm is losing money? ◊ 2. It's about time you learnt to face (the) facts.
3. I haven't spoken to anyone in English for days and that's a fact.
4. I know for the fact (= I am certain) that she's involved in something illegal.
3. [U] things that are true rather than things that have been invented:
1. The story is based on fact.

◊

2. It is important to distinguish fact from fiction.

fattening /ˈfæt.ən.ɪŋ/ (adj) (of foods) likely to make you fat:

fattening cakes

Chinese food isn't fattening, so that won't ruin your diet.

fatty /ˈfæt.i/ (adj) 1. Containing a lot of fat, consisting of fat: fatty foods / acids ◊ fatty tissue
1. Don't eat fatty food or chocolates.
2. The woman lost about 1.8kg of fatty tissue during the week's fast.
2. (also fatso) (informal, disapproving) a fat person:
Britain is fast becoming a nation of fatties.
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fight /faɪt/ (v, n) 1. [in war / battle] to take part in a war or battle against an enemy:
to fight a war / battle
1. He fought in Vietnam.

◊
◊

soldiers trained to fight
2. My grandfather fought against Fascists in Spain.

2. [struggle] to struggle physically with sb:
1. My little brothers are always fighting.

◊

2. She'll fight like a tiger to protect her children.

3. [in contest] to take part in a contest against sb:

to fight an election / campaign

She's fighting for a place in the national team.
4. [oppose] to try hard to stop, deal with or oppose sth bad: to fight racism / corruption / poverty
1. Workers are fighting the decision to close the factory. ◊ 2. We will fight for as long as it takes.
5. [argue] to have an argument with sb about sth:
It is a trivial matter and not worth fighting about.

fresh /freʃ/ (n) 1. [food] recently produced or picked and not frozen, dried, or preserved in tins or
cans:
fresh bread / flowers
1. Is this milk fresh?

◊

2. Eat plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables.

Our chefs use only the freshest produce available.
2. [new] made or experienced recently:

fresh tracks on the snow

Let me write in down while it's still fresh in my mind.
3. [clean / cool] pleasantly clean, pure or cool:
a toothpaste that leaves a nice fresh taste in your mouth
Let's go and get some fresh air.
4. [water] containing no salt:
5. full of energy:

There is a shortage of fresh water on the island.

1. Regular exercise will help you feel fresher and fitter.

2. I managed to sleep on the plane and arrived feeling as fresh as a daisy.
freshness /ˈfreʃ.nəs/ (n)
1. We guarantee the freshness of all our produce.
2. I like the freshness of his approach to the problem.
freshen /ˈfreʃ.ən/ (v) to make sth cleaner, cooler, newer or more pleasant:
1. The walls need freshening up with a bit of white paint.
3. Using a mouthwash regularly freshens the breath.
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◊

2. The rain had freshened the air.

funny /ˈfʌn.i/ (adj) 1. making you laugh; amusing:
◊

1. That's the funniest thing I've ever heard.

a funny story
2. It's not funny! Someone could have been hurt.

3. I was really embarrassed, but then I saw the funny side of it.
4. (ironic) Oh very funny! You expect me to believe that?
Note: Funny does not mean 'enjoyable': The party was great fun. (not funny)
2. [strange] (esp spoken) difficult to explain or understand:
1. That's funny – he was here a moment ago and now he's gone.
2. The funny thing is it never happened again after that. ◊ 2. The engine's making a funny noise.
3. [ill / sick] (informal) slightly ill / sick:
I feel a bit funny today – I don't think I'll go to work.
4. [crazy] (BrE, informal) slightly crazy; not like other people:
1. That Dave's a funny chap, isn't he?

◊

2. She went a bit crazy after her husband died.

go round / around /ɡəʊ raʊnd/(v) to spin or turn SYN circle, revolve, rotate:
to go round in a circle
1. The earth goes around the sun.
2. Seagulls circled around his head.

◊

3. Spelling mistakes are circled in red ink.

4. Stay away from the helicopter when its blades start rotate.

happen /ˈhæp.ən/ (v) 1. to take place esp without being planned SYN occur (formal)
1. You'll never guess what's happened! 2. Let's see what happens next week.
3. I'll be there whatever happens.
2. to take place as a result of sth:
1. She pressed the button but nothing happened.

◊

1. Police report that the accident occurred at 9:30 p.m.

2. Just plug it and see what happens.
◊

3. Sugar occurs naturally in fruit (= to exist or be found).

health /helθ/ (n) 1. the condition of a person's body and mind:
to be in poor / god / excellent health
mental health

◊

to be in the best of health
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2. Something unexpected occurred.

1. Exhaust fumes are bad for your health.

◊

2. She was forced to resign because of ill health.

2. the state of being physically and mentally healthy:
1. He was nursed back to health by his wife.
2. As long as you have your health, nothing matters.
3. the work of providing medical services:
health insurance

◊

the Health Minister

◊

the Department of Health

health and safety regulations

All parties are promising to increase spending on health.

healthy /ˈhel.θi/ (adj) 1. Having good health and not likely to become ill: OPP unhealthy:
a healthy child / animal / tree
Keep healthy by eating well and exercising regularly.
2. [usually before noun]good for your health:

a healthy diet / climate / lifestyle

3. showing that you are in good health:

to have a healthy appetite

a shampoo that keeps your hair looking healthy
4. successful and working well:

a healthy economy

Your car doesn't sound very healthy.
Note: Well describes your health on a particular occasion:
◊

1. I'm sorry to hear that you were not well yesterday.
healthily /ˈhel.θili/ (adv)

2. You're looking well.

to eat healthily

heaven (n) 1. (the heavens) [pl] (literary) the sky:

Four tall tress stretched up to the heavens.

2. (also Heaven) (in some religions) the place believed to be the home of of God: SYN paradise
I feel like I've died and gone to heaven.
3. (Heaven) (informal) God:

It was the will of God Heaven.

interested (adj) 1. giving your attention to sth because you enjoy finding out about doing it;
showing interest in sth and finding it exciting:
1. I'm very interested in history.

◊ 2.We would be interested to hear your views on this subject.

3. Anyone interested in joining the club should contact us at the address below.
2. in a position to gain from a situation or affected by it:
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As an interested party, I was not allowed to vote.

light (v) 1. [start to burn] to make sth start to burn:
1. She lit / lighted a candle. 2. The candles were lit.
I put a lighted match to the letter and watched it burn.
2. to start to burn: The fire wouldn't light.
3. [give light] [usually passive] to give light to sth or to a place:

well /badly lit streets

The stage was lit by bright spotlights.
4. (literary) to guide sb with a light:

Our way was lit by a full moon.

liquid (n, adj) 1. a substance the flows freely and is not solid or a gas, for example water or oil:
She poured the dark brown liquid down in the sink.
■adj 1. in the form of a liquid; not solid or a gas:

liquid fertilizer / soap

◊

liquid nitrogen

The detergent comes in powder or liquid form.
2. (literary) clear, like water:

liquid blue eyes

3. (literary) (of sounds) clear, pure and flowing:

the liquid song of a blackbird

nation (n) 1. [C] a country considered as a group of people with the same language, culture and
history, who live in a particular area under one government:
an independent nation

◊

the African nations

2. [sing] all the people in a country:
The entire nation, seemed, was watching TV. (all the people in a country)

neat (adj) 1. tidy and in order; carefully done or arranged: a neat desk ◊ a neat handwriting
1. She was wearing a neat black suit.

◊

2. They sat in her neat and tidy kitchen.

2. [of people] liking to keep things tidy and in order; looking tidy or doing things in a tidy way:
Try and be neater!

neighbor (n) 1. a person who lives next to you or near you:
1. Our next- door neighbors are very noisy.
2. We've a lot of support from all our friends and neighbors.
2. a country that is next to or near another country:
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peace treaties between Israel and its neighbors
Britain's nearest neighbor is France.
3. a person or thing that standing or situated next to another or thing:
1. Stand quietly, children, and try not to talk to your neighbor.
2. The tree fell slowly, its branches caught in those of its neighbors

observatory (n) a special building from which scientists watch the stars, the weather, etc.
The observatory is located on a mountaintop.

orbit (n, v) a curved path followed by a planet or an object as it moves around another planet,
star, moon, etc:
the earth's orbit around the sun

◊

a space station in orbit round the moon

A new satellite has been put into orbit around the earth.
■verb to move in an orbit (= a curved path) around a much larger object, esp a planet, star, etc:
The earth takes a year to orbit the sun.

planet (n) 1. a large round object in space that moves around a star (such as the sun) and receives
light from it:
the planets of our solar system

◊

the planet Earth / Venus / Mars

2. (the planet) used to mean 'the world' esp when talking about the environment:
The battle to save the planet
■idiom what planet sb is on? (spoken, humorous) used to suggest that sb's ideas are not realistic
or practical:

powerful (adj) 1. (of people) being able to control and influence people and events:
SYN influential
an immensely powerful nation / group / organization
◊

one of the most powerful directors in Hollywood

a rich and powerful man

2. having great power or force; very effective: powerful weapons / tools
a powerful engine / car a powerful voice / smell
3. having a strong effect on your mind or body:

a powerful image / drug / speech
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4. (of a person or an animal) physically strong:

a powerful body

◊

a powerful athlete

powerfully (adv)
1. He is powerfully built (= he has a large strong body). ◊ 2. She argued powerfully for reform.

pump (v) 1. to make water, air, gas, etc. flow in a particular direction by using a pump or sth that
works like a pump:
1. The engine is used for pumping water out of the mine.
Heart is the organ in the left side of the chest that pumps blood around the body.
2. (of a liquid) to flow in a particular direction as if it is being forced by a pump:
Blood was pumping out of his wound.
3. to move quickly up and down or in and out:
My heart was pumping with excitement!

rocky (adj) 1. made of rock; full of rocks:

a rocky coastline ◊ rocky soil

2. difficult and not certain to continue or to be successful:

a rocky marriage

a financially rocky year

sign (n, v) 1. [showing sth] an event, an action, a fact, etc. that shows that sth exists, is happening
or may happen in the future: SYN indication
1. Headaches may be sign of stress. ◊ 2. There is no sign of John anywhere.
3. Call the police at the first sign of trouble. ◊ 4. Her work is showing some signs of improvement.
5. There was no sign of life in the house (= there seemed to be nobody there).
2. [symbol] a mark used to represent sth, esp in mathematics: a plus sign (+) ◊ a dollar sing ($)
■ verb [your name] to write your name, on a document, letter, etc. to show that you have written
it, that you agree with what it says, or it is genuine:
to sign a deal / contract cheque
1. Sign here, please. ◊

2. Sign your name here, please. ◊

3.You have not signed the letter.

4. The treaty was signed on 24 March. ◊ 5. The player was signing autographs for a group of fans.

strange (adj) 1. unusual or surprising, esp in a way that is difficult to understand:
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◊

1. A strange thing happened this morning.

2. She was looking at me in a strange way.

3. It's strange (that) we haven't heard from him. ◊ 4. Strange to say, I don't really enjoy television.
2. not familiar because you have not been there before or met the person before:
a strange city / country / neighborhood
1. Never accept lifts from strange men.

◊

2. At first, the place was strange to me.

strangely (adv) in an unusual or surprising way:
1. She's been acting strangely lately.

◊

strangely shaped rocks
2. The house was strangely quiet.

stranger (n) 1. a person that you do not know:
1. There was a complete stranger sitting at my desk.
2. We've told out daughter not to speak to strangers.
3. They got on well together although they were total strangers.
2. a person who is in a place that they have not been in before:
1. He must have been a stranger to the town.
2. Sorry, I don't know where the bank is. I'm a stranger here myself.

type (n, v) 1. a class or group of people or things that share particular qualities or features:
1. There are three main types of contract(s).

◊

2. She mixes with all types of people.

3. It is the first car of its type to have the design feature.
2. (informal) a person of a particular character, with particular feature, etc:
He is not the type to be unfaithful.
usually attracted to).

◊

2. She's is not my type (= not the kind of person I am

■ verb to write using a word processor or typewriter:
1. How fast can you type?

◊

typing errors

2. This letter will need to be typed (out) again.

virus (n) 1. a living thing, too small to be seen without a microscope, that causes infectious disease
in people, animals and plants:
the flu virus
◊
a virus infection
Is the illness caused by bacteria or a virus?
2. (informal) a disease caused by a virus:

There is a virus going around the office.

3. instructions that are hidden within a computer program and are designed to cause faults or
destroy data:
The software checks your hard drive for viruses.
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wonder (v) 1. to think about sth and try to decide what is true, what will happen, what you should
do, etc:
1. I wonder who she is.

◊

2. 'Why do you want to know?'

'No particular reason'.

2. We were wondering about next April for the wedding.
2. [used as a polite way of asking question or asking sb to do sth:
1. I wonder if you can help me.

◊

2. I was wondering whether you'd like to come to a party.

3. to be very surprise by sth:

1. She wondered at her own stupidity.

2. He's gone and left us to do all the work. I shouldn't wonder.
■noun 1. a feeling of surprise and admiration that you have when you see or experience sth
beautiful, unusual, or unexpected:
She gazed down in wonder at the city spread below her.
2. something with surprise and admiration:

the wonders of modern technology

The Grand Canyon is one of the natural wonders of the world.
(it's) no / little / small wonder (that)… it is not surprising:
It is little wonder (that) she was so upset.
wonders will never cease (spoken, usually ironic) a phrase used to express surprise and pleasure
at sth:
I've cleaned my room. 'Wonders will never cease!
work / perform wonders to achieve very good result:
Her new diet and exercise program has worked / wondered for her.
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Vision 1, lesson 3
Vocabulary
actual (adj) 1. [only before noun] used to emphasize sth that is real or exists in fact:
1. What were her actual words? 2. The actual cost was much higher than we had expected.
3. James looks younger than his wife but in actual fact (= really) he is several years older.

The wedding preparations take weeks but the actual ceremony takes less than an hour.
actually /ˈæk.tʃu.ə.li/ (adv) 1. really; as a real fact:
1. Tell me what actually happened.

◊

2. Do ghosts actually exist?

2. used to show contrast between what is true and what sb believes, and to show surprise about
this contrast:
1. The food was not actually all that expensive.

◊

2. He looks honest, but actually he's a thief.

3. strange or surprising as it may seem:
He not only ran in the race; he actually won it!

attend (verb) 1. to be present at an event: to attend a wedding / funeral
The meeting was attended by 90% of shareholders. We'd like as many people as possible to attend.
2. to go regularly to a place:
Our children attend the same school. How many people attend church every Sunday?
3. (formal) to pay attention to what sb is saying or to what you are doing:
She has not been attending during the lesson.
4. to deal with sb/sth; to take care of sb/sth:
1. I have some urgent business to attend to. 2. A nurse attended to his needs constantly.
ashamed (adj) 1.
behave
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believe, belief
build
cool
cradle
develop
energetic
exactly
experiment
famous
far
flu
fortunately
generous
get around
go out
grave
give up, quit
grow up
hit
illness
interview
invent
junk
knowledge
local
meal
medicine
moment
observe
pass away
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patient
personality
phrase
poem
prepare
publish
put aside
quickly
ring
rapidly
recite
research
respect
sadly
save
seek
science
skill
solve
success
suddenly
thinker
translate
value
weak
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Vision 1, lesson 4
Vocabulary
A
abroad
across
agent
ancient
around
attraction
baggage
booklet
behavior
ceremony
check in
choice
continent
course
cruel
culture
desert
destination
domestic
embassy
enjoy
entertainment
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experience
familiar
foreign
historical
holy
hospitable
image
international
neatly
paradise
patiently
pilgrim
plan
polite
popular
probably
pyramid
range
rudely
safely
shrine
site
similar
spend
suggestion
suitable
tower
traditional
travel
vacation
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wake up
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Vision 2

Vocabulary

Lesson 1
about /əˈbaʊt/ (adv) 1. a little more or less than the stated number or amount SYN approximately,
nearly, almost, roughly, virtually:
about six feet tall

◊

about two months ago

1. "What time are you leaving work today?" "About five."
1. It's nearly time to leave.

◊

3. I've worked here for nearly two years.

◊

2. We're about ready to leave.

2. He's nearly as tall as you.
◊

4. It's approximately six o'clock.

5. The journey took approximately seven years.

◊

6. They all left roughly at the same time.

7. Roughly speaking, we receive about fifty letters a week on the subject.
8. Virtually all students will be exempt from the tax.

◊

9. He virtually admitted he was guilty.

access /ˈæk.ses/ (n,v) the method or possibility of getting near to a place or person:
1. The only access to the village is by boat.
2. The main access to (= entrance to) the building is at the side.
3. The children's father was refused access to them at any time (= refused official permission to see
them).
4. Red Cross officials were allowed access to the prison for the first time a few days ago.
5.This type of account offers you instant access to your money.
■verb to open a computer file (= a collection of information stored on a computer) in order to look
at or change information in it:

a lot of /ə lɒt əv/ (det) [informal lots of] a large number or amount of sb/sth:
black coffee with a lot of sugar
◊

1. What a lot of presents!

2. A lot of people are coming to the meeting.

3. I saw a lot of her (= I saw her often) last summer. ◊ 4. He does a lot of travelling in his job.
1. She eats lots of fruit.

◊

2. He earns lots of money.

3

at last /ət læst/ (adv) (also at long last) after much delay, effort, etc: SYN finally:
1. At last we're home!

2. At long last the cheque arrived.

3. I've finished my essay at last!

4. At long last the government is starting to listen to our problems.
available /əˈveɪ.lə.bəl/ (adj) 1. able to be bought or used:
1. Is this dress available in a larger size?
2. There's no money available for an office party this year.
3. It is vital that food is made available to the famine areas.
4. Do you have any double rooms available this weekend?
2. If someone is available, they are not busy and therefore able to do something:
1. I'm afraid I'm not available to help with the show on the 19th.
2. Every available officer will be assigned to the investigation.

bunch /bʌntʃ/ (n) 1. a number of things of the same type which are growing or fastened together:
a bunch of bananas / flowers / grapes

◊

a bunch of keys

She picked me a bunch of flowers.
2. a group of people; a large number of things:
1. They're a bunch of jerks.

◊

2. Your friends are a nice bunch.

3. The people that I work with are a great bunch.
4. I have a whole bunch of stuff to do this morning.
3. (bunches) [pl] long hair that is divided in two and tied at each side of the head:
She wore her hair in bunches.

communicate /kəˈmjuː.nɪ.keɪt/ (v) to exchange information, ideas, news, etc. with sb:
1. We only communicate by e-mail.

◊

2. They communicated in sign language.

3. Dolphins use sound to communicate with each other.
communication /kəˌmjuː.nəˈkeɪ.ʃən/ (n) [U] the activity or process of expressing ideas and feelings
or of giving people information:
1. Speech is the fastest method of communication.
2. All channels of communication need to be open.
communications /kəˌmju·nɪˈkeɪ·ʃənz/ (pl) method of sending information, especially telephones,
radio, computers, etc, or roads and railways:
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1. Snow has prevented communication with the outside world for three days.
2. The new airport will improve communications between the islands.
communicative /kəˈmjuː.nə.keɪt/ (adj) 1. able and willing to talk and give information to other
people:
I don't find him very communicative.
2. connected with the ability to communicate in a language, esp in a foreign language:
communicative skills

deaf /def/ (adj) 1. unable to hear anything or unable to hear very well:
to become / go deaf
1. She was born deaf.

◊

2. He's been totally/partially deaf since birth.

2. (the deaf) people who cannot hear: television subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
3. not willing to listen or pay attention:

◊

1. He was deaf to my requests for help.

2. The local council has remained deaf to all the objections to its proposals.

despite /dɪˈspaɪt/ (prep) used to show that sth happened or is true in spite of sth: SYN in spite of:
1. Her voice was shaking despite all her efforts to control it.
2. Despite applying for hundreds of jobs, he is still out of work.
3. She was good at physics despite the fact that she found it boring.
1. In spite of his age, he still leads an active life.
2. They went swimming in spite of all the danger signs.
3. English became the official language for business in spite of the fact that the population was
largely Chinese.

escape /ɪˈskeɪp/ (v, n) 1. to get free from something, or to avoid something SYN run away from:
1. Two prisoners have escaped.

◊

3. She was lucky to escape serious injury.

2. A lion has escaped from its cage.
◊

4. He narrowly (= only just) escaped a fine.

5. His name escapes me (= I have forgotten his name).
6. Nothing important escapes her notice/attention.
2. (computer) to press the key on a computer keyboard that allows you to leave a particular
screen and return to the previous one or to interrupt a process:
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Escape from this window and return to the main menu.
3. (of gasses, liquids, etc.) to get out of a container, esp through a hole or crack:
toxic waste escaping into the sea
1. Put a lid on to prevent heat escaping.

◊

2. He ran away from home at the age of thirteen.

■noun 1. the act of successfully getting out of a place or a dangerous or bad situation:
1. He made his escape on the back of a motorcycle.
2. They had a narrow escape (= only just avoided injury or death) when their car crashed.
2. something that helps you to forget about your usual life or problems:
Romantic novels provide an escape from reality.

exchange /ɪksˈtʃeɪndʒ/ (v, n) 1. [give and receive] to give sth to sb and at the same time receive
the same thing from them:
to exchange ideas / news / information
1. Juliet and David exchanged glances (= they looked at each other).
2. I shook hands and exchanged a few words with the manager.
3. Everyone in the group exchanged telephone numbers.
2. [money / goods] to give or return sth that you have and get sth different or better instead:
1. You can exchange your currency for dollars in the hotel.
2. If it doesn't fit, take it back and the store will exchange it.
■ noun 1. the act of giving sth to sb or doing sth for sb and receiving sth in return:
an exchange of glances / insults

◊

an exchange of fire (= between enemy soldiers)

1. The exchange of prisoners took place this morning.
2. I get you out of the country and you keep your mouth shut. Is that a fair exchange?
3. I'll type your report if you'll babysit in exchange.
2. [conversation / argument] a conversation or an argument:
1. There was only time for a brief exchange.
2. The Prime Minister was involved in a heated exchange with opposition MPs.

exist /ɪɡˈzɪst/ (v) 1.to be, or to be real:
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1. I don't think ghosts exist.

◊

2. Poverty still exists in this country.

3. Slavery still exists in many parts of the world. ◊ 4. The problem only exist in your mind, Jane.
2. to live, or to live in difficult conditions:
1. Some species exist in this small area of forest and nowhere else on earth.
2. Few people can exist without water for more than a week.
3. No one can be expected to exist on such a low salary.
3. to be present or be a condition:
Your local agency can tell you if a similar program exists in your community.
existence /ɪɡˈzɪs.təns/ (n) 1. the state or fact of being real or living:
1. I was unaware of his existence until today.
2. This is the oldest Hebrew manuscript in existence.
3. Pakistan came into existence as an independent country after the war.
2. a way of living esp when this is difficult or boring:
1. We led a poor but happy enough existence as children.
2. The peasants depend on a good harvest for their very existence.
existing /ɪɡˈzɪs.tɪŋ/ (adj) found or used now:
1. Under the existing conditions many children are going hungry.
2. The new pill will be used alongside existing medicines.

explain /ɪkˈspleɪn /(v) 1. ~ sth (to sb) to tell sb about sth in a way that it easy to understand:
1. First, I'll explain the rules of the game. ◊ 2. It was difficult to explain the problem to beginners.
3. He explained that an ambulance would be coming soon.
2. to give a reason, or be a reason, for sth:
1. She tried to explain but he wouldn't listen. ◊ 2. Well, that doesn't explain why you didn't phone.
3. The government now has to explain its decision to the public.
explanation /ˌek.spləˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n)

to offer / provide an explanation

1. I can't think of any possible explanation for his absence.
2. She left the room abruptly without explanation.
3. The book opens with an explanation of why some drugs are banned.
4. For full explanation of how the machine works, turn to page 5.
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5. The teacher gave the children a detailed explanation of the story.
familiar /fəˈmɪl.i.ər/ (adj) 1. easy to recognize because of being seen, met, heard, etc. before:
to look / sound / taste familiar
1. There were one or two familiar faces (=people I know).
2. The house looked strangely familiar, though she knew she'd never been there before.
3. The street was familiar to me.
2. be familiar with sth/sb; to know something or someone well:
1. I'm sorry, I'm not familiar with your poetry.
2. She looks familiar but I can't place her - did she use to work here?
3. informal and friendly, sometimes in a way that does not show respect to someone who is not a
family member or close friend:
1. He patted her back in an overly familiar way.
2. He doesn't like to be too familiar with his staff.

farming /ˈfɑːr.mɪŋ/ (n) the business or managing or working on a farm:
sheep / fish / organic farming

◊

modern farming methods

◊

a farming community

1. In Western Europe, new ways of farming were invented, and many factories were built.
2. These people live in villages among the farming community.

fluent /ˈfluː.ənt/ (adj) 1. when a person is fluent, they can speak a language easily, well, and
quickly:
a fluent speaker / reader
1. She's fluent in French.

◊

2. He's a fluent Russian speaker.

2. When a language is fluent, it is spoken easily and without many pauses:
1. He speaks fluent Chinese.
2. She was born in Italy but her English is fluent and idiomatic.
3. He knows quite a lot of French, but he's not fluent yet.
fluently /ˈfluː.ənt.li/ (adv) If you speak a language or read fluently, you speak or read easily, well,
and quickly:
1. I'd like to speak English fluently.

◊

2. Students are expected to read fluently in Arabic.

3. Three-quarters of children were reading fluently by the end of second grade.
fluency /ˈfluː.ən.si/ (n) the quality of being able to speak or write a language , esp a foreign
language, easily and well:
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to achieve / develop greater fluency
Fluency in French and Spanish is required for this job.

frequently /ˈfriː.kwənt.li/ (adv) often:
1. I see him frequently.

◊

frequently asked questions

2. The buses run less frequently on Sundays.

3. They frequently hold conferences at that hotel.
4. She's written a program to find words which frequently occur together.

hard-working /ˈhɑrdˈwɜr·kɪŋ/ (adj) always doing a lot of work; putting a lot of effort into a job
and doing it well:
SYN untiring, industrious:

hard-working nurses

She was always very hard-working at school.

◊

She's an industrious student.

We'd like to thank George for his untiring efforts on our behalf.

hint /hɪnt/ (n) 1. something that you say or do that shows what you think or want, usually in a
way that is not direct:
Did she give you any hints about where she was going?
You can't take (= understand) a hint, can you? Just go away and leave me alone!
2. a piece of advice that helps you to do something:
Could you give us a hint about how to do this exercise, please?
This recipe book is full of handy (= useful) hints.

holy /ˈhoʊ.li/ (adj) 1. [usually before noun] connected with God or a particular religion:
SYN sacred:
the Holy Bible / Scripture

◊

holy ground

◊

the holy city of Mecca

a holy war (= one fought to defend the beliefs of a particular religion) Islam's holiest shrine
The area is a holy site for many Muslims.
2. good in a moral and religious way; very religious or pure OPP unholy:
a holy person

◊

a holy life / man

He was regarded as a righteous and holy man.
3. (informal) used to emphasize that you are surprised, afraid, etc:
a sacred shrine / image / temple

◊

sacred music
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Holy cow! What was that?

◊

Cows are sacred to Hindus.

Human life must always be sacred (= very important and treated with great respect).
For journalists nothing is sacred (= they can write about anything).

honest /ˈɒn.ɪst/ (adj) 1. telling the truth or able to be trusted and not likely to steal, cheat, or lie:
1. She's completely honest.
2. I'd like you to give me an honest answer/your honest opinion.
3. He had an honest face (= he looked like he could be trusted).
4. To be honest (with you), I don't think it will be possible.
2. (of a person) truthful or able to be trusted; not likely to steal, cheat, or lie, or (of actions,
speech, or appearance) showing these qualities:
an honest man

◊

an honest answer

To be honest (= To tell the truth), I didn’t like the movie.
3. (of work or wages) earned or resulting from hard work:
1. He hasn't done an honest day's work in his life.
2. It's quite a struggle to make an honest living.
honestly /ˈɒn.ɪst.li/ (adv) 1. in a way that is honest:
1. They have always dealt honestly and fairly with their customers.
2. I can't honestly say what time I'll be home.
3. I'll do it tomorrow, honestly (= I promise that I will do it).
2. used to emphasize disapproval:
Honestly! Whatever will they think of next?
3. used to emphasize that you are telling the truth:
1. I honestly don’t know what I did to upset her. ◊ 2. Honestly, I wish I had time to do more reading.
4. in a way that is truthful:
We always try to deal honestly with our customers.
honesty /ˈɒn.ə.sti/ (n) 1. the quality of being honest:
1. I appreciate your honesty.

◊

2. Honesty is the best policy.

3. I must tell you in all honesty (= truthfully and hiding nothing) that there is little chance of the
proposal being approved.
4. He should be praised for his honesty.
5. And the moral of the story is that honesty is always the best policy.
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2. the quality of being honest:
The judge praised the girl’s honesty.

host /həʊst/ (n, v) 1. (female also hostess) someone who has guests:
1. We thanked our hosts for a very enjoyable evening.
2. The local language school is advertising for host families (= families people stay with when they
are visiting another country).
3. She thanked the hosts for their hospitality.
2. (female also hostess) a person who introduces guests and performers, especially on television
or radio:
Our host for tonight's show is Jimmy Fallon.
■ verb 1. to provide the space and other things necessary for a special event:
1. Which country is hosting the next Olympic Games?
2. Germany is bidding to host the World Cup finals.
2. to be the host of a television or radio program:
to host a show/ program
The awards ceremony will be hosted by Sir David Frost.

imagine /ɪˈmædʒ.ɪn/ (v) 1. to form or have a mental picture or idea of something:
1. Imagine (that) you're eating ice cream - try to feel how cold it is.
2. Can you imagine how it feels to be blind?
3. She imagined herself sitting in her favorite chair back home.
4. They hadn't imagined (= expected) (that) it would be so difficult.
5. I can't imagine (= I really don't know) what he wants from us.
2. to believe that something is probably true:
1. I imagine (that) he's under a lot of pressure at the moment.
2. I don't imagine (that) they have much money.
3. to think that something exists or is true, although in fact it is not real or true:
1. "Did you hear a noise?" "No, you're imagining things / No, you must have imagined it."
2. I've never heard her criticize you - I think you imagine it.
4. used to express shock or surprise, often at someone else's behavior:
1. She got married at 16! Imagine that!

◊

2. Imagine spending all that money on a coat!
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imagination /ɪˌmædʒ.ɪˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n) the ability to form pictures in the mind:
1. My younger son has a very vivid (= active) imagination.
2. I can never make up stories - I have absolutely no imagination.
2. something that you think exists or is true, although in fact it is not real or true:
1. Was she paying him a lot of attention or was it just my imagination?
2. Is it my imagination or is David behaving strangely at the moment?
3. the ability to think of new ideas:
It's a job that needs someone with a bit of imagination.

keep off /kiːp ɒf/ (v) 1. to avoid eating, drinking or smoking sth:
I'm trying to keep off fatty foods.
2. to avoid mentioning a particular subject:
It's best to keep off politics when my father's around.

knowledge /ˈnɒl.ɪdʒ/ (n) 1. understanding of or information about a subject that you get by
experience or study, either known by one person or by people generally:
practical / medical / scientific knowledge
1. Her knowledge of English grammar is very extensive.
2. He has a limited knowledge of French.
3. The details of the scandal are now common knowledge (= familiar to most people).
2. the state of knowing about or being familiar with something:
1. They both deny all knowledge of the affair. 2. She sent the letter without my knowledge.
3. She was impatient in the knowledge that time was limited.
2. It has come/been brought to our knowledge (= we have discovered) that several computers have
gone missing.
■idiom come to sb's knowledge (informal) to become known by sb:
It has come to our knowledge that you have been taking time off without permission.
■to your knowledge from the information you have, although you may not know everything:
'Are they divorced?' 'Not to my knowledge.'

label /ˈleɪ·bəl/ (n,v) 1. a piece of paper, plastic, etc. that is attached to sth and gives information
about it:
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price / address label
The washing instructions are on the label. He'll only wear clothes with designer label.
2. (disapproving) a word or phrase that is used to describe sb/sth in a way that seems too general,
unfair or not correct:
1. I hated the label 'housewife'.
2. It’s hard to say whether to apply the label “jazz” or “rock” to her music.
■verb 1. to fix a label on sth or write information on it:
1. The file was labeled 'Fragile'.
2. We carefully labeled each item with the contents and the date.
2. to describe sb/sth in a particular way, esp unfairly:
1. He was labeled (as) a traitor by his former colleagues.
2. It is unfair to label a small baby as naughty.

live /laɪv/ (adj) 1. not dead:

◊

live animals

the number of live births

We saw a real live rattlesnake!
2. Millions of live animals are shipped around the world each year.
2. (of a performance) broadcast, recorded, or seen while it is happening:
a live recording
This evening there will be a live broadcast of the debate.
3. (of a wire) carrying or charged with electricity:

a live wire

That terminal is alive.
4. [burning] (of a fire, coals, or a match) still burning or able to burn:
There are live coals in the fireplace.
■(idiom) a live wire a very lively and energetic person:
She is a wonderful girl, a real live wire and full of fun.
living /ˈlɪv.ɪŋ/ (n,adj) 1. alive now:
all living things

◊

living creatures / organisms / cells

◊

the finest living pianist

1. He is probably the best-known living architect. ◊ 2. Don't all living creatures have certain rights?
3. Water is essential for/to living things.
4. They are hoping to discover living organisms in the soil.
2. [only before noun] used or practised now:

a living language
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◊

a living faith

■noun 1. money to buy the things that you need in life:
to make a good living
1. She earns her living as a journalist.

◊

2. What do you do for a living?

2. a way or style of life:
daily / everyday living

◊

◊

family living

1. Their standard of living is very low.

healthy / plain living

◊

2. The cost of living has risen sharply.

make up /meɪk ʌp/ (v) 1. to form sth SYN constitute:
1. Women make up 56% of student numbers.

◊

2. Ten years make up a decade.

means /miːnz/ (n) 1. an action, an object or a system by which a result is achieved; a way of
achieving or doing sth:
1. Television is an effective means of communication.
2. Have you any means of communication?
3. We needed to get to London but we had no means of transport.
2. the money that a person has:
1. People should pay according to their means.
2. Private school fees are beyond the means of most people.
by means of sth (informal) with the help of sth:
The load was lifted by means of a crane.

meet /miːt ðə nidz/ (one's) the needs (idiom) to do or satisfy what is needed or what sb asks for:
meet / satisfy / identity the / one's need(s)
1. How can we meet the needs of all the different groups?
2. A right dictionary can meet your language needs.
nowadays /ˈnaʊ.ə.deɪz/ (adv) at the present time, in contrast with the past:
1. Nowadays most kids prefer watching TV to reading.
2. Accidents due to failure of safety equipment are uncommon nowadays.

native /ˈneɪ.tɪv/ (adj) 1. connected with the place where you were born and lived for the first
years of your life:
your native land / country / city
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1. It is a long time since he has visited his native Poland.

◊

2. Her native language is German.

2. (sometimes offensive) connected with the people, esp white people, came there:
native people / traditions

native art / dance

3. (of animals and plants) existing naturally in a place:
the native plants of America
1. The tiger is native to India.

◊

2. When planting trees, stick to native species.

4. that you have naturally without having to learn it SYN innate:
native cunning / talent / intelligence
■ noun 1. a person who was born in a particular country or area: a native of New York/ Greece
2. a person who lives in a a particular place, esp sb who has lived there a long time SYN local:
1. You can always tell the difference between the tourists and the natives.
2. She speaks Italian like a native.
3. an animal or a plant that lives or grows naturally in a particular area:
The kangaroo is a native of Australia.

plenty /ˈplen.ti/ (pron, adv, noun, det)
■pron a large amont; as much as or as many as you need: plenty of eggs / money / time
1. 'Do you need more milk?' 'No, there's plenty in the fridge.'
2. They always gave us plenty to eat.

◊

3. We had plenty to talk.

■adv a lot; very:
◊

1. There's plenty more paper if you need it.

2. You can be married and still be plenty lonely.

3. The rope was plenty long enough to reach the ground.
■noun a situation in which there is a large supply of food, money, etc:
1. Everyone is happier in times of plenty.
■det (AmE or informal) a lot of:

◊

2. We had food and drink in plenty.

There's plenty room for all of you!

plentiful /ˈplen.tɪ.fəl/ (adj) available or existing in large amount or numbers:
a plentiful supply of food
In those days jobs were plentiful.
plentifully /ˈplen.tɪ.fəl.i/ (adv)
The evidence was plentifully available.
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popular /ˈpɒp.jə.lər/ (adj) 1. liked or enjoyed by a large number of people OPP unpopular:
a hugely / immensely popular singer
1. This is one of our most popular designs.

◊

2. Skiing has become popular recently.

3. I'm not very popular with my parents (= they are annoyed with me) at the moment.
2. (sometimes disapproving) suited to the taste and knowledge of ordinary people:
popular music / culture / fiction

◊

the popular press

3. (of ideas, beliefs and opinions) shared by a large number of people:
1. Contrary to popular belief, women cause fewer road accidents than men.
2. By popular demand, the tour has been extended by two weeks.
popularity /ˌpɒp.jəˈlær.ə.ti/ (n) the state of being liked, enjoyed or supported by a large number
of people:
the increasing popularity of cycling

◊

to win / lose popularity with the students

Her novels have gained popularity over recent years.

range /reɪndʒ/ (n,v) [variety] 1. a variety of things of a particular type:
1. The hotel offers a wide range of facilities and services.
2. There is a full range of activities for children.
2. [limits] the limits between which sth varies:
Most of the students are in the range of 17 – 20 age range.
3. [distance] the distance over which a gun or other weapons can hit things:
These missiles have a range of 300 miles.
■verb 1. [vary] to vary between two particular amounts, sizes, etc., including others between
them:
to range in size / length / price from A to B
1. Estimates of damage range between $1 million and $5 million.
2. Accommodation ranges from tourist class to luxury hotels.
2. to include a variety of different things in addition to those mentioned:
1. She has had a number of different jobs, ranging from chef to swimming instructor.
2. The conversation ranged widely (= covered a lot of different topics).

region /ˈriː.dʒən/ (n) 1. a large area of land, usually without exact limits or borders:
the Arctic / tropical / desert regions one of the most densely populated regions of North America
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2. one of the areas that a country is divided into:, that has its own customs and/ or its own
government:
the Basque region of Spain
3. (the regions) all of a country except the capital city:
People in the regions should not have to travel to London to fly to the United States.
regional /ˈriː.dʒən.əl/ (adj) of or relating to a region:
regional variations in pronunciation ◊

the conflict between regional and national interest

regional councils / elections / newspapers

respect /rɪˈspekt/ (n, v) 1. a feeling of admiration for sb/sth because of their good qualities
or achievements: to have a very good opinion og sb/sth: to admire sb/sth:
1. I respect your opinions on most subjects.

◊

2. I have the greatest respect for your brother.

3. A two-minute respect was held as a mark of respect.
2. polite behavior towards or care for sb/sth that you think is important:
1. He has no respect for her feelings. ◊

2. Everyone has a right to be treated with respect.

3. a particular aspect or detail of sth:
In this respect we are very fortunate.
■verb 1. to have a very good opinion of sb/sth: a much loved and highly respected teacher
1. I respect Jack's opinion on most subjects.
2. She has always been honest with me, and I respect her for that.
2. to e careful about sth; to make sure you do not do sth that sb would consider:
to respect other people's property
1. She promised to respect our wishes. ◊

2. He doesn't respect other people's right to privacy.

3. to agree not to break a law, principle:
The new leader promised to respect the constitution.

sign /saɪn/ (n,v) 1. [showing sth] an event, an action, a fact, etc. that shows sth exists, is
happening or may happen in the future SYN indication:
1. Headaches may be a sign stress.

◊

2. There is no sign of John anywhere.

3. Call the police at the first sign of trouble. ◊ 4. Her work is showing some signs of improvement.
5. There in sign of life in the house (= there seemed to be nobody there).
2. [for information/warning] a piece of paper, wood or metal that has writing or a picture on it
that gives you information, instruction, a warning, etc:
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a road / traffic sign

◊

a shop pub sign

1. The sign on the wall said 'Now wash your hands'.

◊

2. Follow the sign of the city center.

3. [symbol] a mark used to represent sth, esp in mathematics:
a plus sign (+)

◊

a dollar sign ($)

■ verb [your name] to write your name, on a document, letter, etc. to show that you have written
it, that you agree with what it says, or it is genuine:
to sign a deal / contract / cheque
1. Sign here, please.

◊

2. Sign your name here, please.

◊

3.You have not signed the letter.

4. The treaty was signed on 24 March. ◊ 5. The player was signing autographs for a group of fans.

society /səˈsaɪ.ə.ti/ (n) 1. people in general, living together in communities:
policies that benefit society as a whole
1. Racism exists at all levels of society.
2. They carried out research into the roles of men and women in today's society.
2. a particular of community of people who share the same customs, laws, etc:
Modern industrial societies demand created by a consumer society
1. Can Britain ever be a classless society?
2. They were discussing the problems of Western societies.
3. a group of people who join together for a particular purpose
a member of the drama society

◊

SYN association:

the American Society of Newspaper Editors

symptom /ˈsɪmp.təm/ (n) 1. a change in your body or mind that shows you are not healthy:
cold / flu symptoms
1. Look out for symptoms of depression.
2. He's been HIV-positive for six years, but just recently he's started to develop the symptoms of
AIDS.
2. a sign that sth exists, esp sth bad:
The rise in inflation was just one symptom of the poor state of the economy.

therefore /ˈðer.fɔːr/ (adv) used to introduce the logical result of sth has just been mentioned:
1. He's only 17 years old and therefore not eligible to vote.
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2. There is still much to discuss, we shall, therefore, return to this item at our next meeting.

through /θruː/ (prep) 1. from one end or side of sth to the other:
1. The burglar got in through the window.

◊

2. The bullet went straight through him.

3. The Charles River flows through Boston.
2. by means of; because of:
1. You can only achieve success through hard work.
2. It was through him (as a result of his help) I got the job.
3. past a barrier, stage or test:
1. Go through the gate, and you'll see the house on your left. ◊

2. He drove through a red light.

translate /trænzˈleɪt/, /trænsˈleɪt/ (v) 1. to change words into a different language:
1. We were asked to translate a list of sentences.
2. She works for the UN, translating from English into French.
2. to change something into a new form, especially to turn a plan into something real:
1. So how does this theory translate into practical policy?
2. It's time to translate words into action.
translation /trænzˈleɪ.ʃən/, /trænsˈleɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. the process of changing sth that is written or
spoken into another language:
an error in translation
He specializes in translation from Danish into English.
2. a text or work that has been changed from one language into another:
to make / do a translation of a document

◊

a literal / an exact translation

I have only read Tolstoy in translation
understand /ˌʌn.dəˈstænd/ (v) 1. to know the meaning of something that someone says:
1. She explained the whole idea again, but I still didn't understand.
2. Is there anyone here who understands Arabic?
3. I think he was calling from a club - it was so noisy, I couldn't understand a word he said.
2. to know why or how something happens or works:
We still don't fully understand how the brain works.
3. to know how someone feels or why someone behaves in a particular way:
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1. My wife doesn't understand me.

◊

2. Sometimes I don't understand James.

3. You don't understand what it is like/how it feels to have to beg on the streets.

understanding /ˌʌn.dəˈstæn.dɪŋ/ (n) 1. [knowledge] knowledge about a subject, situation, etc. or
about how something works:
1. She doesn't have any understanding of politics/human nature/what it takes to be a good
manager.
2. His answer demonstrated a complete lack of understanding of the question.
3. Some understanding of grammar is fundamental to learning a language.
2. [sympathy] a positive relationship between two people or groups in which they feel sympathy
for each other:
1. For peace to exist in the region there needs to be a much improved understanding between all
the parties concerned.
3. [agreement] an informal agreement between people:
It took several hours of discussion before they could come to/reach an understanding.

vary UK /ˈveə.ri / UK /ˈver.i/ (v) 1. (of a group of similar things) to be different from each in size,
shape, etc. SYN differ:
1. The students' work varies considerably in quality.
2. New techniques were introduced with varying degrees of success.
2. to change or be different according to the situation:
1. The menu varies with the season. ◊ 2. Prices vary according to the type of room you require.
variety /vəˈraɪə.ti/ (n) 1. several different sorts of the same thing:
1. There is a wide variety of patterns to choose from. ◊ 2. This tool can be used in a variety of ways.
2. [U] the quality of not being the same or not doing the same thing all the time:
1. We all need variety in our diet.

◊

2. We want more variety in our work.

3. Variety is the spice of life. (saying)
(new and exciting experiences make life more interesting)
3. a type of a thing, for example a plant or language, that is different from the others in the
same general group:
a rare variety of orchid

◊

different varieties of English

1. Apples come in a great many varieties.
2. (spoken) My cooking is of the 'quick and simple' variety.
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various /ˈveə.ri.əs/(adj)

variously/ˈveə.ri.əs.li/(adv)

varied /ˈveə.rɪd/ (adj)

varied opinions / cultures / menus
1. She took the job for various reasons.

◊

2. He had a full and varied life.

3. He has been variously described as a hero.
4. The cost has been variously estimated at between $10 million and $20 million.
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Vision 2 Vocabulary
Lesson One
a bit /ə bɪt/ (adv) 1. a short distance or period of time:
1. I'm just going out for a bit. See you later.

◊

2. Can you move up a bit?

2. slightly:
1. The dress is a bit too big for me. ◊

2. That was a bit silly, wasn't it? ◊ 3. I'm a bit nervous.

4. I was hoping there'd be some food - I'm a bit hungry.

◊

5. Would you like a bit more cake?

3. very (UK):
1. Blimey, it's a bit cold!

◊

2. And she didn't invite him? That was a bit mean!

addict /ˈæd.ɪkt/ (n) 1. a person who cannot stop doing or using something, especially something
harmful; a person who is very interested in sth and spends a lot of their free time on it:
a drug/heroin / video game addict

◊

a gambling addict

1. (humorous) I'm a chocolate/shopping addict.
2. Some drug addicts turn to crime in order to support their habit.
3. He went to a rehabilitation center where they help addicts to overcome their addiction.
addicted /əˈdɪk.tɪd/ (adj) ~ (to sth) 1. unable to stop taking harmful drugs, or using or doing sth as
a habit:
to become addicted to drugs / alcohol / gambling
1. A lot of people nowadays have become addicted to the internet.
2. He's addicted to coffee and cannot do anything in the morning until he's had some.
3. I'm addicted to (= I very often eat) chocolate.
4. I know that if I start watching a soap opera I immediately become hopelessly addicted.
addiction /əˈdɪk.ʃən/ (n) [U, C] ~ to sth) the condition of being addicted to sth: cocaine addiction
1. He is now fighting his addiction to alcohol. ◊ 2.He successfully battled his addiction to heroin.
addictive /əˈdɪk.tɪv/ (adj) 1. an addictive drug is one that you cannot stop taking once you have
started:
Tobacco is highly addictive.
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2. an addictive activity or food is one that you cannot stop doing or eating once you have started:
1. The problem with video games is that they're addictive.
2. These nuts are addictive - I can't stop eating them.

amount /əˈmaʊnt/ (n) [C] a collection or mass, especially of something that cannot be counted:
1. Small amounts of land were used for keeping animals.
2. He paid regular amounts of money to a charity.
3. I didn't expect the bill to come to this amount (= of money).
4. The new tax caused a huge amount of public anger.
5. I had a certain amount of (= some) difficulty finding the house.
6. You wouldn't believe the amount of trouble (= what a lot of trouble) I've had with this car.

attend /əˈtend/ (v) 1. to go to an event, place, etc.:

to attend a wedding / funeral

1. Over two hundred people attended the funeral.
2. The meeting is on the fifth and we're hoping everyone will attend.
2. to go officially and usually regularly to a place:
1. Which school do your children attend?
2. I attended the classes/seminars/lectures for a month or two.
3. Are you confident that enough people will attend the event?
4. Would everyone who wishes to attend the dinner let me know by Friday afternoon?
5. All pupils are expected to attend school assembly.

balance /ˈbæl.əns/ (n) 1. [equal amounts] a situation in which different things exist in equal,
correct or good amounts:
1. Try to keep a balance between work and relaxation.
2. The newspaper maintains a good balance in its presentation of different opinions.
3. Tourists often disturb the delicate balance of nature on the island.
4. His wife's death disturbed the balance of his mind.
2. [of body] the ability to keep steady with an equal amount of weight on each side of the body:
1. Athletes need a good sense of balance. ◊ 2. I struggled to keep my balance on my new skates.
balanced /ˈbæl.ənst/ (adj) 1. considering all sides or opinions equally:
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The news program prided itself on its balanced reporting.
2. containing an equal amount or number of similar things or people:
1. A balanced diet is essential for healthy growth.
2. The committee is evenly balanced, with six members from each party.

beat /biːt/ (v) 1. to defeat or do better than:
1. Simon always beats me at tennis.

◊

2. Holland beat Belgium (by) 3–1.

3. Our team was comfortably/easily/soundly beaten in the first round of the competition.
2. to hit repeatedly:
1. They saw him beating his dog with a stick. ◊ 2. The child had been brutally/savagely beaten.
3. The rain was beating down incessantly on the tin roof.
3. to mix something repeatedly using a utensil such as a spoon or whisk:
To make an omelette / omelet you first beat the eggs.
4. to (cause to) make a regular movement or sound:
1. The doctor could feel no pulse beating.

◊

2. Her heart started to beat faster.

3. The hummingbird beats its wings at great speed.

behave /bɪˈheɪv/ (v) 1. to do things in a particular way: SYN act:
1. She always behaves well/badly when her aunts come to visit.
2. They behaved as if / as though / like nothing had happened.
3. They behave differently when you are not around.
2. to do things in a way that people think is correct or polite: OPP misbehave:
1. Will you kids just behave!

◊

2. She doesn't know how to behave in public.

3. I want you to behave yourselves while I'm away.
3. (technical) to naturally react, move, etc. in a particular way:
a study of how metals behave under pressure
behavior /bɪˈheɪ·vjər/ (n) 1. the way that sb behaves, esp toward other people:
good / bad behavior

◊

social / sexual / criminal behavior

Her behavior towards her was becoming more and more aggressive.
2. [U,C] the way a person, an animal, a plant, a chemical, etc. behaves or function in a particular
situation:
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the behavior of insects / dolphins / chromosomes

◊

studying human and animal behavior

born /bɔːrn/ (be born) (used only in the passive, without by) to come out of your mother's body at
the beginning of your life:
1. I was born in 1976.

◊

2. She was born into a very musical family.

3. Her brother was born blind.

calm /kɑːm/ (adj) 1. not excited, nervous or upset:
1. It is important to keep calm in an emergency.

◊

2. Try to remain calm.

3. Her voice was surprisingly calm.
4. The city is calm again (free from disorder and fighting) after yesterday's riots.
2. (of sea) without large waves:
Our ship arrived at the Mississippi delta on a calm, clear night.
3. (of weather) without wind:

a calm, cloudless day

calm (n) 1. a quiet and peaceful time or situation:

the calm of a summer evening

The police appealed for calm.
2. a quiet and relaxed manner:

Her previous calm gave way to terror.

■idiom the calm before the storm a calm time immediately before an expected period of violent
activity or argument:
calm (v) to make sb/ sth become quiet and more relaxed, esp after strong emotion or excitement:
His presence had a calming influence.
calmly /ˈkɑːm.li/ (adv) 'I'll call the doctor.'he said calmly.

cereal /ˈsɪr.i.əl/ (n) 1. any of various types of grass that produce grains that can be eaten or are
used to make flour or bread:
cereal crops
Wheat, barley and rye are all cereals.
2. food made from the grain of cereals, often eaten for breakfast with milk:
breakfast cereals

◊

a bowl of cereal

certain /ˈsɜː.tən/ (adj) 1. that can you rely on to happen or to be true:
1. It is certain that they will agree / They are certain to agree.
2. She looks certain to win an Oscar. ◊ 3. If you want to be certain of getting a ticket, book now.
4. The climbers face certain death if the rescue today is unsuccessful.
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certainly (IN NO DOUBT) 1. used to reply completely or to emphasize something and show that
there is no doubt about it:
1. "This is rather a difficult question." "Yes, it's certainly not easy."
2. "Do you think more money should be given to education?" "Certainly!"
3. "Had you forgotten about our anniversary?" "Certainly not! I've reserved a table at Michel's
restaurant for this evening."
2. used when agreeing or disagreeing strongly to a request:
1. "Could you lend me £10?" "Certainly."
2. "Did you take any money out of my purse?" "Certainly not!"

check in /tʃek ɪn/ (phrasal verb) 1. to go to a desk in a hotel, an airport, etc. and tell an official
there that you have arrived:
Please check in at least an hour before departure.
2. to show your ticket at an airport so that you can be told where you will be sitting and so that
your bags can be put on the aircraft:
1. Passengers are requested to check in two hours before the flight.
2. You can save time by checking in online.

check out (of) /tʃek aʊt/ (phrasal verb) to pay your bill and leave a hotel, etc:
1. Guests should check out of their rooms by noon.
2. We checked out (of/from our hotel) at 5 a.m. to catch a 7 a.m. flight.
3. May I settle my bill, please? I'd like to check out.
4. Please remember to leave your room keys at reception when you check out.

condition /kənˈdɪʃ.ən/ (n) 1. [state of sth] the state that sth is in:
to be in bad / good / excellent condition

◊

a used car in perfect condition

2. [medical] the state of sb's health or how fit they are:
1. He is overweight and out of condition (= not physically fit).
2. You are in no condition (= too ill, etc.) to go anywhere.
3. [circumstances] (conditions) the circumstances and situation in which people live, work or do
things:
living / housing / working conditions

◊

changing economic conditions

4. the physical situation that affects how sth happen:
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freezing / icy / humid conditions

1. The plants grow best in cool, damp conditions.
2. Conditions are ideal (= the weather is very good) for sailing today.
5. [rule] a rule or decision that you must agree to, sometimes forming part of a contract or an
official agreement:
1. They agreed to lend us the car on condition that (= only if) we returned it before the weekend.
2. Congress can impose strict conditions on the bank.
contain /kənˈteɪn/ (v) 1. if sth contains sth else, it has that thing inside it or as part of it:
a brown envelope containing a hundred dollar bills
1. The drink doesn't contain any alcohol.

◊

2. The bottle contains two liters.

3. Her statement contained one or two inaccuracies.
2. (written) to keep your feelings under control:
1. She was unable to contain her excitement. ◊ 2. I was so furious I just couldn't contain myself.
3. (written) to prevent sth harmful from spreading or getting worse:
Government forces have failed to contain the rebellion.
container /kənˈteɪ.nər/ (n) 1. a box, bottle, etc. in which sth can be stored or transported:
Food will last longer if kept in an airtight container.
2. a very large metal box used for transporting goods:

a contain ship / lorry

come on /kʌm ɑːn/ (v) (ENCOURAGEMENT) 1. said to encourage someone to do something,
especially to hurry or try harder, or to tell you something:
1. Come on - we're going to be late if you don't hurry!
2. Come on, Helen, you can tell me. I won't tell anyone.
2. (NOT BELIEVE) informal used to tell someone that you do not believe them or that you disagree
with them, or to show that you are angry with them:
Oh come on, Kylie, you made the same excuse last week!

couch potato /ˈkaʊtʃ pəˌteɪ.təʊ/ (n) a a lazy and inactive person who watches a lot of television
and does not have an active life:
Aldo is a real couch potato and doesn't like to participate in any activity that makes him tired or
sweaty.
dairy /ˈdeə.ri/ (adj) 1. made from milk:

dairy products

1. I'm trying to cut down on dairy products, which is difficult because I adore cheese.
2. You'll find all the yogurts in the dairy section, madam. Shall I show you?
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3. I hope you've checked the ingredients, as Amy's allergic to anything dairy.
2. connected with the production of milk rather than meat:
the dairy industry dairy / farm / farmers

depress /dɪˈpres/ (v) 1. to make sb sad and without enthusiasm or hope:
1. Wet weather always depresses me. ◊ 2.It depresses me to see so many young girls smoking.
2. to make trade, business, etc. less active:
The recession has depressed the housing market.
depressed /dɪˈprest/ (adj) 1. very sad and without hope:
She felt very depressed about the future. ◊ She became deeply depressed when her husband died.
2. not having enough money, jobs, or business activity:
In a depressed market, it's difficult to sell goods unless you lower your prices.
depressing /dɪˈpres.ɪŋ/ (adj) making you feel very sad and without enthusiasm:
a depressing sight / thought / experience
Looking for a job these days can be very depressing.
depression /dɪˈpreʃ.ən/ (n) 1. a medical condition in which a person feels very sad and anxious and
often has physical symptoms such as being unable to sleep, etc:
clinical depression
1. She suffered from severe depression after losing her job.
2. Tiredness, loss of appetite, and sleeping problems are all classic symptoms of depression.
3. If you suffer from depression, it's best to get professional help.
2. a period when there is little economic activity and many people are poor or without jobs:
The country is in the grip of (an) economic depression.

diet /ˈdaɪ.ət/ (n, v) 1. The food that you eat and drink regularly:
to have a healthy, balanced/ varied diet ◊ the Japanese diet of rice ◊ to receive advice on diet
1. Diet varies between different countries in the world.
2. Rice is the staple diet (= most important food) of many people in China.
2. a limited variety or amount of food that you eat for medical reasons or because you want to
lose weight; a time when you only eat this limited variety or amount:
a low-fat, salt-free diet diet drinks (= with fewer calories than normal)
I decided to go on a diet (= to lose weight) before my holiday.
■ verb to eat less food or only food of a particular type in order to lose weight:
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She's always dieting but never seems to lose any weight.
dietary /ˈdaɪ.ə.ter.i/ (adj) 1. (usually before adjective) related to tour diet:
dietary advice / changes / habits
1. Dietary habits can be very difficult to change.
2. Do you have any special dietary requirements?
dietetics /ˌdaɪ.əˈtet.ɪks/ (n) [U] the scientific study of diet and healthy eating:
dietician (ˌdaɪ.əˈtɪʃ.ən/ (n) a person whose job is to advice people on what kind of food they should
eat to keep healthy: SYN nutritionist

dish /dɪʃ / (n) 1. a container, flatter than a bowl and sometimes with a lid, from which food can be
served or which can be used for cooking:
an oven-proof dish
1. There's no butter left in the butter dish.

◊

2. Are you sure this dish is ovenproof?

the dishes all the plates, glasses, knives, forks, etc. that have been used during a meal:
1. Have you done/washed the dishes?

◊

2. I'll do the dishes.

2. (n) (FOOD) a food prepared in a particular way as part of a meal:

a chicken/vegetarian dish

I can recommend the chef's dish of the day.

disorder /dɪˈsɔː.dər/ (n) 1. (CONFUSION) [U] a state of untidiness or lack of organization:
The whole office was in a state of disorder.
2. (ILLNESS) [C or U] an illness of the mind or body:

a blood disorder

The family have a history of mental disorder.
3. (ANGRY SITUATION) [U] an angry, possibly violent, expression of not being happy or satisfied
about something, especially about a political matter, by crowds of people:
The trial was kept secret because of the risk of public disorder.

educate /ˈedʒ.u.keɪt/ (v) 1. [often passive] to teach sb over a period of time at a school, university,
etc:
1. She was educated in the US.
2. He was educated at his local comprehensive school and then at Oxford.
2. ~ sb (in / on sth) to teach sb about sth or how to do sth:
Children need to be educated on the dangers of drug taking.
educated /ˈedʒ.u.keɪ.tɪd/ (adj) 1. having had the kind of education mentioned; having been to the
school, college or university mentioned:
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private educated children

◊

British educated lawyer

2. having had a high standard of education; showing a high standard of education:
He spoke in an educated voice.
■(idiom) an educated guess a guess that is based on some degree of knowledge, and is therefore
that is likely to be correct:
education /ˌedʒ.uˈkeɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. a process of teaching, training and learning, especially in schools
or colleges, to improve knowledge and develop skills:
primary/ elementary education

◊

students in full-time education ◊ adult education classes

She completed her formal education in 1995.
2. (also Education) the institutions or people involved in teaching and training:
The Education Department

◊

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

There should be easier links between education and industry.
3. (often humorous) an interesting experience that teaches you sth:
The roc concert was quite an education for my parents!
educational /ˌedʒ.uˈkeɪ.ʃən.əl/ (adj) connected with education; providing education:
children with special educational needs

◊

an educational visit

Watching TV can be very educational.

effect /ɪˈfekt/ (n) ~ (on sb/sth) a change that sb/sth cuases in sb/sh else; a result:
the effect of heat on metal

◊

metal / dramatic long term effect

to learn to distinguish between cause and effect
1. Modern farming methods can have an adverse effect on the environment.
2. I can certainly feel the effects of too many late nights.

effective /ɪˈfek.tɪv/ (adj) 1. (SUCCESSFUL) successful or achieving the results that you want:
1. It's an extremely effective cure for a headache.

◊

2. She's a very effective teacher.

3. The lighting for the production made a very effective use of shadow.
4. I've never found screaming and shouting at my staff to be very effective.
2. (IN FACT) [before noun] in fact, although not officially:
Although she's not officially our boss, she's in effective control of the office.
3. (IN USE) If a law or rule becomes effective, it starts to be used:
The new laws will become effective next month.
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effectively /ɪˈfek.tɪv.li/ (adv) 1. in a way that is successful and achieves what you want:
The tablets work more effectively if you take a hot drink after them.
2. used when you describe what the real result of a situation is:
1. His wife left him when the children were small, so he effectively brought up the family himself.
2. Effectively, we have to start again from scratch.
3.The department needs three more computers in order to work most effectively.

emotion /ɪˈmoʊ.ʃən/ (n) 1. a strong feeling such as love or anger, or strong feelings in general:
1. Like a lot of men, he finds it hard to express his emotions.
2. My mother was overcome with emotion and burst into tears.
3. The British traditionally tend not to display much emotion in public.
4. He’s driven by his emotions, not by careful thought.
2. the feelings that someone has about a product or service that can influence their decision
whether to buy it or not:
1. Detroit automakers used color to elicit emotion to sell cars.
2. Advertising traditionally relies on the persuasive power of positive emotions.
emotional /ɪˈmoʊ.ʃən.əl/ (adj) 1. relating to the emotions:
a child's emotional development
My doctor said the problem was more emotional than physical.
2. having and expressing strong feelings:
1. He's a very emotional man.

◊

2. I felt quite emotional during the wedding ceremony.

3. He became very emotional when I told him I was pregnant.
4. The president has made an emotional plea for the killing to stop.
emotionally /ɪˈmoʊ.ʃən.əl.i/ (adv)
1. She spoke emotionally about her experiences as a war correspondent.
2. Many children have become emotionally disturbed as a result of the abuse they have suffered.

enjoy /ɪnˈdʒɔɪ/ (v) 1. to get pleasure from something:
1. I really enjoyed that movie/book/concert/party/meal.
2. I want to travel because I enjoy meeting people and seeing new places.
3. Time passes so quickly when you're enjoying yourself.
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2. to get pleasure from the situation that you are in:
1. I don't think Marie is enjoying herself very much at school.
2. Come on, why aren't you dancing? Enjoy yourselves!
3. to have something good or lucky:
1. Even though he's 86, he enjoys excellent health.
2. Men and women should enjoy equal rights.
3. People in this country enjoy a high standard of living.

fat /fæt/ 1. having a lot of flesh on the body:
1. Like most women, she thinks she's fat.

◊

2. He eats all the time but he never gets fat.

2. thick or large:
1. He passed me a fat envelope full of money.
2. Some producers of mineral water have made fat profits.
3. Runners come in all shapes and sizes - fat and thin, short and tall.
4. He pulled out a big fat wallet stuffed with bank notes.
■ noun 1. the substance under the skin of humans and animals that stores energy and keeps them
warm:
Women have a layer of subcutaneous fat (= fat under the skin), which provides them with better
insulation than men.
2. solid or liquid substance from animals or plants and used especially in cooking:
This product contains no animal fat.
fattening /ˈfæt.ən.ɪŋ/ (adj) fattening food contains a lot of fat, sugar, etc. that would quickly
make you fatter if you ate a lot of it:
fattening food, such as cheese and chocolate

◊

fattening cakes

fatty /ˈfæt.i/ (adj) containing a lot of fat; consisting a lot of fat: fatty foods ◊
Goose is a very fatty meat.
fatso /ˈfætsoʊ/ (n) (informal offensive) a fat person:
1. Hey, fatso!

◊

2. Britain is fast becoming a nation of fatties (fatsoes).

flat /flæt/ (adj) 1. level and smooth, with no curved, high, or hollow parts:
1. An ice rink needs to be completely flat.
2. Much of the countryside in that region is very flat.
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fatty tissue

3. The road ahead was flat and smooth.

◊

4. There was no wind and the sea was very flat.

food /fuːd/ (n) 1. something that people and animals eat, or plants absorb, to keep them alive:
baby food

◊

cat food ◊

plant food

1. There was a lot of food and drink at the party.

◊

2. I'm allergic to certain foods.

3. All the shops were closed, so we couldn't buy any food.
4. I'll bring some food along and we can have a picnic.
5. Many snack foods are high in salt, sugar and fat.
5. There were a lot of frozen foods in the refrigerator.
■(idiom) - give sb food for thought to make someone think seriously about something:
Thank you for your suggestion – it gave us a lot of food for thought.

forbid (v) /fɚˈbɪd/ (v) 1. to refuse to allow something, especially officially, or to prevent a
particular plan of action by making it impossible:
1. The law forbids the sale of cigarettes to people under the age of 16.
2. He's obviously really embarrassed about it because he forbade me to tell anyone.
3. He is forbidden from leaving the country.
4. Diplomatic etiquette forbids calling for the death of a national leader.
■ (idiom) - God forbid (also Heaven forbid) a way of saying that you hope something does not
happen:
God forbid (that) his parents should ever find out.
forbidden (adj) /fɚˈbɪd.ən/ not allowed, especially by law:
1. Smoking is forbidden in the cinema. ◊ 2. The use of cameras in this museum is strictly forbidden.
3. Marriage between close relatives is forbidden in most societies.
4. Any form of hunting or fishing within the wildlife reserve is strictly forbidden

free time /ˌfriː ˈtaɪm/ time when you do not have to work, study, etc. and can do what you want:
SYN spare time:
1. He is a young man who spends his free time playing on his computer.
2. Most of his free time is spent coaching his daughter's softball team.
3. Press trips can be exhausting, with no free time. ◊ 4. What do you like to do in your spare time?
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gain weight/ɡeɪn weɪt/ (also put on weight) grow or make bigger: OPP lose weight:
I'm afraid I'm not a very good advertisement for the diet since I've actually put on weight!

groceries /ˈɡroʊ·sə·riz/ (n) the food and other items that you buy in a food store or supermarket:
My wife wrote a check to pay for groceries.

grain /ɡreɪn/ (n) a seed or seeds from a plant, especially a plant like a grass such as rice or wheat:
grains of wheat/rice
1. Grain (= the crop from food plants like grasses) is one of the main exports of the American
Midwest.
2. A few chickens were scratching around in the yard for grain.
2. grain noun (SMALL PIECE) a very small piece of a hard substance:

grains of sand

3. a very small amount of a particular quality:
1. There wasn't a grain of truth in anything she said.
2. Anyone with a grain of common sense would have known what to do.

habit/ˈhæb.ɪt/ (n) 1. (REPEATED ACTION) something that you do often and regularly, sometimes
without knowing that you are doing it:
1. I always buy the same brand of toothpaste out of (= because of) habit.
2. I'm trying not to get into (= start) the habit of always having biscuits with my coffee.
2. something annoying that someone often does:
1. She has a habit of finishing off other people's sentences.
2. We've fallen into the habit of getting up late on Saturday mornings.

hang out (with) /hæŋ aʊt/ (phrasal verb) to spend a lot of time in a place or with someone:
1. I've been hanging out backstage with the band. ◊ 4. Who is he hanging out with these days?
2. I don't know why he hangs out with James, they've got nothing in common.
3. They enjoyed hanging out with each other when they were kids.
health /helθ/ (n) 1. the condition of a person's body and mind:
to be in poor / god / excellent health
mental health

◊

to be in the best of health
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1. Exhaust fumes are bad for your health.

◊

2. She was forced to resign because of ill health.

2. the state of being physically and mentally healthy:
1. He was nursed back to health by his wife. ◊ 2. As long as you have your health, nothing matters.
3. the work of providing medical services:
health insurance

◊

the Health Minister

◊

the Department of Health

health and safety regulations

All parties are promising to increase spending on health.
healthy /ˈhel.θi/ (adj) 1. having good health and not likely to become ill: OPP unhealthy:
a healthy child / animal / tree
Keep healthy by eating well and exercising regularly.
2. [usually before noun] good for your health:

a healthy diet / climate / lifestyle

3. showing that you are in good health:

to have a healthy appetite

a shampoo that keeps your hair looking healthy
4. successful and working well:

a healthy economy

Your car doesn't sound very healthy.
Note: Well describes your health on a particular occasion:
1. I'm sorry to hear that you were not well yesterday.
healthily /ˈhel.θili/ (adv)

◊

2. You're looking well.

to eat healthily

hike /haɪk/ (v) (WALK) to go for a long walk in the countryside:
1. Every Friday he hikes 15 kilometers.

◊

2. Hiking is a popular sport in America.

hiking /ˈhaɪ.kɪŋ/ (n) /ˈhaɪ.kɪŋ/ the activity of going for long walks in the countryside:
We're going hiking in the Sierra Nevada.

improve /ɪmˈpruːv/ (v) 1. (cause something to) get better:
1. He did a lot to improve conditions for factory workers.
2. I thought the best way to improve my French was to live in France.
3. Her health has improved dramatically since she started on this new diet.
2. to get better:
Conditions for foreign investors are also gradually improving.
improve considerably/dramatically/significantly
3. to make something better:
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to improve performance / profitability / service ◊

to improve efficiency / quality / productivity

We're working hard to improve the situation.
improvement /ɪmˈpruːv.mənt/ (n) 1. an occasion when something gets better or when you make
it better:
a slight improvement in the economy

◊

home improvements

1. He's been having treatment for two months now without any improvement.
2. Billy's work at school has shown signs of improvement this year.
3. The improvement in sales figures had a beneficial effect on the company as a whole.
2. the process of making something better or of getting better:
1. We made some improvements to the house before selling it.
2. There’s been no improvement in his condition.

incomplete /ˌɪn.kəmˈpliːt/ (adj) not having some parts, or not finished:
1. The decision was based on incomplete or inaccurate information.
2. The building is still incomplete.
■noun a mark, usually temporary, received when some of the work for a class has not been
finished:
He failed to hand in his term paper, so he got an incomplete for the course.

jog /dʒɑːɡ/ (v) to run at a slow, regular speed, especially as a form of exercise:
1. "What do you do to keep fit?" "I jog and go swimming."
2. He was walking at a very quick pace and I had to jog to keep up with him.
jogging /ˈdʒɒɡ.ɪŋ/ (n) the activity of running at a slow, regular speed, especially as a form of
exercise:
He usually goes jogging for half an hour before breakfast.
■(idiom) jog one's memory to make /help sb remember sth:
The police showed him a photo to try to jog his memory about what had happened on the night of
the robbery.
junk /dʒʌŋk/ (n) 1. (RUBBISH) things that are considered to be of no use or value, or of low
quality:
1. We ought to clear out this cupboard - it's full of junk.
2. I can't stand watching the junk that's on TV these days.
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2. (DRUG) (mainly US slang) a dangerous drug, especially heroin

junk food /ˈdʒʌŋk ˌfuːd/ food that is unhealthy but is quick and easy to eat:
I used to eat too much junk food.

key /kiː/ (adj) very important and having a lot of influence on other people or things:
a key factor in tackling the problem
She was a key figure in the international art world.

lifestyle /ˈlaɪf.staɪl/ (n) 1. someone's way of living; the things that a person or particular group of
people usually do:
1. He doesn't have a very healthy lifestyle.
2. She needs a pretty high income to support her lifestyle.
3.The city lifestyle seems to suit her - she's certainly looking very well.
4. I don't know how they manage to support their expensive lifestyle.
2. the particular way that a person or group lives and the values and ideas supported by that
person or group:
Ask yourself how much your job enhances your lifestyle.

manner /ˈmæn.ər/ (n) (WAY) 1. the way in which something is done:
1. She stared at me in an accusing manner.

◊

2. He was elected in the normal manner.

3. He tackled the problem in a typically haphazard manner.
4.They noted that special manner of walking which was peculiar to her alone.
2. (BEHAVIOUR) the usual way in which you behave towards other people, or the way you behave
on a particular occasion:
1. She has a somewhat cold, unfriendly manner.
2. As soon as he realized that we weren't going to buy anything, his whole manner changed.
3. (POLITE BEHAVIOUR) polite ways of treating other people and behaving in public:
1. He needs to be taught some manners.

◊

2. It's bad manners to eat with your mouth open.

3. It's considered good manners in some societies to leave a little food on your plate.

measure /ˈmeʒ.ər/ (v) 1. to discover the exact size or amount of something:
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1. "Will the table fit in here?" "I don't know - let's measure it."
2. This machine measures your heart rate.
2. to be a particular size:
1. The area, measuring five kilometers by three kilometers, has been purchased by the army.
2. The screen measures 34 inches diagonally.
3. Engine speed can be measured in revolutions per minute (rpm).
3. measure (n) (METHOD) a way of achieving something, or a method for dealing with a situation:
1. What further measures can we take to avoid terrorism?
2. Emergency measures to help the refugees are badly needed.

miracle /ˈmɪr.ə.kəl/ (n) 1. unusual and mysterious event that is thought to have been caused by a
god because it does not follow the usual laws of nature:
Jesus Christ was said to have performed miracles like turning water into wine.
2. a very lucky event that is surprising and unexpected :
1. Looking at the state of his car, it's a miracle (that) he wasn't killed!
2. I can't promise a miracle cure, but I think we can improve things.
3. an excellent achievement in a particular area of activity :
1. I considered my recovery to be a miracle of modern medicine.
2. You've performed a miracle on this kitchen - I've never seen it so clean!
■(idiom) perform / work miracles / a miracle to be extremely effective in improving a situation:
You've performed a miracle in this kitchen - I've never seen it so clean!
miraculous /mɪˈræk.jə.ləs/ (adj) very effective or surprising, or difficult to believe:
SYN heaven-sent, wonderful, wondrous (literary):
1. The diet promised miraculous weight loss.
2. Well, you've made a miraculous recovery since last night!
miraculously (adv) in a miraculously manner:
My hand grasped the gun that was, miraculously, lying on the ground beside my fingertips.

mission /ˈmɪʃ.ən/ (n) 1. (JOB) an important job, especially a military one, that someone is sent
somewhere to do: a peace/rescue/fact-finding mission
Your mission is to isolate the enemy by destroying all the bridges across the river.
2. any work that someone believes it is their duty to do:
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1. My mission in life is to educate the rich about the suffering of the poor.
2. She's a woman with a mission and she's absolutely determined to finish the project.
3. something that you say when you have finished doing something that you were told to do:
Mission accomplished. I've got everything you asked for on the list.

nope /noʊp/ (adverb) (slang) no:

"Are you going out tonight?" "Nope.

particular /pəˈtɪk.jə.lər/ (adj) special, or this and not any other:
1. She wanted a particular type of cactus.
2. He wouldn't take just any book - he had to have this particular one!
3. "Why did you ask?" "Oh, no particular reason, just making conversation."
in particular especially:
1. What in particular did you like about the last apartment that we saw?
2. Are you looking for anything in particular?

pray /preɪ/ (v) 1. to speak to a god either privately or in a religious ceremony in order to express
love, admiration, or thanks or in order to ask for something:
1. She knelt and prayed silently.

◊

2. Let us pray for the victims of this terrible disaster.

2. We've been praying to God that your son will make a complete recovery.
3. (formal) You must pray (= ask for) God's forgiveness for what you have done.
2. to hope for something very much:
We're praying for good weather for tomorrow's game.
3. (old use or formal) a forceful way of saying "please":
1. Pray tell your sister that I long to see her.

◊

2. And where have you been, pray tell?

predict /prɪˈdɪkt/ (v) to say that an event or action will happen in the future, especially as a result
of knowledge or experience:
1. It's still not possible to accurately predict the occurrence of earthquakes.
2. Who could have predicted that within ten years he'd be in charge of the whole company?
3. The hurricane is predicted to reach the coast tomorrow morning.
4. No one can predict when the disease will strike again.
prediction /prɪˈdɪk·ʃən/ (n) a statement about what you think will happen in the future:
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1. Please don't ask me to make any predictions about tomorrow's meeting.
2. No one believed her prediction that the world would end on 12 November.
3. The figures are imprecise because they're based on a prediction of next year's sales.

prefer /prɪˈfɜːr/ (v) to like, choose, or want one thing rather than another:
1. Do you prefer hot or cold weather?

◊

2. He prefers watching football to playing it.

3. I'd prefer not to discuss this issue.
4. (formal) I'd prefer you not to smoke (= I would like it better if you did not smoke), please.
Grammar Note: We can use hate, like, love and prefer with an -ing form or with a to-infinitive

preferable /ˈpref.ər.ə.bəl/ (adj) better or more suitable:
1. Surely a diplomatic solution is preferable to war.
2. Staying at home is certainly preferable to going out with someone you don't like.
preference /ˈpref.ər.əns/ (adj) 1. the fact that you like something or someone more than another
thing or person:
1. Her preference is for comfortable rather than stylish clothes.
2. Choosing furniture is largely a matter of personal preference.
2. an advantage that is given to a person or a group of people:
1. We give preference to those who have worked with us for a long time.
2. Special preferences were offered initially to encourage investment.

press /pres/ (v) 1. to push something firmly, often without causing it to move permanently
further away from you:
1. Press the button to start the machine.

◊

2. He pressed his face against the window.

3. Can you press a little harder on my shoulders, please?
4. The crowd pressed against the locked doors trying to get into the building.
5. Press down firmly on the lever.
2. to make clothes smooth by ironing them:
I'll just press these trousers.
3. to put a weight on fruit in order to remove the juice:
4. to make a CD, DVD, etc.:
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to press grapes

Over 3,000 copies of the CD were pressed and sent out to college radio stations.
5. to make something flat and firm by putting it under something heavy:
The children pressed some flowers.

prevent /prɪˈvent/ (v) to stop sb from doing sth; to stop sth from happening:
1. The accident could have been prevented.

◊

2. He is prevented by law from holding a license.

3. Nothing could prevent him from speaking out against injustice.
prevention /prɪˈven.ʃən/ (n) the act of stopping sth bad from happening:
Accident / crime prevention

◊

the prevention of disease

◊

a fire prevention officer

1. The organization is committed to AIDS prevention and education.
2. As far as health is concerned, it is often said that prevention is better than cure.
3. His research in the field of disease prevention produced unexpected results.
■idiom Prevetion is better than cure (Br E)
An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure (Am E)
(It is better to stop sth bad from happening rather than try to deal with the problems after it has
happened).
preventive /prɪˈven.t̬ɪv/ (adj) (also preventative) intended to stop something before it happens:
preventive medicine
The police were able to take preventive action and avoid possible riot.

produce /prəˈduːs/ (v) 1. (goods) to make things to be sold, esp in large quantities:
SYN manufacture
Thousands of cars are produced here each year.
2. to grow or make sth as part of a natural process; to have a baby or young animal:
1. The region produces over 50% of the country's wheat. ◊ 2. Our cat produced kittens last night.
3. to create sth, esp when skill is needed:
She produced a delicious meal out of a few leftovers.
product/ˈprɒd.ʌkt/
dairy / meat products

◊

instrument in product development

We need new product to sell (= a new range of products).
(mathematics) The product of 21 and 16 is 336.
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production /prəˈdʌkʃən/ (n)
wheat / oil / car production

◊

land available for food production

production costs / difficulties

◊

a production manager

a decline / fall in production

◊

an increase in production

1. The new production will be in production by the end of the year.
2. It is important not to let production levels fall.

◊

3. He want a career in film production.

producer /prəˈdʒu.sər/ (n)
1. Hollywood screenwriters, actors and producers.

◊

2. Libya is a major oil producer.

productive /prəˈdʌk.tɪv/ (adj)
highly productive farming land / manufacturing methods

◊

productive farmers / workers

a productive meeting
My time spent in the library was very productive.
productively /prəˈdʌk.tɪv.li/ (adv)

It's important to spend your time productively.

proper /ˈprɒp.ər/ (adj) 1. right, appropriate or correct; according to the rules:
1. We should have had a proper discussion before voting.

◊

2. Nothing is in its proper place.

3. Please follow the proper procedures for dealing with complaints.
2. that you consider to be real or satisfactory:
1. Eat some proper food, not just toast and jam! ◊ 2. When are you going to get a proper job?
3. socially and morally acceptable: OPP improper
1. It is right and proper that parents take responsibility for their children's attendance at school.
2. He is always perfectly proper in his behavior.
■idiom (good and proper) completely; thoroughly:
That's messed things up good and proper.
properly /ˈprɒp.əl.i/ (adv) 1. correctly, or in a satisfactory way:
1. It's still not working properly.

◊

2. I'm not properly dressed for this kind of weather.

3. I think you should take it somewhere to have it repaired properly.
2. (formal) in a socially and morally acceptable way:
Most vegetables should be eaten with a fork but asparagus can be properly eaten with the fingers.

proportion /prəˈpɔːr.ʃən/ 1. the number or amount of a group or part of something when
compared to the whole:
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1. Children make up a large proportion of the world's population.
2. The report shows that poor families spend a larger proportion of their income on food.
2. the number, amount, or level of one thing when compared to another:
1. The proportion of women to men at my college was about five to one.
2. The level of crime in an area is almost always in direct proportion to the number of unemployed.

quit /kwɪt/ (v) 1. (informal) to leave your job, school, etc:
1. If I don't get more money, I'll quit.

◊

2. He has decided to quit as manager of the team.

2. (informal esp AmE) to stop doing sth:
1. I've quit smoking. ◊ 2. Just quit it! ◊ 3. We only just started. We're not going to quit now.
3. to leave the place where you live:
1. We decided it was time to quit the city.

◊

2. The landlord gave them all notice to quit.

rare UK/reər/ US /rer/ 1. not done, seen, happening, etc, very often:
a rare disease / occurrence / sight
1. It's extremely rare for it to be this hot in April. ◊

2. It is rare to find such loyalty these days.

3. On the rare occasions when they met he hardly even dared speak to her.
2. existing only in small numbers and therefore valuable or interesting:
a rare book / coin / stamp

◊

a rare breed / plant

This species is extremely rare.
3. (of meat) cooked only a short time so that the inside is still red:
I'd like my steak rare, please.
rarely UK /ˈreə.li / US /ˈrer.li/ 1. not very often:
1. She is rarely seen in public nowadays.

◊

a rarely-performed play
2. We rarely agree on what to do.

3. Rarely has a debate attracted so much media attention.
reality /riˈæl.ə.ti/ 1. (n) [U] true situation and the problems that actually exist in life, in contrast to
how you would like life to be:
1. She refuses to face reality.

◊

2. You're out of touch with reality.

3. The reality is that there is not enough money to pay for this project.
2. a thing that is actually experienced or seen, in contrast to what people might imagine:
the harsh realities of life
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1. This decision reflects the realities of the political situation.
2. Will time travel ever become a reality?

recent /ˈriː.sənt/ (adj) [usually before noun] that happened or began only a short time ago:
a recent development / discovery / event

◊

his most visit recent visit to Poland

1. There have been many changes in recent years.

◊

2. Is that a recent photo?

3. Have you been following recent political events?
recently /ˈriː.sənt.li/ (adv) not long ago, or at a time that started not long ago:
1. We received a letter from him recently.

◊

2. I haven't seen him recently.

3. Have you seen any good films recently?

◊

4. Recently, I've been feeling a bit depressed.

5. Until recently they were living in York.

relate /rɪˈleɪt/ (v) 1. to show or make a connection between two or more things:
1. I found it difficult to relate the two ideas in my mind.
2. In the future pay increases will be related to productivity.
2. (formal) to give a spoken or written report of sth; to tell a story:
1. She relates her childhood experiences in the first chapters.
2. He related how he had run away from home as a boy.
3. to be able to understand and have sympathy with sb/sth:
1. Many adults can't relate to children. ◊ 2. Our product needs an image that people can relate to.
related /rɪˈleɪ.tɪd/ (adj) 1. connected with sth/sb in some way:

a related issue / question

1. Much of the crime in this area is related to drug abuse. ◊ 2. These problems are closely related.
2. in the same family:
Are you related to Margaret?

◊

2. We're distantly related.

3. belonging to the same group: OPP unrelated

related species / languages

The llama is related to camel.
relation /rɪˈleɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. the way in which two people or groups of people feel and behave
towards each other:
1. Relations between him and his new wife are rather strained.
2. (formal) Britain enjoys friendly relations with Canada.
3. We seek to improve relations between our two countries.
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2. the way in which two or more things are connected:
the relation between rainfall and crop yields

◊

the relation of the farmer to the land

1. The fee they are offering bears no relations to the amount of work involved.
2. I have some comments to make in relation to this matter.
3. [C] a person who is in the same family as sb else: SYN relative:
a close/near/distant relation of mine ◊ a relation by marriage ◊ a party for friends and relations
relative /ˈrel.ə.tɪv/ (n) 1. a person who is in the same family as sb else SYN relation
a close / near / distant relative

◊

her friends and relatives

2. a thing that belongs to the same group as sth else:
The ibex is a distant relative of the mountain goat.
relationship /rɪˈleɪ.ʃən.ʃɪp/ (n) 1. the way in which two things are connected:
1. Scientists have established the relationship between lung cancer and smoking.
2. Her relationship isn't good with her father, but she's very close to her mother.
3. Lack of trust is very destructive in a relationship.
4. She knew he fancied her, but preferred to keep their relationship platonic.
2. a loving and / or sexual friendship between two people:
Their affair did not develop into a lasting relationship.
3. the way in which two or more things are connected:
the relationship between mental and physical health
1. This comment bore no relationship to the subject of our conversation.
2. People alter their voices in relationship to background noise.
4. the way in which a person is related to sb else in a family:
I'm not sure of the exact relationship between them – I think they're cousins.

research /rɪˈsɜːtʃ/ (n) (UK also researches) a careful study of a subject, esp. in order to discover
new facts or information about it:
scientific /medical research

◊

a research student/assistant/laboratory

1. They are carrying out/conducting/doing some fascinating research into/on the language of
dolphins.
2. His researches in the field of disease prevention produced unexpected results.
3. He has dedicated his life to scientific research.
■Verb to study sth carefully and try to discover new facts about it:
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to research a problem/topic/market
1. They're researching into ways of improving people's diet.
2. He spent 20 years researching Nazi Germany. ◊ 3. She's in New York researching her new book.
rethink /ˌriːˈθɪŋk/ (v) to think again about a plan, idea, or system esp. in order to change or
improve it:
to rethink a plan / an approach / an attitude
Her family's disapproval made her rethink her plans.
rethink (also rethinking) (n)

a major rethink of company policy

This new information means we should have a rethink.

retire /rɪˈtaɪr/ (v) [ STOP WORKING] 1. to stop doing your job esp. because you have reached a
particular age or because you are ill/sick; to tell sb they must stop doing their job:
1. She was forced to retire early from teaching because of ill health.
2. My dream is to retire to a villa in France.

◊

3. The company's official retiring age is 65.

4. He has no plans to retire as editor of the magazine.
2. [in sport] to stop competing during a game, race, etc., usually because you are injured:
She fell badly, sprinting her ankle, and had to retire.
3. [from / to a place] (formal) to leave a place, esp. to go somewhere quieter or more private:
After dinner he likes to retire to his study.
4. [of army] (formal) to move back from a battle in order to organize your soldiers in a different
way:
5. [go to bed] (literary) to go to bed:
I retire late, for as always the morning would arrive too soon.
retired /rɪˈtaɪəd/ (adj) If someone is retired, they have stopped working permanently, usually
because of age; having retired from work:
1. Both my parents are retired.

◊

2. Dad is retired now.

3. Retired footballers sometimes choose to become managers.
retirement /rɪˈtaɪə.mənt/ (n) 1. the act of leaving your job and stopping working, usually because
you are old:
1. Many teachers over the age of 50 are taking early retirement.
2. What is the normal retirement age in this country?
2. the period in someone's life after they have stopped working because of having reached a
particular age:
1. We wish you a long and happy retirement. ◊ 2. They held a dinner to celebrate his retirement.
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risk /rɪsk/ (n,v) 1. the possibility of something bad happening:
1. In this business, the risks and the rewards are high.
2. There's a high risk of another accident happening in this fog.
3. It's always a risk starting up a new business.
4. The company is quite a good risk (= safe to lend money to).
5. We want clean rivers and lakes, where you can swim without risk to your health.
6. It's a low/high-risk strategy (= one that is safe/not safe).
2. something bad that might happen:
1. This wire is a safety/fire risk.
2. His employers thought he was a security risk (= he might tell their secrets to a competitor).
3. at risk in a dangerous situation:
All houses within 100 meters of the seas are at risk of flooding.
4. run/take a risk to do something that might be dangerous:
1. Don't take any risks - just call the police. ◊ 2. You're running a big risk if oil prices drop sharply.
■Verb 1. to do something although there is a chance of a bad result:
1. "It's dangerous to cross here." "I'll just have to risk it."

◊

2. He risked his life to save her.

3. He risked losing his house when his company went bankrupt.
2. If you risk something important, you cause it to be in a dangerous situation where you might
lose it:
1. I'm not risking my life (informal neck) in that old car.
2. She was prepared to risk everything on a last throw of the dice.
risky /ˈrɪs.ki/ (adj) involving the possibility of something bad happening:
1. It's risky to buy a car without some good advice. ◊
3. Life as an aid worker can be a risky business. ◊

risky investments

2. We shouldn't go there. It's too risky.

4. Teenagers often engage in risky behavior.

rush /rʌʃ/ (v,n) 1. [move fast] to move or do sth with great speed, often too fast:
the sound of rushing water
1. We've got plenty of time; there's no need to rush.

◊

2. We have to rush our meal.

3. I've been rushing around to buy shares in the company.
2. [take/send quickly] to transport or send sb/sth somewhere with great speed:
1. Ambulances rushed the injured to the hospital.
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◊

2. Relief supplies were rushed in.

3. [do sth too quickly] to do sth or make sb do sth without thinking about it carefully:
1. We don't want to rush into having a baby. ◊ 2. Don't rush me. I need time to think about it.
4. [attack] to try to attack or capture sb/sth suddenly:
A group of prisoners rushed an officer and managed to break out.
■noun 1. [fast movement] a sudden movement forward made by a lot of people or things:
Shoppers made a rush for the exits.
2. [hurry] a situation in which you are in a hurry and need to do things quickly:
1. I can't stop- I'm in a rush.

◊

2. What's the rush?

◊

3. The words came out in a rush.

3. [sudden demand] a sudden large demand for goods, etc:
There's been a rush on umbrellas this week.
5. [of feelings] a sudden increase in the amount of sth: SYN surge:
a sudden rush of fear / anger / excitement
She felt a rush of blood to her cheeks.

sadly /ˈsæd.li/ (adv) 1. unfortunately:
Sadly after eight years of marriage they had grown apart.
2. in a sad way:
1. She shook her head sadly.

◊

2. "He's gone away for six months," she said sadly.

3. very much and in a way that makes you sad:
1. She will be sadly missed by all who knew her.
2. They had hoped to win and were sadly disappointed.
3. If you think I'm going to help you again, you're sadly (= completely) mistaken.

serving /ˈsɜː.vɪŋ/ (n) an amount of one type of food that is given to one person SYN helping:
a small/large helping of pasta
The quantities given in the recipe should be enough for four servings.

skim /skɪm/ (v) to read sth quickly in order to find a particular point or the main points without
studying in detail:
1. He skimmed through the article trying to find his name.
2. I've only skimmed (through/over) his letter; I haven't read it carefully yet.
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social /ˈsoʊ.ʃəl/ (adj) 1. [only before noun] connected with society and the way it is organized:
social / issues / problems / reforms

◊

a call for social and economic change

The country is faced with lots of social problems.
2. connected with activities in which people meet each other for pleasure:
a busy/hectic social life
1. Team sports help to develop a child's social skills.
2. Social events and training days are arranged for all the staff.
sociable /ˈsoʊ.ʃə.bəl/ (adj) (of people) enjoying spending time with other people:
1. She's a sociable child who will talk to anyone.

◊

2. I'm not feeling very sociable this evening.

socially /ˈsoʊ.ʃəl.i/ (adv)
1. The reforms will bring benefits socially and politically.
2. This type of behavior is no longer socially acceptable.
socialize /ˈsəʊ.ʃəl.aɪz/ (v) 1. (GO OUT) to spend time when you are not working with friends or
with other people in order to enjoy yourself:
1. I tend not to socialize with my colleagues.
2. I hope Adam's actually doing some work at college - he seems to spend all his time socializing!
3. We're usually too tired to socialize during the week.
2. to train people or animals to behave in a way that others in the group think is suitable:
Here at the school we make every effort to socialize these young offenders.
society /səˈsaɪ.ə.ti/ (n) 1. people in general, living together in communities:
policies that benefit society as a whole
1. Racism exists at all levels of society.
2. They carried out research into the roles of men and women in today's society.
2. a particular of community of people who share the same customs, laws, etc:
modern industrial societies

◊

demand created by a consumer society

1. Can Britain ever be a classless society?
2. They were discussing the problems of Western societies.
3. a group of people who join together for a particular purpose SYN association:
a member of the drama society

◊

the American Society of Newspaper Editors
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stage /steɪdʒ/ (n) 1. [period / state] a period or state that sth/sb passes through which developing
or making progress:
1. This technology is still in its early stages. ◊ 2. People tend to work hard at this stage of life.
3. The children are at different stages of development.
4. At one stage it looked as though they would win.

surf /sɜːf/ (v) 1. ~ the net / Internet to use the Internet:
1. I was surfing the net looking for information on Indian music.
2. to spend time visiting a lot of websites:
He spends a lot of time surfing the internet/Net/Web.

take away from /teɪk əˈweɪ frɑːm/ 1. to reduce/ make sth smaller or cheaper:
One day of smoking can take away around 5 hours away from the smoker's life.
2. to cheapen, demean, or detract from something:
Don't let his petty comments take away from your amazing victory tonight.

take care of /teɪk keər ɒv/ (v) to protect someone or something and provide the things that that
person or thing needs:
1. Take good care of that girl of yours, Patrick - she's very special.
2. Don't worry about me, I can take care of myself (= I do not need anyone else to protect me).
take part /teɪk pɑːrt/ (v) to be involved in an activity with other people: SYN attend, participate
1. She doesn't usually take part in any of the class activities.
2. All the children took part in the Thanksgiving play.

taste /teɪst/ (n,v) 1. (flavor) the flavor of something, or the ability of a person or animal to
recognize different flavors:
1. I love the taste of garlic.

◊

2. When you have a cold you often lose your sense of taste.

3. Olives are usually an acquired taste (= you only like them after you have become familiar with
their taste).
2. the fact of liking or enjoying something:
She came home from Europe with a taste for art and the finer things in life.
3. a small amount of food:
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1. Have a taste of the sauce and tell me if it needs salt.
2. We value herbs for their taste, but we forget that they also have medicinal properties.
4. (EXPERIENCE) a short experience of something:
1. I had a taste of office work during the summer and that was enough.
2. This was my first taste of live theater.
5. [ABILITY TO CHOOSE WELL) [U] a person's ability to choose things that people recognize as
being of good quality or appropriate:
He has very good taste in music.
■verb (FOOD/DRINK) 1. to put food or drink in your mouth to find out what flavor it has:
1. Taste this sauce and tell me if it needs seasoning.
2. What is this? I've never tasted anything like it.
2. (EXPERIENCE) to experience something for a short time:
Once you've tasted luxury it's very hard to settle for anything else.
tasteful /ˈteɪst.fəl/ (adj) (esp of clothes, furniture, decorations, etc.) attractive and of good quality:
Their house is very tasteful, but it doesn't have any soul.
tasty /ˈteɪ.sti/ (adj 1. tasty food has a strong and very pleasant flavor: SYN delicious, yummy:
a tasty dish / meal

◊

something tasty to eat

This soup is very tasty.
2. (BrE, informal, sometimes offensive) a word that some men use about women that they are
attractive:
She's very tasty!
thought /θɑːt/ (n) the act of thinking about or considering something, an idea or opinion, or a set
of ideas about a particular subject:
1. Ask me again tomorrow. I'll have to give it some thought.
2. She doesn't give any thought to her appearance.
3. He's the author of a book on the history of European thought.
4. You sent her a card? That was a kind thought.
5. To be honest, the thought of jumping out of a moving plane makes my hair stand on end.
6. He took a minute or two to compose his thoughts before he replied.

watch out /wɒtʃ aʊt/ [phrasal verb] (spoken) used to warn someone of danger or an accident that
seems likely to happen: SYN look out, be careful
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1. Watch out for thieves round here.

◊

2. Watch out! It's rather wet over there.

3. "Watch out!" he shouted, but it was too late - she had knocked the whole tray of drinks onto the
floor.
4. Watch out! There's a car coming!

wellness /ˈwel.nəs/ (n) the state of being healthy; the condition of good physical and mental
health, esp when actively maintained by proper diet, exercise, and avoidance of risky behavior:
SYN health OPP illness, sickness:
The site generally provides advice on health, wellness and little tips for life.

worth /wɜːθ/ (n) 1. [MONEY] having a particular value, especially in money:
1. Our house is worth £200,000.

◊

2. Heroin worth about $5 million was seized.

3. Any painting by Van Gogh is worth a fortune.
4. The country exports goods worth $600 million per annum.
2. [IMPORTANCE] to be important or useful to have or do:
1. There's nothing worth reading in this newspaper.
2. If you are a young, inexperienced driver, it is worth having comprehensive insurance.
worthy /ˈwɜː.ði/ (adj, n) 1. (DESERVING RESPECT) (formal) deserving respect, admiration, or
support:
Every year she makes a large donation to a worthy cause.
2. deserving to be given attention, noticed, etc.:
Two points in this report are especially worthy of notice.
3. (SUITABLE) suitable for or characteristic of something:
He threw a party worthy of a millionaire.
■noun a person who is important, especially in a small town:
The front row of chairs was reserved for local worthies.
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Vision 2

Vocabulary

Lesson 3
across /əˈkrɒs/ (adv,) 1. from one side to the other side:
1. It's too wide. We can't swim across.

◊

2. The yard measures 50 feet across.

2. (across from) opposite:
1. There's a school just across from the house.
■prep 1. from one side to the other side:
1. He walked across the field. ◊ 2. I drew a line across the page. ◊ 3. A grin spread across her
face.
2. on the other side of sth:

There's a bank right across the street.

3. in every part of a place, group of people, etc: SYN throughout:
1. Her family is scattered across the country.
2. This view is common across all sections of the community.

amazing /əˈmeɪ.zɪŋ/ (adj) very surprising esp in a way that makes you feel pleasure or
admiration:
an amazing achievement / discovery / success / performance
1. That's amazing, isn't it?

◊

2. It's amazing how quickly people adopt.

amaze /əˈmeɪz/ (v)

amazement /əˈmeɪz.mənt/ (n)

amazingly /əˈmeɪ.zɪŋ.li/ (adv)

amazed /əˈmeɪzd/ (adj) SYN astonished, stunned:

1. What amazes me is how long she managed to hide it from us.
2. It never ceases to amaze me what some people will do for money.
1. I was amazed at her knowledge of French literature.
2. We were amazed to find out that no one was hurt.
an amazed silence
1. I was amazed at her knowledge of French literature.
2. We were amazed to find that no one was hurt
To my amazement, he was able to recite the whole poem from memory.
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1. Amazingly, no one noticed.

◊

2. The meal was amazingly cheap.

appreciate /əˈpriː.ʃi.eɪt/ (v) 1. to recognize the good qualities of sb/sth:
1. You can't really appreciate foreign literature in translation.
2. to be grateful for sth that sb has done , to welcome sth:
1. Your support is greatly appreciated.

◊

2. I would appreciate if you paid in cash.

3. I don't appreciate being treated like a second-class citizen.
3. to understand or realize that sth is true:
1. I appreciate your difficulties.

◊

2. We didn't fully appreciate that he was seriously ill.

appreciation /əˌpriː.ʃiˈeɪ.ʃən/ (n)
1. She shows little appreciation of good music. ◊ 2. I had no appreciation of the problem they
faced.
3. Please accept this gift in appreciation of all you've done for us.

artifact (esp American) artefact (n) an object that is made by a person, esp sth of historical or
cultural interest:
Gold and silver artifacts were found in a prehistoric tomb.

ashamed (adj) 1. ~ (of sth/sb/yourself); ~ to be sth) feeling shame or embarrassment about
sb/sth or because of sth you have done:
1. She was deeply ashamed of her behavior at the party.
2. Her daughter looked such a mess that he was ashamed of her.
3. You should be ashamed of yourself for telling such lies.
2. ~ to do sth unwilling to do sth because of shame or embarrassment
1. I'm ashamed to say that I lied to her. ◊ 2. I cried at the end and I'm not ashamed to admit it.

at least 1. not less than:
1. It'll cost at least 500 dollars.

◊

2. Cut the grass at least once a week in summer.

2. used to add a positive comment about a negative situation:
She may be slow but at least she's reliable.

attempt (n,v) 1. An act of trying to do sth esp sth difficult, often with no success:
1. Two factories were closed in an attempt to cut costs. ◊ 2. They made no attempt to escape.
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3. I passed my driving test at the first attempt.
2. an act of trying to kill sb:
Someone has made an attempt on the President's life.

attitude /ˈæt.ɪ.tʃuːd/ (n) (OPINION) a feeling or opinion about something or someone, or a way of
behaving that is caused by this:
1. It's often very difficult to change people's attitudes.
2. She takes the attitude that children should be allowed to learn at their own pace.
3. He has a very bad attitude to/towards work.
4.I don't like your attitude (= the way you are behaving)

belief /bɪˈliːf/ (n) 1. the feeling of being certain that something exists or is true:
His belief in God gave him hope during difficult times.
2. something that you believe:
1. All religious and political beliefs should be respected equally.
2. 3. It is my (firm) belief that nuclear weapons are immoral.
4. He called at her house in the belief that (= confident that) she would lend him the money.
5. His battle against cancer has strengthened his belief in God.
6. Their working system is based on the belief that people work more productively in a team.
7. I don't want them to impose their religious beliefs on my children.

bored /bɔːrd/ (adj) feeling unhappy because something is not interesting or because you have
nothing to do:
1. It was a cold, wet day and the children were bored.
2. He was getting bored with/of doing the same thing every day.
3. I was so bored that I slept through the second half of the film.
4. I enjoyed my course at first, but after a time I got bored with it.
5. He sensed (that) his guests were bored, although they were listening politely.
6. He was getting bored doing the same thing every day.

carpet /ˈkɑːr.pət/ (n) 1. (a shaped piece of) thick material used for covering floors:
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carpet shampoo
1. He was busy hoovering the bedroom carpet when I got home.
2. We've just had a new carpet fitted/laid in our bedroom.
3. (UK) We've got fitted (= cut to fit exactly) carpets in the bedrooms.
2. a layer of something that covers the ground:

a carpet of snow

Our lawn is a carpet of daisies.
■verb (COVER) 1. to cover something with carpet:
We need to carpet the stairs.
2. to be covered with something:

In spring this area is carpeted with bluebells.

cheerful /ˈtʃɪə.fəl/ (adj) happy and positive:
1. He's usually fairly cheerful.

◊

2. You're in a cheerful mood this morning.

3. She manages to stay cheerful (= happy and positive) despite everything.
2. used to describe a place or thing that is bright and pleasant and makes you feel positive and
happy:
The doctor's waiting room was bright and cheerful with yellow walls and curtains.

common /ˈkɒm.ən/ (adj) 1. happening often; existing in large numbers or in many places:
a common spelling mistake
1. Jackson is a common English name.

◊

2. Allergies to milk are quite common in children.

3. Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer among women in this country.
2. shared by or belonging to two or more people or by the people in a group:
1. They share a common interest in photography.
2. We are working together for a common purpose.
3. ordinary; not unusual or special:

the common garden frog

1. Shakespeare's work was popular among the common people in his day.
2. In most people's eyes she was nothing more than a common criminal.
4. (disapproving) typical of sb from a low social class and not having good manners:
She thought he was very common and uneducated.
commonly /ˈkɒm.ən.li/ (adv) usually; very often; by most people:
1. Christopher is commonly known as Kit. ◊

2. This is one of the most commonly used methods.
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confuse /kənˈfjuːz/ (v) 1. to mix up someone's mind or ideas, or to make something difficult to
understand:
1. You're confusing him! Tell him slowly and one thing at a time.
2. Stop confusing the issue (= making the problem unnecessarily difficult)!
2. to mix up two separate things or people in your mind, imagining that they are one:
1. You're confusing me with my sister - she's the singer.
2. It's easy to confuse his films, because he tends to use the same actors.
3. I think you're confusing him with someone else.
3. to cause someone to feel uncertain or unclear, or to make something difficult to understand:
You’re confusing me – please repeat the directions more slowly.
confused /kənˈfjuːzd/ (adj) unable to think clearly or to understand something:
1. Grandpa gets pretty confused sometimes, and doesn't even know what day it is.
2. I'm a bit confused. Was that her husband or her son she was with?
3. I'm a bit confused about the arrangements for tonight - what time are we meeting?

creative 1. [only before noun] the use of skill and imagination to produce sth new or a work of art:
a course on creative writing (= writing stories, plays and poems)
the creative and performing arts ◊ creative thinking ◊ the creative process
2. having the skill and ability to produce sth new, esp a work of art; showing the ability:
1. She's very creative – she writes poetry and paints.
2. Do you have any ideas? You're the creative one.

culture /ˈkʌl.tʃər/ 1. (WAY OF LIFE) the way of life, especially the general customs and beliefs, of a
particular group of people at a particular time:
youth/working-class culture
1. She's studying modern Japanese language and culture.
2. American culture has been exported all over the world.
2. (ART) music, art, theatre, literature, etc.:
popular culture (= the books, music, etc. liked by most people)
You won't find much culture in this sleepy little town, I'm afraid!
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3. (GROWING) cells, tissues, organs, or organisms grown for scientific purposes, or the activity of
breeding and keeping particular living things in order to get the substances they produce:
the culture of silk worms

custom /ˈkʌs.təm/ (n)1. (USUAL WAY) a way of behaving or a belief that has been established for a
long time:
a local/ancient custom
1. In my country, it's the custom (for women) to get married in white.
2. The song was a custom handed down through the generations.
3. What customs do you have for New Year in your country?
2. something you usually do:
He left the house at nine exactly, as is his custom.

decorative /ˈdek.ər.ə.tɪv/ (adj) 1. made to look attractive or pretty: SYN ornamental
OPP functional:
a decorative display of plants and flowers

◊

a mirror in a decorative frame

1. Your flower arrangement makes the table look really decorative.
2. The mirror is functional yet decorative.
ornamental /ˌɔː.nəˈmen.təl/ (adj) beautiful rather than useful:
The handles on each side of the box are purely ornamental (= they are for decoration only).

depend on/upon sth/sb /dɪˈpend/ (v) (TRUST) 1. to trust someone or something and know that
that person or thing will help you or do what you want or expect him, her, or it to do: SYN count
on, rely on:
1. You can always depend on Michael in a crisis. ◊ 2. I'm depending on you to keep your promise.
3. You can't always depend on flights arriving on time.
4. (humorous) You can depend on Jana to be late (= she is always late).
5. Surely a friend should be someone you can depend on in difficult times?
6. You can depend on Jack - he's the most reliable man I know.
2. (SUPPORT) to need something, or need the help and support of someone or something, in order
to live or continue as before:
1. Charities depend on people supporting their activities.
2. The country depends heavily on foreign aid.
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2. Elaine depends upon Bob completely for her happiness.

depressed /dɪˈprest/ (adj) 1. (SAD) unhappy and without hope:
1. He seemed a bit depressed about his work situation.
2. She became deeply depressed when her husband died.
3. Try not to get depressed - after all, what's the use of worrying?
2. (REDUCED) not having enough money, jobs, or business activity:
an economically depressed area
In a depressed market, it's difficult to sell goods unless you lower your prices.
depression /dɪˈpreʃ.ən/ (n) [UNHAPPINESS] the state of feeling very unhappy and without hope for
the future:
I was overwhelmed by feelings of depression.
2. a mental illness in which a person is very unhappy and anxious (= worried and nervous) for long
periods and cannot have a normal life during these periods:
1. Tiredness, loss of appetite, and sleeping problems are all classic symptoms of depression.
2. If you suffer from depression, it's best to get professional help.

discount /ˈdɪs.kaʊnt/ (n) a reduction in the usual price:
1. They usually give you a discount if you buy multiple copies.
2. They offer a ten percent discount on travel for students.
3. There is a 25% discount on all electrical goods until the end of the week.
4. People who work in the trade can buy their books at a discount.
■verb (REDUCE) [often passive] to reduce the price of something
discounted goods/rates

diverse /daɪˈvɜːs/ (adj) 1. including many different types of people or things:
1. Students from countries as diverse as Colombia and Lithuania use Cambridge textbooks.
2. New York is a very culturally/ethnically diverse city.
2. very different from each other:

a culturally diverse society

1. We hold very diverse views on the topic.
2. India is quite diverse, both politically and religiously.
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diversity /daɪˈvɜː.sə.ti/ (n) 1. the fact of many different types of things or people being included in
something; a range of different things or people:
Does television adequately reflect the ethnic and cultural diversity of the country?
2. the fact that there are many different ideas or opinions about something:
1. The wonderful diversity of our region's wildlife is now coming under threat.
2. I'd like the show to reflect the diversity of talent we have here at the college more fully.

element /ˈel.ə.mənt/ (n) 1. (PART) a part of something:
1. List the elements that make up a perfect dinner party.
2. The movie had all the elements of a good thriller.
3. We weren't even taught the elements of (= basic information about) physics at school.
2. (SIMPLE SUBSTANCE)
a simple substance that cannot be reduced to smaller chemical parts:
Aluminium is an element.

emotional /ɪˈməʊ.ʃən.əl/ (adj) 1. relating to the emotions:
a child's emotional development
1. My doctor said the problem was more emotional than physical.
2. Amnesia can be caused by emotional trauma.
2. having and expressing strong feelings:
1. He's a very emotional man.

◊

2. I felt quite emotional during the wedding ceremony.

3. He became very emotional when I told him I was pregnant.
4. The president has made an emotional plea for the killing to stop.

essay/ˈes.eɪ/ (n) UK US paper short piece of writing on a particular subject, especially one done by
students as part of the work for a course:
1. For homework I want you to write an essay on endangered species.
2. Mr Jones thought my history essay was terrific.
3. His essay was full of spelling errors.

◊

4.Have you handed in your history essay yet?

fortunate /ˈfɔː.tʃən.ət/ (adj) lucky OPP unfortunate:
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1. You're very fortunate to have found such a nice house.
2. He was fortunate in his choice of assistant.
3. It was fortunate that they had set out early because the traffic was terrible.
4. I consider myself fortunate to have had such a good education.
5. She was fortunate to escape with only minor injuries.

identity /aɪˈden.tə.ti/ (n) who a person is, or the qualities of a person or group that make them
different from others:
1. The informant was given a new identity (= a different name and new official documents) for
protection.
2. In prison people often suffer from a loss of identity.
3. I think my job gives me a sense of identity.
4. Australia has its own cultural identity, which is very different from that of Britain.
5. As a journalist she refuses to reveal the identity of her source.

income /ˈɪn.kʌm/ (n) 1. money that is earned from doing work or received from investments:
1. Average incomes have risen by 4.5 percent over the past year.
2. More help is needed for people on low incomes.
3. I haven't had much income from my stocks and shares this year.
2. a company's profit in a particular period of time:
1. The company's income has greatly improved: profit rose more than 50 percent last year.
2. It's an organization that offers free legal advice to people on low incomes.

introduce /ˌɪn.trəˈduːs/ (v) 1. to tell sb what your name is; to tell two or more people who have
not met before what each others' names are:
1. Can I introduce my wife?

◊

2. He introduced me to a Greek girl at the party.

2. to make sb learn about sth or do sth for the first time:
1. The first lecture introduces students to the main topics of the course.
2. It was she who first introduced the pleasures of sailing to me.
introduction /ˌɪn.trəˈdʌk.ʃən/ (n) 1. the act of making one person formally known to another,
1. Our speaker today needs no introduction.
2. Introductions were made and the conversation started to flow.
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2. the first part of a book or speech that gives a general idea of what is to follow:
a brief / general introduction

◊

a book with an excellent introduction and notes

By way of introduction, let me give you the background to the story.
3. the act of bringing sth into use or existence for the first time, or bringing sth to a place for
the first time:
the introduction of new manufacturing methods
the introduction of compulsory military service

item /ˈaɪ.təm/ (n) something that is part of a list or group of things:
the last item on the list
1. The restaurant has a long menu of about 50 items.
2. Several items of clothing (= clothes) lay on the floor.
2. one of several subjects to be considered:
There are three items on the agenda.
3. a piece of news on television or radio, or in a newspaper:
There's an interesting item on the back page.

moral /ˈmɔːr.əl/ (n) 1. relating to the standards of good or bad behavior, fairness, honesty, etc.
that each person believes in, rather than to laws OPP immoral:
1. It's her moral obligation to tell the police what she knows.
2. It is not part of a novelist's job to make a moral judgment.
3. My moral duty as Secretary-General of the United Nations is to do everything possible to avoid
war.
2. behaving in ways considered by most people to be correct and honest:
1. She's a very moral woman.

◊

2. Oh, stop being so moral!

immoral /ɪˈmɒr.əl/ (adj) morally wrong, or outside society's standards of acceptable, honest, and
moral behavior:
an immoral act

◊

immoral behavior

It's an immoral tax, because the poor will pay relatively more.
pack /pæk/ (PUT INTO) 1. to put something into a bag, box, etc.: OPP unpack:
1. We're leaving early tomorrow morning, so you'd better pack (= put clothes and other
possessions into suitcases or bags) tonight.
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2. She packed a small suitcase for the weekend.
3. He just packed his bags and walked out on his wife and children.
4. Could you pack me a spare pair of shoes, please/pack a spare pair of shoes for me, please?
2. to come or bring together in large numbers or to fill a space:
1. Thousands of fans are packing into the stadium.
2. The people on the bus were packed (together) like sardines (= there were many of them very
close together).
3. (GROUP) a group, set, or collection of something:
The information pack consists of a brochure and a map.
4. a group of animals, such as dogs, that live and/or hunt together:
a wolf pack ◊ a pack of wild dogs
unpack /ʌnˈpæk/ 1. (REMOVE) to remove things from a suitcase, bag, or box:
1. I haven't even had time to unpack (my suitcase/clothes).
2. No doubt you'll want to unpack and have a rest before dinner.

pleasure /ˈpleʒ.ər / 1. enjoyment, happiness, or satisfaction, or something that gives this:
1. His visits gave his grandparents such pleasure.

◊

2. It was such a pleasure to meet you.

3. Why do so many boys take pleasure in torturing insects and small animals?
4. He wrote an article on the pleasures and pains of camping.
5. His books are a pleasure to read because he writes with such clarity and precision.
6. Few things in this world give me more pleasure than a long bath.

product /ˈprɒd.ʌkt/ (n)

production /prəˈdʌk.ʃən/ (n)

producer /prəˈdʒuː.sər/ (n)

productive /prəˈdʌk.tɪv/ (adj)

productively /prəˈdʌk.tɪv.li/(n)

Thousands of cars are produced here each year.
2. to grow or make sth as part of a natural process; to have a baby or young animal:
1. The region produces over 50% of the country's wheat.
night.

◊

2. Our cat produced kittens last

3. to create sth, esp when skill is needed:
She produced a delicious meal out of a few leftovers.
product (n)

dairy / meat products

◊
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instrument in product development

We need new product to sell (= a new range of products).
(mathematics) The product of 21 and 16 is 336.
production (n)
wheat / oil / car production

◊

land available for food production

production costs / difficulties

◊

a production manager

a decline / fall in production

◊

an increase in production

1. The new production will be in production by the end of the year.
2. It is important not to let production levels fall.
producer (n)

◊

3. He want a career in film production.

Hollywood screenwriters, actors and producers

Libya is a major oil producer.
productive (adj)
highly productive farming land / manufacturing methods

◊

productive farmers / workers

a productive meeting
My time spent in the library was very productive.
productively (adv)

It's important to spend your time productively.

recognize /ˈrek.əɡ.naɪz/ (v) (UK usually recognise) to know someone or something because you
have seen or heard him or her or experienced it before:
1. I hadn't seen her for 20 years, but I recognized her immediately.
2. Doctors are trained to recognize the symptoms of different diseases.
3. Many distant relatives, most of whom I hardly recognized, turned up for my brother's wedding.
2. (ACCEPT) to accept that something is legal, true, or important:
1. The international community has refused to recognize (= officially accept the existence of) the
newly independent nation state.
2. You must recognize the seriousness of the problems we are facing.
3. [often passive] If a person's achievements are recognized, official approval is shown for them:
The Queen recognized his services to his country by awarding him an MBE.

reflect / rɪˈflekt/ 1. (RETURN) If a surface reflects light, heat, sound, or an image, it sends the light,
etc. back and does not absorb it:
1. He saw himself reflected in the water/mirror/shop window.
2. Her black hair reflected the light from the garden as if it were a lantern.
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3. I could see my face reflected in his glasses.
2. (SHOW) to show, express, or be a sign of something:
The statistics reflect a change in people's spending habits.
3. (THINK) [formal] to think carefully, especially about possibilities and opinions:
1. The manager demanded time to reflect (on what to do).
2. She reflected that this was probably the last time she would see him.
[phrasal verb] reflect on sb/sth to affect other people's opinion of someone or something,
especially in a bad way:
1. When one player behaves disgracefully, it reflects (badly) on the whole team.
2. The whole affair does not reflect well on the government.

respect /rɪˈspekt/ 1. (ADMIRATION) admiration felt or shown for someone or something that you
believe has good ideas or qualities:
1. I have great/the greatest respect for his ideas, although I don't agree with them.
2. New teachers have to earn/gain the respect of their students.
2. (HONOR) politeness, honor, and care shown towards someone or something that is considered
important:
1. You really should treat your parents with more respect.
2. She has no respect for other people's property (= she does not treat it carefully).
3. a feeling that something is right or important and you should not attempt to change it or harm
it:
In their senseless killing of innocent people, the terrorists have shown their lack of respect for
human life.
4. (FEATURE) [C] a particular feature or detail:
1. This proposal differs from the last one in many important respects/one important respect.
2. In most respects, the new film is better than the original.
■Verb (ADMIRE) to feel or show admiration for someone or something that you believe has good
ideas or qualities:
I deeply respect David for what he has achieved.
respectful /rɪˈspekt.fəl/ (adj) showing admiration for someone or something:
"We're so pleased to meet you at last," he said in a respectful tone of voice.
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rug /rʌɡ/ (n) 1. a piece of thick heavy cloth smaller than a carpet, used for covering the floor or for
decoration:
1. My dog loves lying on the rug in front of the fire.
2. The floor was partly covered with a dirty old rug.
3. We spread the picnic rug out on the ground and sat down to eat.

skill /skɪl/ (n) 1. an ability to do an activity or job well, especially because you have practised it:
1. Ruth had/possessed great writing skills.

◊

2. I have no skill at/in sewing.

His skill lies in his ability to communicate quite complex ideas very simply.
2. a special ability to do something:
1. [C] Schools often do not provide students with marketable skills.
2. [U] He lacked skill as a painter.
skilled /skɪld/ (adj) 1. having enough ability, experience and knowledge to be able to do sth well:
a skilled engineer/ negotiator/craftsman

◊

a shortage of skilled labor

She is highly skilled at dealing with difficult customers.
2. (of a job) needing special abilities or training:
1. Many companies depend on skilled labor.
skillful /ˈskɪl·fəl/ (adj)
skillfully (adv)

◊

2. Furniture-making is very skilled work.

Kraft was a skillful composer.
Some students are unable to use dictionaries skillfully.

satisfied /ˈsæt.ɪs.faɪd/ 1. pleased because you have got what you wanted, or because something
has happened in the way that you wanted SYN pleased, happy, content:
a satisfied smile
1. Some people are never satisfied!

◊

2. Are you satisfied with the new arrangement?

satisfying /ˈsæt.ɪs.faɪ.ɪŋ/ 1. making you feel pleased by providing what you need or want:
a satisfying meal/result
1. It's an immensely satisfying job. ◊
success.

2. It is very satisfying to know that the project was a

shocked /ʃɑkt/ (adj) feeling very upset or surprised:
He was shocked to discover that he had no money left in his account.
shocking /ˈʃɒk.ɪŋ/ 1. (OFFENSIVE) offensive, upsetting, or immoral:
1. There are few crimes more truly shocking than the murder or abuse of children.
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2. The city's most shocking statistic is its high infant mortality rate.
(VERY BAD) [mainly UK informal] extremely bad or unpleasant, or of very low quality:
1. What shocking weather!

◊

2. My memory is shocking.

3. The house was left in a shocking state.
shockingly (adv)

a shockingly high mortality rate

She looked shockingly ill.

social /ˈsoʊ.ʃəl/ (adj) 1. [only before noun] connected with society and the way it is organized:
social / issues / problems / reforms

◊

a call for social and economic change

The country is faced with lots of social problems.
2. connected with activities in which people meet each other for pleasure:
a busy/hectic social life
1. Team sports help to develop a child's social skills.
2. Social events and training days are arranged for all the staff.
sociable /ˈsoʊ.ʃə.bəl/ (adj) [of people] enjoying spending time with other people:
1. She's a sociable child who will talk to anyone.

◊

2. I'm not feeling very sociable this evening.

totally /ˈtəʊ.təl.i/ 1. completely SYN entirely, wholly OPP partly:
1. Her second husband is totally different from Mark. ◊

2. I totally agree with you.

3. Absorbed in her work, she was totally oblivious of her surroundings.

touching /ˈtʌtʃ.ɪŋ/ (adj) making you feel sadness, sympathy, etc.: SYN affecting:
1. It was a touching story that moved many of us to tears.
2. The way she took care of her little sister was really touching.
(formal UK) causing a strong emotion, especially sadness:
It was an affecting sight.

tradition /trəˈdɪʃ.ən/ (n) 1. a belief, principle, or way of acting that people in a particular society or
group have continued to follow for a long time, or all of these beliefs, etc. in a particular society or
group:
1. Fireworks have long been an American tradition on the Fourth of July.
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2. Switzerland has a long tradition of neutrality.
3. There's a tradition in our office that when it's somebody's birthday, they bring in a cake for all of
us to share.
4. We decided to break with tradition (= not behave as usual) this year and go away for Christmas.
5. In keeping with tradition, they always have turkey on Christmas Day.
6. The old people in the village still observe the local traditions.

traditional /trəˈdɪʃ.ən.əl/ (adj) 1. following or belonging to the customs or ways of behaving that
have continued in a group of people or society for a long time without changing:
1. The school uses a combination of modern and traditional methods for teaching reading.
2. The dancers were wearing traditional Hungarian dress/costume.
3. She's very traditional (in her ideas and opinions).
4. In Britain, the traditional Sunday lunch consists of roast meat, potatoes and other vegetables.
5. Here it's traditional that you haggle over the price of things in the market.

uuique /juːˈniːk/ (adj) 1. being the only existing one of its type or, more generally, unusual, or
special in some way: SYN unequalled:
1. Each person's genetic code is unique except in the case of identical twins.
2. I'd recognize your handwriting anywhere - it's unique.
3. Do not miss this unique opportunity to buy all six pans at half the recommended price.
4. As many as 100 species of fish, some unique to (= only found in) these waters, may have been
affected by the pollution.
5. This is a unique opportunity to hear Mr Maitland speak in person.
Though small, this restaurant offers a range of fish dishes unequalled anywhere else in London.

value /ˈvæl.juː/ (n) 1. (MONEY) the amount of money that can be received for something:
1. She had already sold everything of value that she possessed.
2. The value of the pound fell against other European currencies yesterday.
3. Property values have fallen since the plans for the airport were published.
4. The new tax system would be calculated on the value of property owned by an individual.
2. (IMPORTANCE) the importance or worth of something for someone:
1. For them, the house's main value lay in its quiet country location.
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2. They are known to place/put/set a high value on good presentation.
3. [U] how useful or important something is:
1. The photographs are of immense historical value.
2. It has novelty value because I've never done anything like it before.
■verb (MONEY) 1. to give a judgment about how much money something might be sold for:
1. He valued the painting at $2,000.
2. The insurance company said I should have my jewelry valued.
2. IMPORTANCE) to consider something important:
I've always valued her advice.

vast /væst/ (adj) extremely big: OPP enormous, huge:
1. The people who have taken our advice have saved themselves vast amounts/sums of money.
2. The vast majority of children attend state schools.
3. There is still a vast economic chasm between developed and developing countries.
4. A couple of people objected to the proposal, but the vast majority approved of it.

weave /wiːv/ (v) 1. (MAKE) wove or US also weaved | woven or US also weaved to make cloth by
repeatedly crossing a single thread through two sets of long threads on a loom (= special frame):
This type of wool is woven into fabric which will make jackets.
2. to twist long objects together, or to make something by doing this:
It takes great skill to weave a basket from/out of rushes.
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Vision 3, Lesson 1
Vocabulary
abroad /əˈbrɑːd/ (adv) in or to a foreign country SYN overseas
to be / live / go / travel abroad
1. She worked abroad for a year.

◊

2. He was famous, both at home and abroad.

accident /ˈæk.sɪ.dənt/ (n), accidental/ˌæk.sɪˈden.təl/ (adj), accidentally/ˌæk.sɪˈden.təl.i/(adv)
(by accident) OPP on purpose, deliberately, intentionally
a car / road / traffic accident
to have an accident

◊

a serious / minor / fatal accident

1. One in seven accidents is caused by sleepy drivers.
2. He was killed in an accident.
3. I didn't mean to break it. It was an accident.
4. It is no accident that men fill most of the top jobs in nursing.
5. I didn't think our meeting was accidental. He must have known I would be there.
6. I turned around, I accidentally hit him in the face.
7. The damage couldn't have been caused accidentally.
8. He did it on purpose, knowing it would annoy her.
9. She's been deliberately ignoring him all day.
10. I kept my statement intentionally vague.
11. She would never intentionally hurt anyone.

affection /əˈfek.ʃən/ (n) the feeling of liking or loving sb/sth very much:
1. Children need lots of love and affection.

◊

2. He didn't show his wife any affection.

appreciate /əˈpriː.ʃi.eɪt/ (v) 1. to recognize the good qualities of sb/sth:
1. You can't really appreciate foreign literature in translation.
2. to be grateful for sth that sb has done , to welcome sth:
1. Your support is greatly appreciated.

◊

2. I would appreciate if you paid in cash.

1

3. I don't appreciate being treated like a second-class citizen.
3. to understand or realize that sth is true:
1. I appreciate your difficulties.

◊

2. We didn't fully appreciate that he was seriously ill.

appreciation/əˌpriː.ʃiˈeɪ.ʃən/ (n)
1. She shows little appreciation of good music.
2. I had no appreciation of the problem they faced.
3. Please accept this gift in appreciation of all you've done for us.

author/ˈɔː.θər/ (n) 1. a person who writes books or the person who wrote a particular book:
SYN writer
1. Who is your favorite author?

◊

2. He is the author of three books.

2. the person who creates or starts sth, esp a plan or an idea:
1. As the author of the proposal I cannot agree with you.

babysit/ˈbeɪ.bi.sɪt/ (v) to take care of babies and children for a short time while their parents are
out:
1. She regularly babysits for us.

◊

2. He's babysitting the neighbor's children.

belong/bɪˈlɒŋ/ (v) 1. to be in the right or suitable place:
1. Where do these plates belong?

◊

2. Are you sure these documents belong together?

2. to feel comfortable and happy in a particular situation:
I don't feel as if I belong here.
belong to sb to be owned by sb:
1. Who does this watch belong to?

◊

2. The islands belong to Spain.

belong to sth to be a member of a club or organization; to be part of a particular group type,
or system:
1. Have you ever belonged to a political party?

◊

2. Lions and tigers belong to the cat family.

belonging /bɪˈlɒŋ.ɪŋ/ (n) close and intimate relationship:

a sense of belonging

I feel a sense of belonging here.
belongings /bɪˈlɒŋ.ɪŋz /[pl] the things that you own which can be moved, for example not land
or buildings:

2

insurance of property and belongings
1. She packed her few belongings in a bag and left.
2. They packed all their belongings and moved across the country.
3. Her belongings were entirely destroyed in the fire.

blessing /ˈbles.ɪŋ/ (n) 1. God's help and protection; or a prayer asking for this:
to pray for God's blessing
Health is a blessing that money cannot buy.
2. approval of a permission for sth:
1. The government gave its blessing to the new plans. ◊ 2. He went with his parents' blessing.
3. something that is good and helpful:
1. Lack of traffic is one of the blessings of country life.
2. It is a blessing that nobody was in the house at the time.

boost /buːst/ (v) to make sth increase or become better or more successful: boost exports/profits
The movie helped boost her scene career.
booster /ˈbuː.stər/(n) a thing that helps, encourages or improves sb/sth; a supporter esp in
politics:
a morale / confidence booster

◊

a meeting of Republican boosters

boring /ˈbɔː.rɪŋ / (adj) not interesting; making you feel tired and impatient: SYN uninteresting,
dull, monotonous:
a boring job / book / evening / speaker
He's such a boring man.

bring up /brɪŋ ʌp/ (v) [often passive] to care for a child, teaching him or her how to behave, etc:
1. She brought up five children.
2. He was brought up by his aunt.

◊

3. I was brought up a Catholic.

by heart /baɪ hɑːrt/ (BrE also off by heart) using only your memory:
learn / know the words / tune by heart
I've dialed the number so many times I know it by heart.
burst /bɜːst/ (v) 1. to break open or apart, esp because of pressure from inside; to make sth break
in this way:
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1. That balloon will burst if you blow it up any more.
2. The dam burst under the weight of water.
3. (figurative) He felt he would burst with anger and shame.
3. burst into sth: to start producing sth suddenly and with great force:
1. She burst into tears / laughter/ speech.
2. The aircraft crashed and burst into flames (= suddenly began to burn).

care for /keər fɔːr /(v) 1. to look after sb who is sick, very old, young, etc:
She moved back home to care for her elderly parents.
2. to love or like sb very much:
He cared for her more than she realized.

close /kləʊs/ (adj) [relationship] knowing sb very well and liking them very much SYN intimate:
1. Jane is a very close friend.

◊

2. We're not on intimate terms with our neighbors.

bosom friend (AmE also bosom buddy) noun a very close friend

condition /kənˈdɪʃ.ən/ (n) 1. (medical) the state of sb's health or how fit they are:
1. He is overweight and out of condition (= not physically fit).
2. The motorcyclist was in a critical condition in hospital last night.
2. the state that sth is in:
to be in bad / good / excellent condition

◊

a used car in perfect condition

3. [pl] the circumstances or situation in which people live, work or do things:
living / housing / working conditions

◊

changing economic conditions

I refuse to work under these conditions.
4. [pl] the physical situation that affects how sth happens:

damp/freezing/icy/humid conditions

The plants grow best in cool, damp conditions.

countless /ˈkaʊnt.ləs/ (adj) [usually before noun] very many; too many to be counted or
mentioned:
1. I've warned her countless times.
2. The new treatment could save Emma's life and the lives of countless others.
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cruel /ˈkruː.əl/(adj) 1. having a desire to cause pain and suffering:
SNY unkind, brutal, savage, merciless, pitiless

a cruel dictator

1. I can't stand people who are cruel to animals.

◊

2. Her eyes were cruel and hard.

3. Sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind (=make sb suffer because it will be good for them
later).
2. causing pain and suffering:

a cruel punishment/ joke

1. Her father's death was a cruel blow.
2. Sailors sometimes faced brutal punishments like whipping.
cruelly /ˈkru·ə·li/ (adv)

cruelty /ˈkruː.əl.ti/ (n)

1. The dog had been cruelly treated.
cruelty to animals

◊

◊

2. I was cruelly deceived.

the cruelties of life

The deliberate cruelty of his words cut her like a knife.

cuddle /ˈkʌd.əl/ (n, v) to hold sb/sth close in your arms to show love or affection:
1. The little boy cuddled the teddy bear close.
2. A couple of teenagers were kissing and cuddling on the doorstep.

dedicate /ˈded.ɪ.keɪt/ (v) to give a lot of your time and effort to a particular activity:
He dedicated his life to helping the poor.
dedicated /ˈded.ɪ.keɪ.tɪd/ (adj) working hard at sth because it is very important to you:
SYN committed
devote /dɪˈvəʊt/ (v) to give most of your time, money, energy, attention, etc. to sb/sth:
1. She devoted herself to her career.
2. I could only devote two hours a day to work on the project.
diary /ˈdaɪə.ri/ (n) (AmE datebook)
1. a book with spaces for each day of the year in which you can write down things you have to
do in future:

a desk diary

I'll make a note of our next meeting in my diary.
2. a book in which you can write down the experiences you have each day, your private thoughts,
etc:
1. Do you keep a diary? (= write one regularly)?
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2. The writer's letters and diaries are being published next year.

donate /ˈdoʊ.neɪt/ (v) to give money, food, clothes, ctc. to sb/sth esp a charity:
1. He donated thousands of pounds to charity.
2. All donated blood is tested for HIV and other infections.
donation /doʊˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n) something that is given to a person or an organization such as a charity,
in order to help; the act of giving sth in this way:
to make a donation to charity ◊ a generous / large / small donation

◊

organ donation

The work of the charity is funded by voluntary donations.
donor /ˈdəʊ.nər/ (n) a person who gives blood or a part of his her body to be used by doctors to
help sick people:
a blood donor

◊

a donor card

◊

donor organs

The heart transplant will take place as soon as a suitable donor can be found.

distinguish /dɪˈstɪŋ.ɡwɪʃ/ (v) to recognize the difference between two people or things:
1. Sometimes reality and fantasy are hard to distinguish.
2. At what age are children able to distinguish between right and wrong?
distinguished /dɪˈstɪŋ.ɡwɪʃt/ (adj) 1. very successful and admired by other people:
a distinguished career in medicine
2. having an appearance that makes people admire or respect them:
I think gray hair makes you look very distinguished.

elder /ˈel.dər/ (n, adj) (only before noun) (of people esp two members of the same family) older:
my elder brother / sister
■ noun (the elders) people of greater age, experience and authority:

the village elders

Children have no respect for their elders nowadays.
elderly /ˈel.dəl.i/ (of people) used as a polite word for 'old': an elderly couple ◊ elderly relatives
The program is intended to provide medical care for elderly people.

embrace /ɪmˈbreɪs/ (v) (written) 1. to put your arms around sb as a sign of love or friendship:
They embraced and wept and promised to keep in touch.
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2. (formal) to accept an idea, a proposal a set of beliefs, etc:
to embrace democracy/feminism/Islam
It is unlikely that such countries will embrace capitalist ideas.

emotion /ɪˈməʊ.ʃən/ (n) a strong feeling such as love, fear or anger; the part of a person's
character that consists of feelings:
1. Mark was overcome with emotion.
2. He lost control of his emotions.

◊

3. They expressed mixed emotions at the news.

4. The decision was based on emotion rather than rational thought.
5. Emotions are running high rather than rational thoughts.
emotional /ɪˈməʊ.ʃən.əl/ (n) emotionally/ɪˈməʊ.ʃən.əl.i/ (adv)

emotionless /ɪˈməʊ.ʃən.ləs/ (adj)

emotional problems / needs / stress
a child's emotional and intellectual development
1. Mothers are often the ones who provide emotional support for the family.
2. He tends to get emotional on these occasions.
emotionally disturbed children
3. I try not to get emotionally involved.
an emotionless voice
4. She remained emotionless throughout her trial.

ethic /ˈeθ.ɪk/ (n) 1. (ethics) moral principles that control or influence a person's behavior:
professional/business/medical ethics
He began to question the ethics of his position.
2. [sing.] a system of moral principles or rules of behavior:
Is thinking only of oneself a good ethic for living?
a strongly defined ethic

◊

the Protestant ethic

ethics /ˈeθ·ɪks/ (a) the science of morals:
(b) moral principles or behavior:

Ethics is a branch of philosophy.
The ethics of his decision are doubtful.

ethical /ˈeθ.ɪ.kəl/ (adj) of or relating to ethics, involving or expressing moral approval or
disapproval:
Some doctors feel that this procedure is not medically ethical.
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experiment /ɪkˈsper.ɪ.mənt/ (n, v) 1. a scientific test that is carried out in order to study
what happens and to gain knowledge:
◊

to do / carry out / perform / conduct experiment

proved / shown by experiment

Many people do not like the idea of experiments on animals.
■verb to carry out a scientific experiments or experiments:
Some people feel that experimenting on animals causes unnecessary suffering.

fix /fɪks/ (v) 1. to repair or correct sth:
1. The car won't start. Can you fix it?

◊

2. I've fixed the problem.

2. to put sth in a place firmly so that it will not move:
to fix a shelf to the wall

◊

to fix a post in the ground

(figurative) He noted every detail so as to fix the scene in the mind.
3. to make sth such as your hair or face neat and attractive:
I'll fix my hair then I'll be ready.

forgive /fəˈɡɪv/ (v) 1. to stop feeling angry with sb who has done sth to harm, annoy or upset you:
SYN pardon OPP punish
1. I'll never forgive her for what she did.

◊

2. I can't forgive that type of behavior.

3. I'd never forgive myself if she heard the truth from someone else.
2. used to say in a polite way that you are sorry if what you are doing or saying seems rude or silly:
1. Forgive me for interrupting, but I really don't agree with that.
3. (formal) (of a bank, country, etc.) to say that sb does not need to pay back money that they
have borrowed:
1. The government has agreed to forgive a large part of the debt.
◊

2. Pardon my asking, but is that your husband?

3. Pardon me for interrupting you.

4. She was pardoned after serving ten years of a life sentence.
5. Those responsible for this crime will be severely punished.
6. She was punished for refusing to answer their questions.
7. My parents used to punish me by not letting me watch TV.
forgiveness /fəˈɡɪv.nəs/ (n)

forgiving /fəˈɡɪv.ɪŋ/ (adj)

to pray for God's forgiveness

◊

the forgiveness of sins
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1. He begged forgiveness for what he had done.
2. She has not inherited her mother's forgiving nature.
found /faʊnd/( v) 1. to start sth, such as an organization or an institution esp by providing money:
to found a club / company
Her family founded the college in 1895.
2. to be the first to start building and living in a town or country:
The town was founded by English settlers.
3. ~ sth (on sth) to base sth on sth:
3. Their marriage was founded on love and mutual respect.

function /ˈfʌŋk.ʃən/ (n, v) a special ability or purpose of a person or thing:
to fulfill / perform a useful function

◊

bodily function

The function of the heart is to pump blood through the body.
■verb to work in the correct way:
1. Despite the power cuts, the hospital continued to function normally.
2. Many children can't function effectively in large classes.

generate /ˈdʒen.ə.reɪt/ (v) to produce or create sth:
1. We need someone to generate new ideas. ◊

to generate income / profit.

2. The proposal has generated a lot of interest.

generation /ˌdʒen.əˈreɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. all the people who were born at about the same time:
the younger / older generation
1. My generation have grown up without the experience of a world war.
2. We need to preserve these resources for future generations.
2. a stage in the development of a product, usually a technical one:
fifth generation computing
3. the production of sth esp electricity, heat, etc:
the generation of electricity

◊

methods of income generation

generous /ˈdʒen.ər.əs/ (adj) giving or willing to give freely: SYN open-handed OPP stingy,
close-fisted, mean:
to be generous with your time / money

◊

to be generous in giving help
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It was generous of him to offer to pay for us both.
generously /ˈdʒen·ə·rə·sli/ (adv)

Please give generously.

guideline /ˈɡaɪd.laɪn/ (n) 1. (guidelines) [pl] rules or instructions that are given by an official
organization telling you how to do sth:
The government has drawn up guidelines on the treatment of the mentally ill.
2. something that can be used to help you make a decision or form an opinion:
The figures are a useful guideline when buying a house.

hate /heɪt/ (n, v) 1. to dislike sth very much: SYN abhor, detest
1. I hate Monday mornings. She hates making mistakes.
2. I hate the way she always criticizes me.

◊

3. I hate spinach.

4. He hated to be away from his family.
2. to dislike sb very much:
1. The two boys hated each other.

◊

2. I hate myself for feeling jealous.

3. used when saying sth that you would prefer not to have to say, or when politely asking to do
sth:
1. I hate to say it, but I don't think their marriage will last.
2. I hate to trouble you, but could I use your phone?

◊

3. They detested each other on sight.

4. I abhor the way people leave their trash at the picnic sites in the park.

heritage /ˈher.ɪ.tɪdʒ/ (n) 1. the history, traditions and qualities that a country has had for many
years and are considered an important part of its character:

Spain's rich cultural heritage

The building is part of our national heritage.
hug /hʌɡ/ (n, v) 1. to put your arms around sb and hold them tightly, esp to show that you like or
love them SYN embrace
1. They hugged each other.

◊

2. She hugged him tightly.

2. to put your arms around sth and hold it to your body:
1. She sat in the chair, hugging her knees.

◊

2. He hugged the hot-water bottle to his chest.

3. They put their arms around each other and hugged.
■noun an act of putting your arms around sb and holding them tightly, esp tp show that you like
or love them:
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1. She gave her mother a big hug.

◊

2. He stopped to receive hugs and kisses from the fans.

identity /aɪˈden.tə.ti/ (n) 1. who or what sb/sth is:
1. The police are trying to discover the identity of the killer.
2. She is innocent; it was a case of mistaken identity.
3. Do you have any proof of identity?

◊

4. The thief used a false identity.

5. She went through an identity crisis in her teens.
2. the characteristics, feelings or beliefs that distinguish people from others:
a sense of national / cultural / personal / group identity

improve /ɪmˈpruːv/ (v) to make or become than before: OPP worsen
to improve efficiency / standards / conditions
1. His quality of life has improved dramatically since the operation.
2. The company needs to improve performance in all these areas.
improvement /ɪmˈpruːv.mənt/(n)
1. Sales figures continue to show signs of improvement.
2. There is still room for improvement in your work.
3. We expect to see further improvement over the coming year.
a significant / dramatic / slight improvement
4. This is a great improvement on your previous work.

include /ɪnˈkluːd/ (v) 1. If one thing includes another, it has the second thing as of its part:
SYN consist of OPP exclude
1. The tour included a visit to the Science Museum.

◊

2. Does the price include tax?

3. Your duties include typing the letters and answering the telephone.
2. to make sb/sth part of sth:
1. You should include examples in your essay.

◊

2. We all went, me included.

3. Representatives from the country were included as observers at the conference.
including /ɪnˈkluː.dɪŋ/ (prep)

inclusion /ɪnˈkluː.ʒən/ (n)
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1. Six people were killed in the riot including a policeman.
2. I've got three days' holiday including New Year's Day. ◊ 3. His inclusion in the team is in doubt.
4. There were some surprising inclusions in the list.
exclude /ɪkˈskluːd/ (v) to deliberately not include sth in what you are doing or considering:
1. Try excluding sugar and fat from your diet.

◊

2. Buses run every hour, Sundays excluded.

3. Women are still excluded from some London clubs.

inspire UK /ɪnˈspaɪər/ US /ɪnˈspaɪr/ (v) 1. to give sb the desire, confidence or enthusiasm to do
sth well:
1. The actors inspired the kids with their enthusiasm.
2. His superb play inspired the team to a thrilling 5-0 win.
2. [usually passive] to give sb the idea for sth, esp sth artistic or imaginative:
His paintings were clearly inspired by Monet's work.
inspiration /ˌɪn.spɪˈreɪ.ʃən/ (n)

inspired /ɪnˈspaɪrd/ (adj)

inspiring /ɪnˈspaɪr.ɪŋ/(adj)

1. Dreams can be a rich source of inspiration for an artist.
2. He says my sister was the inspiration for his heroine.
3. Looking for inspiration for a new dessert? Try this recipe.
an inspired performance / poet

◊

an inspired choice / guess

4. They had to thank the goalie for some inspired saves.
5. He was an inspiring teacher.

6. (informal) The book is less than inspiring.

install /ɪnˈstɑːl/ (v) 1. to fix equipment or furniture into position that can be used:
1. He's getting a phone installed tomorrow.

◊

2. I'll need some installing the software.

2. to put sb in a new position, often with an official ceremony:
He was installed as President last May.
installation /ˌɪn.stəˈleɪ.ʃən/ (n)
installation costs

◊

the installation of the new manager

Installation of the new system will take several days.

kindness /ˈkaɪnd.nəs/ (n) the quality of being kind:
I can never repay your many kindnesses.
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to treat sb with kindness and consideration

lower /ˈləʊ.ər/ (v) 1. to let or make sb/sth go down:
1. He had to lower his head to get through the door.
2. to reduce sth or to become less in value, quality, etc:
1. She lowered her voice to a whisper.

◊

2. This drug is used to lower blood pressure.

nestle /ˈnes.əl/ (v) to put or hold sb/sth in a comfortable position:
He hugged her and she nestled against his chest.

ordinary /ˈɔːr.dən.er.i/ (adj) 1. not unusual or different in a way:
an ordinary sort of day ◊ in the ordinary course of events

◊

ordinary people like you and me

This was no ordinary meeting.
2. (disapproving) having no usual or interesting features:
ordinarily /ˌɔː.dənˈer.ɪ.li/ (adv) 1. in a normal way:

The meal was very ordinary.
The children were behaving ordinarily.

2. used to say what normally happens in a particular situation:
We do not ordinarily carry out this type of work.

overseas /ˌoʊ.vɚˈsiːz/ (adj, adv) connected with foreign countries, esp those separated from
your country by the sea or ocean:

overseas development / markets / trade

overseas students / visitors

to live / work / go overseas

◊

The product is sold both at home and overseas.

pass /pæs/ (v, n) to achieve the required standard in an exam, a test, etc: OPP fail, flunk:
She hasn't passed her driving test.
■noun a successful result in an exam: OPP fail, flunk
1. She got a pass in French.

◊

2. The pass mark is 50%.

3. The school has a 90% pass rate.

◊

4. I got three passes and one fail.
◊

5. She was disqualified after failing a drug test.

6. I flunked math in second grade.

pause /pɑːz/ (n, v) 1. to stop talking or doing sth for a short time before continuing:
1. Anita paused for a moment, then said: 'All right'.
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2. The woman spoke almost without pausing for breath (= very quickly).
3. Pausing only to pull on a sweater, he ran out of the house.
■noun a period of time during which sb stops talking or stops what they are doing:
1. There was a long pause before she answered.
2. After a brief pause, they continued climbing.

◊

3. The rain fell without pause.

(idiom) give sb pause / give sb pause for thought:
(formal) to make sb think seriously about sth before doing sth:
Popular resistance to the measures should give the government pause.

physician /fɪˈzɪʃ.ən/ (formal esp. AmE) a doctor, especially one who is a specialist in general
medicine doctor and GP (general practitioner) in BrE
The drug should be taken only on the prescription of a physician.

physicist /ˈfɪz.ɪ.sɪst/ (n)an expert in physics:
Albert Einstein (1879-1955) was a great physicist.

pity /ˈpɪt.i/ (n,v) a feeling of sympathy and sadness caused by the suffering and troubles of others;
to feel sorry for sb because of their situation:
1. I could only feel pity for what they were enduring.
2. "I've lost my watch."

"Oh, what a pity."

◊

3. It's a pity that you can't stay longer.

4. I pity her having to work such long hours.
pitiful /ˈpɪt.i.fəl/ (adj) 1. deserving and causing you feel pity:
The horse was a pitiful sight (= because it was very thin and sick).
pitiless /ˈpɪt.i.ləs/ (adj) 1. showing no pity; cruel: SYN merciless, savage:
2. very harsh or severe and never ending:

a pitiless killer / tyrant

a scorching pitiless sun

1. He illustrated the merciless killing of innocent people.
2. He has been merciless in his criticism of his opponent.
3. The savage commander ordered the civilians to be executed.

pride /praɪd/ (n) 1. [pleasure/satisfaction] a feeling of pleasure or satisfaction that you get when
you or people who are connected with you have done sth well or own sth that other people
admire:
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1. The sight of her son graduating filled her with pride.
2. We take great pride in offering the best service in town.
◊

3. Success in sport is a source of national pride.

4. I take (a) pride in my work.

2. [respect for yourself] the feeling of respect that you have for yourself:
1. Pride would not allow him to accept the money. ◊ 2. Male pride forced him to suffer in silence.
3. It's time to swallow your pride (=hide your feelings of pride) and ask for your job back.
3. the ~ of sth a person or a thing that gives people a feeling of pleasure or satisfaction:
The new sports stadium is the pride of the town.
1. She proudly displayed her prize.

◊

2. The Matterhorn rose proudly in the background.

proud /praʊd/ (adj) 1. [pleased] feeling pleased and satisfied about sth that you own or have
done, or are connected with:

proud parents

◊

the proud owner of a new car

1. Your achievements are something to be proud of.
2. He was proud of himself for not giving up.

◊

3. I feel very proud to be a part of the team.

2. (disapproving) feeling that you are better and more important than other people:
SNY arrogant, conceited OPP humble
1. He was too proud now to be seen with his former friends.
2. She was too proud to admit she could be wrong.
3. [having self-respect] having respect for yourself and not wanting to lose the respect of others:
◊

1. They were a proud and independent people.

2. Don't be too proud to ask for help.

a very conceited person
3. It's very conceited of you to assume that your work is always the best.
4. Be humble enough to learn from your mistakes.

rarely /ˈrer.li/ (adv) not very often SYN hardly, barely, seldom, scarcely: a rarely performed play
1. We rarely agree on what to do.

◊

2. She's rarely seen in public nowadays.

3. Rarely has a debate attracted so much media attention.

regard /rɪˈɡɑːrd/ (n, v) 1. to think about sb/sth in a particular way:
1. He regards herself as a patriot.

◊

2. She is regarded as the current leader.

3. Capital punishment was regarded as inhuman and immoral.
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2. to look at sb/sth. esp in a particular way:
He regarded us suspiciously.
■noun attention to or thought and care for sb/sth:
1. He was driving without regard to speed limits.
2. Social services should pay proper regard to the needs of inner-city areas.
in/with regard to sb/sth (formal) concerning sb/sth:
a country's laws in regard to human rights
The company's position with regard to overtime is made clear in their contracts.
regards /rɪˈɡɑrdz/ (pl) used to send greetings at the end of letter, or when asking sb to give
your greetings to another person who is not present:
Give your parents my regards when you see them.

regret /rɪˈɡret/ (n, v) to feel sorry about sth you have done or about sth that you have not been
able to do:
◊

1. If you don't do it now, you'll only regret it.

2. I deeply regret what I said.

3. I regret that I am not able to accept your kind invitation.
4. We regret to inform you that your application has not been successful.
regretful /rɪˈɡret.fəl/ (adj) feeling or showing sadness or disappointment SYN sad, sorry:
a regretful look / smile
regretfully /rɪˈɡret·fə·li/ (adv) 1. in a way that shows you are sad or disappointed:
1. 'I'm afraid not,' he said regretfully.

◊

2. Emma shook her head regretfully.

2. used to show that you are sorry that sth is the case and you wish the situation were different
SYN regrettably
Regrettably, mounting costs have forced the museum to close.

reply /rɪˈplaɪ/ (n, v) 1. to say or write sth as an answer to sb/sth: SNY answer, respond
to reply to a question / advertisement
1. He never replied to any of my letters.

◊

2. She only replied with a smile.

3. I asked her what her name was but she made no reply.
4. (formal) I am writing in reply to your letter of 16 March.
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repeatedly /rɪˈpiː.tɪd.li/ (adv) many many times, again and again, over and over again:
The victim had been stabbed repeatedly in the chest.
repeat /rɪˈpiːt/ (v)

repeatable /rɪ.ˈpiː.tə.bəl/ (adj)

repetitive /rɪˈpet.ə.tɪv/ (adj)

repetition /ˌrep.əˈtɪʃ.ən/ (n)

to repeat a mistake / a process / an exercise
1. I'm sorry. Could you repeat that?

◊

2. They are hoping to repeat last year's victory.

3. History has a strange way of repeating itself.
◊

4. Listen and repeat each sentence after me.

5. His reply was not repeatable.

6. Machines can now perform many repetitive tasks.
7. She left the job because the work was too repetitive.
8. We do not want to see a repetition of last year's tragic events.

respect /rɪˈspekt/ (n, v) a feeling of admiration for sb/sth because of their good qualities
or achievements: to have a very good opinion og sb/sth: to admire sb/sth:
1. I respect your opinions on most subjects.

◊

2. I have the greatest respect for your brother.

respond /rɪˈspɑːnd/ (v) 1. (rather formal) to give or spoken answer to sb/sth SNY reply 2. react:
1. I asked him his mane, but he didn't reply.

◊

2. She never responded to my letter.

3. When asked about the company's future, the director responded he remained optimistic.
4. The government responded by banning all future demonstrations.

responsibility /rɪˌspɒn.sɪˈbɪl.ə.ti/ (n) 1. a duty to deal with or take care of sb/sth, so that you may
be blamed if sth goes wrong:
parental rights and responsibilities ◊ to take responsibility ◊ to be in a position of responsibility
1. I don't feel ready to take on new responsibilities.

◊

2. I did it on my own responsibility.

3. She feels a strong sense of responsibility towards her employees.
4. I think we have a moral responsibility to help these countries.
2. blame for sth bad that has happened:
1. The bank refuses to accept responsibility for the mistake.
2. Nobody has claimed responsibility for the bombing.
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sacrifice /ˈsæk.rɪ.faɪs/ (v) to lose or give up sth for the sake of sth more important or valuable:
1. He sacrificed his life to save the drowning child.

◊

2. Muslims kill a sheep as a sacrifice.

score /skɔːr/ (n, v) 1. the number of points, goals, etc. scored by each player or team in a game or
competition:

a high / low score
◊

1. What's the score now?

◊

2. The final score was 4 – 3.

3. I'll keep (the) score.

2. the number of points sb gets for correct answers in a test:
◊

college entrance test score

◊

an IQ score of 120

a perfect score

3. (the score) (informal) the real facts about the present situation:
1. What's the score?

◊

2. You don't have to lie to me. I know the score.

■verb to win points, goals, etc. in a game or competition:

to score a goal

They scored again in the second half.

serious /ˈsɪr.i.əs/ (adj) 1. needing to be thought about carefully; not only for pleasure:
a serious article / newspaper
It's time to give serious consideration to this matter.
2. bad or dangerous:

a serious illness / problem

◊

to cause serious injury / damage

They pose a serious threat to security.
3. that must be treated as important:
We need to get down to the serious business of working out costs.
4. not silly; thinking about things in a careful and sensible way:
◊

1. I'm afraid I'm not a very serious person.

2. Be serious for a moment; this is important.

solution /səˈluː.ʃən/ (n) 1. the way of solving a problem or dealing with a difficult situation:
◊

1. Attempts to find a solution failed.

2. There's no simple solution to the problem.

3. The solution to the last week's quiz is on page 81.
2. the process of dissolving a solid or gas in a liquid:
a solution of sugar and water

◊

1. We met at the airport by accident.

the solution of glucose in water
◊

2. Helen got into acting purely by accident.

spare /speər/ (v) to do everything possible to achieve sth or to do sth well:
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◊

1. He spared no effort to make her happy again.

2. Spare the rod, spoil the child. (proverb)

3. No expense was spared in furnishing the new office.

strength /streŋθ/ (n) the quality of being physically strong: SNY power, might (formal or literary)
1. He pushed against the rock with all his strength.
2. It may take a few weeks to build up your strength again.
3. He had a physical strength that matched his outward appearance.
2. the quality of being brave and determined in a difficult situation:
◊

1. She has a remarkable inner strength.

2. You have shown great strength of character.

3. the power and influence that sb/sth has:

to negotiate from a position of strength

1. Political power depends upon economic strength.
2. The rally was intended to be a show of strength by the socialists.
America's military might
3. I pushed the rock with all my might.
sudden /ˈsʌd.ən/ (adj) happening or done quickly and unexpectedly:
1. Don't make any sudden movements.

◊

a sudden change / decision

2. His death was very sudden.

suddenly /ˈsʌd.ən.li/ (adv) quickly and unexpectedly: SNY all of a sudden:
1. I suddenly realized what I had to do.

◊

2. It all happened suddenly.

3. All of a sudden someone grabbed me around the neck.

tear /tɪər/ (n) a drop of liquid that comes out of your eyes when you cry:
1. A tear rolled down his face.

◊

2. She left the room in tears (= crying).

3. He suddenly burst into tears.

◊

4. Their story will move you to tears.

5. The memory brought a tear to her eye.

◊

6. I was close to tears as I told them the news.

7. Most of the audience was on the verge of tears.
8. Desperately she fought back the tears (= tried not to cry).

temper /ˈtem.pər/ (n) if sb has a temper, they become angry very easily:
a violent / quick / short temper
1. He must learn to control his temper.

◊

2. She says awful things when she is in a temper.

temperature /ˈtem.prə.tʃər/ (n) the measurement in degrees of how hot or cold a thing or place is:
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high / low temperatures
1. The temperature has risen (by) five degrees.

◊

2. Keep the medicine at room temperature.

3. Does he have a temperature? (= is it higher than normal, because of illness)

while /waɪl/ (n, conj) 1. a period of time:
1. They chatted for a while.

◊

2. I'll be back in a little while.

3. They walked back together, talking all the while (= all the time).
2. during the time that sth is happening: SNY when
1. Her parents died while she was still at school.
2. When I was waiting at the bus stop, three buses went by in the opposite direction.
3. (used to show contrast two things)
While Tom is very good at science, his brother is absolutely hopeless.

willing /ˈwɪl.ɪŋ/ (adj) 1. not objecting to doing sth; having no reason for not doing sth:
1. I'm perfectly willing to discuss the problem.
2. They keep a list of people (who are) willing to work nights.
2. ready or pleased to help and not needing to be persuaded: OPP unwilling, reluctant
willing helpers / volunteers / support
She's lending a willing hand.
willingly /ˈwɪl·ɪŋ·li/ (adv)
1. People would willingly pay more for better services.
2. 'Will you help me?' 'Willingly.'

3. I would never willingly upset you.
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Vision 3, Lesson 2
Vocabulary
achieve /əˈtʃiːv/ (v) 1. to succeed in reaching a particular goal, etc. esp by making an effort for
a long time:
1. He had finally achieved success.
2. They could not achieve their target of less than 3% inflation.
2. to succeed in doing sth or causing sth to happen: SYN accomplish
1. I haven't achieved very much today.

◊

2. All you have achieved is to upset my parents.

3. to be successful:
Their background gives them little chance of achieving at school.
achievable /əˈtʃiː.və.bəl/ (adj)

achievement /əˈtʃiːv.mənt/ (n)

1. Profits of $20m look achievable.
2. It was a remarkable achievement for such a young player.

abbreviation /əˌbriː.viˈeɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. a short for of a word, e.g. approx., etc; Sept, Tues; etc:
What's the abbreviation for 'Saint'?
2. (a) the first letters of a group of words, e.g. BA; MP; USA 9spoken as separate letters)
(b) (also called acronym) the first letters of a group of words spoken as a new word, e.g. NATO;
AIDS
Note: In modern written style full stops are not used in most abbreviations.

ability /əˈbɪl.ə.ti/ (n) 1. the fact that sb/sth is able to do sth: OPP inability
1. The system has the ability to run more than one program at the same time.
2. Everyone has the right to good medical care regardless of their ability to pay.
2. the level of skill or intelligence:
1. Almost everyone has some musical ability. ◊

2. A woman of her ability will easily find a job.

3. I try to do my job to the best of my ability (= as well as I can).

access /ˈæk.ses/ (n, v) 1. a way of entering or reaching a place:
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1. The only access to the farmhouse is across the fields.
2. Disabled visitors are welcome; there is good wheelchair access to most facilities.
3. The police gained access through a broken window.
2. an opportunity or right to use sth or to see sb/sth:
1. Students must have access to good books / resources.
2. You need a password to get access to the computer system.
■ verb 1. (computing) to open a computer file in order to get or add information:
The file loads every time you access the Web site.
2. to reach, enter or use sth:

The attic can be accessed by a ladder.

accessible /əkˈses.ə.bəl/ (adj) 1. that can be reached, entered, used, seen, etc:
1. The remote desert area is accessible only by helicopter.
2. These documents are not accessible to the public.
2. easy to understand:

Her poetry is always very accessible.

actually /ˈæk.tʃu.ə.li/ (adv) 1. really; as a real fact:
1. Tell me what actually happened.

◊

2. Do ghosts actually exist?

2. used to show contrast between what is true and what sb believes, and to show surprise about
this contrast:
1. The food was not actually all that expensive.

◊

2. He looks honest, but actually he's a thief.

3. strange or surprising as it may seem:
He not only ran in the race; he actually won it!

advanced /ədˈvænst/ (adj) 1. having the most modern and recently developed ideas, methods,
etc:
advanced technology

◊

advanced industrial societies

Germany is one of the most advanced countries in Europe.
2. (of a course of study) at a high or difficult level:
1. The schools has courses for elementary, intermediate, and advanced students.
2. The book explains both basic and advanced techniques.
3. There were only three of us on the advanced levels.
advancement /ədˈvæns.mənt/ (n) 1. the process of helping sth to make progress:
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the advancement of knowledge / education / science
2. progress in a job, social class, etc:
There are good opportunities for advancement if you have the right skills.

advancing /ədˈvæn.sɪŋ/ (adj) used as a polite way of referring to the time passing and of sb
growing older:
She is still very active, in spite of her advancing years.

aid /eɪd/ (n, v) 1. [U] money, food, etc. that is sent to help countries in difficult situations:
SNY help, assist:
economic / humanitarian / emergency aid
An extra $10 million in foreign aid has been promised.
2. (formal) help that is given to a person:
One of the station staff saw he was in difficulty and came to his aid.
3. help that you need to perform a particular task:
He was breathing only with the aid of a computer.
■verb to help sb to do sth, esp by making it easier:
1. The new test should aid in the early detection of the disease.
2. They were accused of aiding his escape.
3. Aided by heat and strong winds, the fire quickly spread.
assist /əˈsɪst/ (v) help, aid:
1. Can I assist you (with filling in those application forms)?
1. I need you to assist me these boxes. ◊ 2. We have been assisting in the search for the children.

ancient /ˈeɪn.ʃənt/ (adj) 1. belonging to a period of history in the past:
ancient history / civilization

◊

ancient Greece

2. very old; having existed for a very long time: an ancient-looking hat

◊

an ancient oak tree

1. (humorous) He's ancient. He must be at least 60!
2. The people in the village still observe the ancient customs of their ancestors.

arrange /əˈreɪndʒ/ (v) 1. to plan or organize sth in advance:
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◊

1. The party was arranged quickly.

2. We arranged for a car to collect us from the airport.

3. I've arranged with the neighbors about feeding the cat while we are away.
2. to put sth in a particular order, to make sth neat or attractive:
1. She arranged the flowers in a vase.

◊

2. The books are arranged alphabetically by author.

3. I must arrange my financial affairs and make a will.
arrangement /əˈreɪndʒ.mənt/ (n)
1. I'll make arrangement for you to be met at the airport.
2. There are special arrangements for people living overseas.
3. We can come to an arrangement over the price.

available /əˈveɪ.lə.bəl/ (adj) 1. that you can get, buy or find:
available resources / facilities

◊

readily / freely / publically / generally available

1. Tickets are available free of charge from the school.
2. When will the information be made available?
3. We'll send you a copy as soon as it becomes available.
2. (of a person) free to see or talk to people:
1. Will she be available this afternoon?

◊

2. The director was not available for comment.

average /ˈæv.ər.ɪdʒ/ (adj) 1. finding a total and dividing the total by the number of amounts:
an average rate / cost / price / speed
1. The average age of the girls in this class is 17.
2. Average earnings are around $2000 per annum.
2. typical or normal:
40 hours is a fairly average working week for most people.
3. (often derogatory) ordinary; not special:

boys with average abilities

I was just an average sort of student.
■noun 1. the result of adding several quantities together and dividing the total by the number
of quantities:
The average 0f 4, 5 and 9 is 6.
2. a level which is usual:
1. Temperatures are above / below average for the time of the year.
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2. Tom's work at school is above / below (the) average.
3. Class sizes in the school are below the national average.
■verb to find the average of (quantities):
1. If you average 7, 14 and 6, you get 9.
2. Economic growth is expected to average 2% next year.

avoid /əˈvɔɪd/ (v) 1. to prevent sth bad from happening:
1. The accident could have been avoided.

◊

2. They narrowly avoided defeat in the semi-final.

3. They built a wall to avoid soil being washed away.
2. to keep away from sb/sth; to try not to do sth:
1. She kept avoiding my eyes (= avoided looking at my eyes).
2. You should avoid mentioning her divorce.
avoidable /əˈvɔɪ.də.bəl/ (adj)

avoidance /əˈvɔɪ.dəns/ (n)

1. Many deaths from heart disease are actually avoidable.
2. A person's health improves with the avoidance of stress.

bilingual /baɪˈlɪŋ.ɡwəl/ (adj) 1. able to speak two languages equally well because you have used
them since you were very young:
1. She is bilingual in English and Punjabi.

◊

2. She grew up in a bilingual community.

2. using two languages; written in two languages:

bilingual education / communities

She grew up in a bilingual community.

bored /bɔːrd/ (adj) feeling tired and impatient because you have lost interest in sb/sth or because
you have nothing to do:
1. The children quickly got bored with staying indoors.
2. There was a bored expression on her face.
boring /ˈbɔː.rɪŋ/ (adj) not interesting; making you feel tired and impatient:
SNY uninteresting dull, monotonous:

a boring job / book / lecture / evening

1. I wish this book weren't so boring; I kept falling asleep whenever I try to read it.
2. He's such a boring man!

◊

3. Life in a small town could be deadly dull.

4. The first half of the game was pretty dull.
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5. There's never a dull moment when John's around.
a monotonous / voice / diet / work
6. The lecture's monotonous delivery threatened to put us to sleep.
boredom /ˈbɔːr.dəm/ (n) the state of feeling bored; the quality of being very boring:
Television helps to relieve the boredom of long winter evenings.
borrow /ˈbɑːr.oʊ/ (v) 1. to take and use sth that belongs to sb else, and return it to them at a
later time:
1. Can I borrow your umbrella?

◊

2. Members can borrow up to ten books from the library.

2. to take money from a person or bank and agree to pay it back to them at a later time:
1. I don't like to borrow from friends. ◊

2. How much did you have to borrow to pay for this?

3. to take words, ideas, etc. from another language, person, etc. and use them as your own:
1. The author borrows heavily from Henry James.
2. Some musical terms are borrowed from Italian.

break /breɪk/ (n) 1. a short period of time when you stop what you are doing and rest, eat, etc:
a coffee / lunch / tea break

◊

1. Let's take a break.

◊

a break for lunch
2. She worked all day without a break.

3. I'm exhausted – I need a break.
2. (also break time) (AmE recess) a period of time between lessons at school:
Come and see me at break / recess.
3. a pause or period of time when sth stops before starting again:

a break in my daily routine

She wanted to take a career break in order to have children.
Note: pause is often applied to speech:
1. After a pause, she said 'Yes.'

◊

a pause for breath
2. The woman spoke almost without pausing for breath.

carry /ˈkær.i/ (v) 1. to take sb/sth from one place to another:
1. He was carrying a suitcase.

◊

2. She carried her baby in her arms.

3. The injured were carried on stretchers.
2. to have sth with you and take it wherever you go:
1. Police in many countries carry guns.

◊

2. I never carry much money with me.

3. (of pipes / wires) to contain and direct the flow of water, electricity, etc: a pipeline carrying oil
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The veins carry blood to the heart.

cause /kɑːz/ (n,v) 1. the person or thing that makes sth happen:
1. Unemployment is a major cause of poverty.
2. There was discussion about the fire and its likely cause.
3. Drinking and driving is one of the most common causes of traffic accidents.
2. a reason for having a particular feelings or behaving in a particular way: SYN reason
1. There is no cause for concern.

◊

2. The food was excellent – I had no cause for complaint.

■ verb to make sth happen, esp sth bad or unpleasant:
deaths caused by dangerous driving
1. Do they know what caused the fire?

◊

2. The poor harvest caused prices to rise sharply.

3. The bad weather is causing problems for many farmers.
4. The project is still causing him a lot of problems.

circle /ˈsɜː.kəl/ (n,v) 1. a completely round flat shape:

cut out two circles of paper.

2. a thing or a group of people or things shaped like a circle:

a circle of trees / chairs

Children stood in a circle.
3. a group of people who are connected because they have the same interests, jobs, etc:
the family circle

◊

a large / wide circle of friends

She's well known in theatrical circles.
■ verb 1. to move in a circle, esp in the air: SYN go round / around, orbit, rotate:
1. Seagulls circled around above his head.
2. The plane circled the airport to burn up excess fuel.
2. to draw a circle around sth:
1. Spelling mistakes are circled in red ink.

◊

2. The earth goes around the sun.

3. The earth takes a year to orbit the sun.
4. Stay well away from the helicopter when its blades start to rotate.

combination /ˌkɒm.bɪˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. two or more things joined or mixed together to form a
single unit:
1. What an unusual combination of flowers!
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2. His treatment was a combination of surgery, radiation and drugs.
3. Technology and management: a winning combination (= one that will certainly be successful).
2. the act of joining or mixing together two or more things to form a single unit:
These paints can be used individually or in combination.
combine /kəmˈbaɪn/ (v) 1. to come together to form a single thing or group:
1. Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form water.
2. Hydrogen combines with oxygen to form water.
3. Combine a little flour and heat the mixture gently.
2. ~ A and / with B to have two or more different features; to put two or more different
things, features or qualities together:
1. The hotel combines comfort with convenience.
2. The trip will combine business with pleasure.
3. We are still looking for someone who combines all the necessary qualities.
4. She has successfully combined a career and bringing up a family.

common /ˈkɒm.ən/ (adj) 1. happening often; existing in large numbers or in many places:
a common spelling mistake
1. Jackson is a common English name.

◊

2. Allergies to milk are quite common in children.

3. Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer among women in this country.
2. shared by or belonging to two or more people or by the people in a group:
1. They share a common interest in photography.
2. We are working together for a common purpose.
3. ordinary; not unusual or special:

the common garden frog

1. Shakespeare's work was popular among the common people in his day.
2. In most people's eyes she was nothing more than a common criminal.
4. (disapproving) typical of sb from a low social class and not having good manners:
She thought he was very common and uneducated.
commonly /ˈkɒm.ən.li/ (adv) usually; very often; by most people:
1. Christopher is commonly known as Kit.
2. This is one of the most commonly used methods.
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communicate /kəˈmjuː.nɪ.keɪt/ (v) to exchange information, ideas, news, etc. with sb:
1. We only communicate by e-mail.

◊

2. They communicated in sign language.

3. Dolphins use sound to communicate with each other.
communication /kəˌmjuː.nəˈkeɪ.ʃən/ (n) [U] the activity or process of expressing ideas and feelings
or of giving people information:
1. Speech is the fastest method of communication.
2. All channels of communication need to be open.
communications /kəˌmju·nɪˈkeɪ·ʃənz/ (pl) method of sending information, especially telephones,
radio, computers, etc, or roads and railways:
1. Snow has prevented communication with the outside world for three days.
2. The new airport will improve communications between the islands.
communicative /kəˈmjuː.nə.keɪt/ (adj) 1. able and willing to talk and give information to other
people:
I don't find him very communicative.
2. connected with the ability to communicate in a language, esp in a foreign language:
communicative skills

compare /kəmˈpeər/ (v) 1. ~ A and B; ~ A with/ to B to examine people or things to see how they
are similar and how they are different:
1. It is interesting to compare their situation and ours.
2. Standards in health care have improved enormously compared to 40 years ago.
comparison/kəmˈpær.ɪ.sən/ (n) ~ (with sb/sth) the process of comparing two or more things:
1. Comparison with other oil-producing countries is extremely interesting.
2. It is difficult to make a comparison with her previous books – they are completely different.

compile /kəmˈpaɪl/ (v) to produce a book, list, report, etc. by bringing together items, articles,
songs, etc:
1. He compiled a book of poems.
2. We are trying to compile a list of suitable people for the job.
3. The album was compiled from live recordings from last year's tour.
complicated /ˈkɒm.plɪ.keɪ.tɪd/ (adj) made of many different things or parts that are connected:
SYN complex
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1. The machine has a complicated design.
2. It is all very complicated – but I'll try and explain it.

comprehend /ˌkɒm.prɪˈhend/ (v) (often in negative sentences) (formal) to understand sth fully:
1. He stood staring at the dead body, unable to comprehend.
comprehensible /ˌkɒm.prɪˈhen.sə.bəl/ (adj)

comprehension /ˌkɒm.prɪˈhen.ʃən/ (n)

1. This book is easily comprehensible to the average reader.
2. The task requires a good comprehension of complex instructions.
3. His behavior was completely beyond comprehension.
4. She could not comprehend how someone would risk people's lives in that way

consider /kənˈsɪd.ər/ (v) 1. to think about sth carefully esp in order to make a decision:
a carefully considered response / decision
1. She considered her opinions.

◊

2. We are considering buy a new car.

2. to think of sb/sth in a particular way:
◊

1. He considers himself an expert on the subject.

2. Consider yourself lucky you weren't fired.

3. Who do you consider (to be) responsible for the accident?
considerable /kənˈsɪd.ər.ə.bəl/ (adj)

considerably /kənˈsɪd.ər.ə.bli/ (adv)

considerate /kənˈsɪd.ər.ət/ (adj)

consideration/kənˌsɪd.əˈreɪ.ʃən/ (n)

1. Damage to the building was considerable.
2. The project wasted a considerable amount of time and money.
3. The need for sleep varies considerably from person to person.
4. It was considerate of him to wait.
5. She is always polite and considerate towards her employees.
6. Careful consideration should be given to issues of health and safety.
7. Taking everything into consideration, the event was a great success.

contain /kənˈteɪn/ (v) 1. if sth contains sth else, it has that thing inside it or as part of it:
a brown envelope containing a hundred dollar bills
1. The drink doesn't contain any alcohol.

◊

3. Her statement contained one or two inaccuracies.
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2. The bottle contains two liters.

2. (written) to keep your feelings under control:
1. She was unable to contain her excitement. ◊ 2. I was so furious I just couldn't contain myself.
3. (written) to prevent sth harmful from spreading or getting worse:
Government forces have failed to contain the rebellion.
container /kənˈteɪ.nər/ (n) 1. a box, bottle, etc. in which sth can be stored or transported:
Food will last longer if kept in an airtight container.
2. a very large metal box used for transporting goods:

a contain ship / lorry

continent /ˈkɒn.tɪ.nənt/ (n) one of the large land masses of the earth such as Europe, Asia or
Africa:
Europe and Asia are sometimes considered together to be one continent.

convert /kənˈvɜːt/ (v) 1. to change or make sth change from one form, purpose, system, etc.
to another:
1. The hotel is going to be converted into a nursing home.
2. What rate will I get if I convert my dollars into euros?
2. to change or make sb change their religion or beliefs:
He converted from Christianity to Islam.
3. to change an opinion, a habit, etc:
1. I've converted to organic food. ◊ 2. I didn't use to like opera but my husband has converted me.

crop /krɒp/ (n) a plant that is grown in large quantities, esp as food:

crop production/yield

The crops are regularly sprayed with pesticides.

definition /ˌdef.ɪˈnɪʃ.ən/ (n) 1. an explanation of the meaning of a word or phrase, esp in a
dictionary: clear simple definitions
This dictionary gives an exact definition of each word?
2. what an idea, etc. means:

What's your definition of happiness?

define /dɪˈfaɪn/ (v) to say what the meaning of something, especially a word, is:
1. In the dictionary, "reality" is defined as "the state of things as they are, rather than as they are
imagined to be".
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2. Before I answer your question, could you define your terms a little more (= explain what you
mean by the words you have used)?

design /dɪˈzaɪn/ (n, v) 1. the general arrangement of the different parts of sth that is made, such
as a building, book, machine, etc:
1. The machine's unique design prevents it from overheating.
2. The magazine will appear in a new design next month.
2. an arrangement of lines and shapes as a decoration:
floral design

◊

geometric / abstract designs

The tiles come in a huge range of colors and designs.

device /dɪˈvaɪs/ (n) 1. an object or a piece of equipment that has been designed to do a particular
job:
water-saving devise

◊

electrical labor-saving devices

The store sells TVs, VCRs, and other electrical devices.

devise /dɪˈvaɪz/ (v) to invent sth new or a new way of doing sth SYN think up:
1. A new system has been devised to control traffic in the city.
2. He devised a new instrument for measuring temperature.

effect /ɪˈfekt/ (n) a change that sb/sth causes in sb/sth else:
the effect heat on metals

◊

dramatic / long-term effects

to learn to distinguish between cause and effect
1. I had to persuade him, but with little or no effect.
2. Modern farming methods can have an adverse effect on the environment.
effective /ɪˈfek.tɪv/ (adj) 1. producing the result that is wanted or intended: OPP ineffective
drugs that are effective against cancer
1. Aspirin is a simple but highly effective treatment.
2. I admire the effective use of color in her paintings.
2. (formal) (of laws and rules) coming into use:
The new speed limit on this road effective from 1 June.
effectively /ɪˈfek.tɪv.li/ (adv) in a way that produces the intended result or a successful result:
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1. The company must reduce costs to compete effectively.
2. Try to communicate your ideas more effectively.

elementary /ˌel.ɪˈmen.tər.i/ (adj) 1. in or connected with the first stages of a course of study:
an elementary English course ◊ a book for elementary students ◊ at an elementary level
2. of the most basic kind:

the elementary laws of economics

He has an elementary understanding of calculus.
3. very simple and easy:

elementary questions

Here is a book of elementary exercise for math.

entry /ˈen.tri/ (n) 1. an item, for example a piece of information, that is written or printed in a
dictionary, a book, a diary, etc:
an encyclopedia entry
There is no entry in this diary for that day.
2. an act of going into or going:
1. How did the thieves gain entry into the building?
2. His friends were surprised by his entry into politics.

◊

3. No Entry!

essential /ɪˈsen.ʃəl/ (adj) 1. completely necessary; extremely important in a particular situation or
for a particular activity: SNY vital, very important
an essential / part / ingredient / component of sth
essential services such as gas, water and electricity
1. Money is not essential to happiness.

◊

2. Experience is essential for this job.

2. (only before noun) connected with the most important aspect or basic nature of sb/sth
SYN fundamental
1. The essential difference between Sara and me is in our attitude to money.
2. The essential character of the town has been destroyed by the new road.
essentially /ɪˈsen.ʃəl.i/ (adv) SYN basically, fundamentally:
1. There are three essentially different ways of tackling the problems.
2. Essentially, what we are suggesting is that the firm need s to change.

expand /ɪkˈspænd/ (v) 1. to become / make greater in size, number or importance: OPP contract:
1. Metals expand when they are heated.

◊

2. Student numbers are expanding rapidly.
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3. A child's vocabulary expands through reading.
4. In breathing the chest muscles expand the rib cage and allow air to be sucked into the lungs.
5. Glass contracts as it cools.
expandable /ɪkˈspæn.də.bəl/ (adj)

expansion /ɪkˈspæn.ʃən/ (n)

an expandable briefcase

The system is expandable to 16 processors, with a maximum of 512MB RAM.
a period of rapid economic expansion
The book is an expansion of a series of lectures given last year.

explain /ɪkˈspleɪn /(v) 1. ~ sth (to sb) to tell sb about sth in a way that it easy to understand:
1. First, I'll explain the rules of the game. ◊ 2. It was difficult to explain the problem to beginners.
3. He explained that an ambulance would be coming soon.
2. to give a reason, or be a reason, for sth:
1. She tried to explain but he wouldn't listen. ◊ 2. Well, that doesn't explain why you didn't phone.
3. The government now has to explain its decision to the public.
explanation /ˌek.spləˈneɪ.ʃən/ (n)

to offer / provide an explanation

1. I can't think of any possible explanation for his absence.
2. She left the room abruptly without explanation.
3. The book opens with an explanation of why some drugs are banned.
4. For full explanation of how the machine works, turn to page 5.
5. The teacher gave the children a detailed explanation of the story.

factor /ˈfæk.tər / (n) one of the several things that cause or influence sth:
environmental / economic factors

◊

the key / crucial / deciding factor

The closure of the mine was the most single factors in the town's decline.

fame /feɪm/ (n) the state of being known and talked about by many people: SYN reputation
to achieve / win instant fame

◊

to rise / shoot to fame overnight

She went to Hollywood on search of fame and fortune.
to earn / establish / build reputation

◊

to have a good / bad reputation

1. She soon acquired a reputation as a first-class cook.
2. I'm aware of Mark's reputation for being late.
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famous /ˈfeɪ.məs/ (adj) known about by many people: SYN well-known, celebrated
OPP infamous, notorious
a famous artist / hotel

◊

the most famous lake in Scotland

1. He became internationally famous for his novels and poetry.
◊

2. One day, I'll be rich and famous.
4. His books are not well known.

◊

3. She was more famous as a writer than as a singer.
5. It is a well-known fact that caffeine is a stimulant.

6. Picasso is an internationally celebrated painter.
7. The general was infamous for his brutality.
8. The bar has become notorious as a meeting place for drug dealers.

figure out /ˈfɪɡər aʊt/ (v) 1. to think about sth until you understand them/it:
1. We've never been able to figure her out.

◊

2. I can't figure out how to do it.

2. to calculate an amount or the cost of sth:
Have you figured out how much the trip will cost?

form /fɔːrm/ (n, v) 1. a type or variety of sth:
forms of transport / government / energy

◊

one of the most common forms of cancer

Music is not like most other art forms.
2. the shape of sb/sth:

her slender form

Human form has changed little over the last 30000 years.
■verb 1. to begin or make sth begin to exist in a particular shape:
1. Flowers appeared, but fruits failed to form.
2. A plan formed in his mind.

◊

3. I formed many close friendships at college.

2. to start a group of people, such as an organization, a committee, etc:
a newly-formed political party
1. They hope to form the new government. ◊ 2. He formed a band with his friends from school.

highlight /ˈhaɪ.laɪt/ (v) 1. to emphasize sth, esp so that people give it more attention:
1. The reports highlights the major problems facing society today.
2. to make part of a text with a special colored pen, or to mark an area on a computer screen,
to emphasize it or make it easier to see:
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I've highlighted the important passages in yellow.
■noun the best, most interesting or most exciting part of sth:
1. One of the highlights of the trip was seeing the Taj Mahal.
2. The highlights of the match will be shown later this evening.

identify /aɪˈden.tɪ.faɪ/ (v) 1. to recognize sb/sth and be able to say who or what they are:
1. She was able to identify her attacker.
2. Passengers were asked to identify their own suitcases before they were put on the plane.
2. to find or discover sb/sth:
1. Scientists have identified a link between diet and cancer.
2. They are trying to identify what is wrong with the present system.
identity /aɪˈden.tə.ti/ (n) 1. who or what sb/sth is:
1. The police are trying to discover the identity of the killer.
2. She is innocent; it was a case of mistaken identity.
3. Do you have any proof of identity?

◊

4. The thief used a false identity.

2. the characteristics, feelings or beliefs that distinguish people from others:
a sense of national / cultural / personal group identity

immediate /ɪˈmiː.di.ət/ (adj) 1. happening or done without delay SYN instant:
an immediate reaction / response

◊

to take immediate action

2. existing now and needing urgent attention:
Our immediate concern is to help families of those who died.

immediately /ɪˈmiː.di.ət.li/ (adv) 1. without delay; at once:
1. She answered almost immediately.
2. The point of my question may not be immediately apparent.
2. next to or very close to a particular place or time:

the years immediately before the war

Turn right immediately after the church.

increasingly /ɪnˈkriː.sɪŋ.li/ (adv) more and more all the time:
increasingly important / difficult / popular
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It is becoming increasingly clear that this problem will not be easily solved.

infection /ɪnˈfek.ʃən/ (n) the act or process of causing or getting a disease:
to be exposed to infection

◊

to increase the risk of infection

◊

a serious infection

1. Poor hygiene can increase the danger of infection.
2. These are the steps you can take to decrease your computer's risk of infection.
infectious /ɪnˈfek.ʃəs/ (adj) an infectious disease can be passed easily from one person to
another:
Flu is highly infectious.

instead /ɪnˈsted/ (adv) as an alternative or substitute SYN in lieu (of)
1. I get a room and food in lieu (of pay).

◊

2. If Harry won't go with you, take me instead.

■prep in the place of:
1. Use oil instead of butter.

◊

2. I will go instead of you.

introduce /ˌɪn.trəˈduːs/ (v) 1. to tell sb what your name is; to tell two or more people who have
not met before
what each others' names are:
1. Can I introduce my wife?

◊

2. He introduced me to a Greek girl at the party.

2. to make sb learn about sth or do sth for the first time:
1. The first lecture introduces students to the main topics of the course.
2. It was she who first introduced the pleasures of sailing to me.
introduction /ˌɪn.trəˈdʌk.ʃən/ (n) 1. the act of making one person formally known to another,
in which you tell each the other's name:
1. Our speaker today needs no introduction.
2. Introductions were made and the conversation started to flow.
2. the first part of a book or speech that gives a general idea of what is to follow:
a brief / general introduction

◊

a book with an excellent introduction and notes

By way of introduction, let me give you the background to the story.
3. the act of bringing sth into use or existence for the first time, or bringing sth to a place for
the first time:
the introduction of new manufacturing methods
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the introduction of compulsory military service

invisible /ɪnˈvɪz.ə.bəl/ (adj) that cannot be seen OPP visible:
stars invisible to the naked eyes

◊

a wizard who could make himself invisible

1. She felt invisible in the crowd.
2. With the telescope we can see details of the planet's surface that are ordinarily invisible.
invisibly /ɪnˈvɪz.ə.bli/ (adv)

He moved away invisibly into the background.

issue /ˈɪʃ.uː/ (n, v) 1. an important topic that people are discussing or arguing about:
a key / sensitive / controversial issue
1. This is a big issue; we need more time to think about it.
2. She usually writes about environmental issues.
3. The union plans to raise the issue of overtime.

◊

4. You're just avoiding the issue.

2. (informal) a problem or worry that sb has with sth:
1. Money is not an issue.

◊

2. I don't think my private life is the issue here.

3. I'm not bothered about the cost – you're the one who is making an issue of it.
3. one of a regular series of magazines or newspapers:

the July issue of 'What car?'

The article appeared in issue 25.
■verb to give sth to sb, esp officially:

to issue passport/visas/tickets

1. New members will be issued with a temporary identity card.
2. Work permits were issued to only 5% of those who applied for them.

lake /leɪk/ (n) a large area of water that is surrounded by land:

Lake Ontario

We swan in the lake.

look up /lʊk ʌp/ (phrasal v) to look for information in a dictionary or reference book:
Can you look up the time of the next train?

meaning /ˈmiː.nɪŋ/ (n) 1. the thing or idea that a sound, word, sign, etc. represents:
1. What's the meaning of this word?

◊

2. Words often have several meanings.

2. the things or ideas that sb wishes to communicate to you by what they say or do:
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I don't quite get your meaning.
3. [U]the quality or sense of purpose that makes you feel that life is valuable:
Having a child gave new meaning to their lives.

meet /miːt ðə nidz/ (one's) the needs (idiom) to do or satisfy what is needed or what sb asks for:
1. How can we meet the needs of all the different groups?
2. A right dictionary can meet your language needs.
◊

3. Can you look up the time of the next train?

4. I looked it up in the dictionary.

monolingual /ˌmɒn.əʊˈlɪŋ.ɡwəl/ (adj) speaking or using only one language:
a monolingual dictionary
He regrets being monolingual and wishes he were bilingual.

nearly /ˈnɪə.li/ (adv) almost; not quite; not completely SYN approximately; roughly; virtually
1. It's nearly time to leave.

◊

2. He's nearly as tall as you.

3. I've worked here for nearly two years.

◊

5. The journey took approximately seven years.

4. It's approximately six o'clock.
◊

6. They all left roughly at the same time.

7. Roughly speaking, we receive about fifty letters a week on the subject.
8. Virtually all students will be exempt from the tax. ◊

9. He virtually admitted he was guilty.

opinion /əˈpɪn.jən/ (n) 1. your feelings or thoughts about sb/sth, rather than a fact:
1. We were invited to give our opinions about how the work should be done.
2. I've already changed my opinion of her.

◊

3. He has very strong political opinions.

4. In my opinion, it's a very sound investment.
2. the views or beliefs of a group of people:
1. Public opinion is shifting in favor of change.

legal / medical / political / public opinion
◊

2. Which is the better is a matter of opinion.

particular /pəˈtɪk.jə.lər/ (adj) 1. used to emphasize that you are referring to one individual person,
or type of thing and not others:
There's one particular patient I'd like you to see.
2. greater than usual; special:

We must pay particular attention to this point.
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in particular adv (idiom) especially or particularly:
1. He loves science fiction in particular.
2. Peter was lying on the sofa doing nothing in particular.
3. The traffic is bad particularly in the city center.
4. I enjoyed the play, particularly the second half.

poetry /ˈpoʊ.ə.tri/ (n) [U] 1. a collection of poems; poems in general SYN verse OPP prose
epic / lyric poetry

◊

T.S. Eliot's poetry

2. (approving) a beautiful and graceful quality:
1. There is poetry in all her gestures.
2. Most of the play is written in verse, but some of it is in prose.
poem /ˈpoʊ.əm/ (n)

poet /ˈpoʊ.ət/ (n)

poetic /poʊˈet̬.ɪk/ (adj)

1. He wrote a poem about his parents.
2. Your assignment is to write two poems about springtime.
3. Emily Dickinson is famous as the poet who rarely left the house but often journeyed to the
depths of the human heart.
poetic language
There is a poetic quality in her playing.

primarily /praɪˈmer.əl.i/ (adv) mainly

a course designed primarily for specialists

The problem is not primarily a financial one.
primary /ˈpraɪ.mər.i/ (adj) 1. [usually before nouns] main; most important; basic:
1. The primary aim of this course is to improve your spoken English.
2. Our primary concern must be the children.
2. developing or happening first; earliest:

primary causes

The disease is still in its primary stage.
3. [only before noun] connected with the education of children between the ages of about five
and eleven:

primary teachers

provide /prəˈvaɪd/ (v) 1. to give sth to sb or make it available for them to use SYN supply
1. The hospital has a commitment to provide the best medical care.
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2. We are here to provide a service for the public.
(We are here to provide the public with a service.)

publish /ˈpʌb.lɪʃ/ (v) 1. to produce a book, magazine, etc. and sell it to the public:
1. The first edition was published in 1998.
2. He works for a company that publishes reference books.
2. to print a letter, an article, etc. in a newspaper, magazine:
Pictures of suspect were published in all the daily papers.
3. (of an author) to have your work printed and sold to the public:
1. She hasn't published anything for years. ◊ 2. University teachers are under pressure to publish.
publication /ˌpʌb.lɪˈkeɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. the act of printing a book, a magazine, etc:
the publication date

◊

the publication of his first novel

2. the act of printing sth in a newspaper, report, etc. so that the public knows about it:
a delay in the publication of the exam results
The newspaper continues to defend its publications of the photographs.

purpose /ˈpɜː.pəs/ (n) 1. the intention, aim or function of sth:
1. Our main purpose is to raise money.

◊

2. The building is used for religious purposes.

2. The purpose of the book is to provide a complete guide to the university.
2. what is needed in a particular situation:
For the purposes of this study, the three groups have been combined.
(Idiom) on purpose not by accident; deliberately:
He did it on purpose, knowing it would annoy her.

recognize /ˈrek.əɡ.naɪz/ (v) 1. to know who sb is or what sth is when you see or hear them,
because you have seen or heard them or it before:
1. I recognized him as soon as he came in the room.

◊

2. to admit or to be aware that sth exists or is true:
1. They recognized the need to take the problem seriously.
2. Nobody recognized how urgent the situation was.
3. It was recognized that this solution could be temporary.
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2. Do you recognize this tune?

recognition /ˌrek.əɡˈnɪʃ.ən/ (n)

recognizable /ˈrek.əɡ.naɪ.zə.bəl/ (adj)

1. He glanced briefly towards her but there was no recognition.
2. There is a great recognition of the urgent need for reform.
3. The building was easily recognizable as a prison.
4. After so many years she was still instantly recognizable.

recommend /ˌrek.əˈmend/ (v) 1. to tell sb that sth is god or useful, or that sb would be suitable
for a particular job, etc:
1. Can you recommend a good hotel?

◊

2. She was recommended for the post by a colleague.

2. to advise a particular course of action; to advise sb to do sth:
◊

1. The report recommended a 10% pay increase.

2. I recommend (that) he see a lawyer.

3. (also BrE) I recommend (that) he should see a lawyer.
3. It is strongly recommended that the machines should be checked every year.
recommendation /ˌrek.ə.menˈdeɪ.ʃən/ (n)

to accept / reject a recommendation

1. I had the operation on the recommendation of my doctor.
2. The committee made recommendations to the board on teachers' pay and conditions.

search for/sɜːtʃ fɔːr / (sth) (for sb/sth) 1. to look carefully for sth/sb; to examine a particular place
when looking for sb/sth: SYN seek:
1. She searched in vain for her passport.

◊

2. Police searched for clues in the area.

3. The customs officers searched through our bags.
4. I've searched high and low for those files but I can't find them anywhere.
2. ~ sb (for sth) (esp of the police) to examine sb's clothes, their pockets, etc in order to find
sth that may be hiding:
Visitors are regularly searched as they enter the building.
3. ~ (for sth) to think carefully about sth, esp in order to find the answer to a problem:
1. He searched desperately for something to say.
2. Drivers are advised to seek alternative routes.
3. Highly qualified secretaries seek employment. (to try to achieve sth)

section /ˈsek.ʃən/ (n) 1. any of the parts into which sth is divided:
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1. That section of the road is still closed.

◊

2. The library has a large biology section.

2. a part of a document, book, etc:
These issues will be discussed more fully in the next section.
3. a separate group within a larger group of people:
This issue will affect large section of the population.

shark /ʃɑːrk/ (n) 1. a large sea fish with very sharp teeth:
a Great White Shark

◊

a fatal shark attack

2. (informal, disapproving) a person who lends money at very high rates of interest; a person
who cheats to get money:

He's a (loan) shark.

social /ˈsoʊ.ʃəl/ (adj) [only before noun] connected with society and the way it is organized:
social / issues / problems / reforms

◊

a call for social and economic change

The country is faced with lots of social problems.
2. connected with activities in which people meet each other for pleasure:
a busy/hectic social life
1. Team sports help to develop a child's social skills.
2. Social events and training days are arranged for all the staff.
sociable /ˈsoʊ.ʃə.bəl/ (adj) 1. (of people) enjoying spending time with other people:
1. She's a sociable child who will talk to anyone.

◊

2. I'm not feeling very sociable this evening.

socially /ˈsoʊ.ʃəl.i/ (adv)
1. The reforms will bring benefits socially and politically.
2. This type of behavior is no longer socially acceptable.

stand /stænd/ (n) a table or an upright structure that goods are sold fro, esp in the street or at
a market SYN stall

a hamburger / ice cream / newspaper stand

stand for /stænd fɔːr/ for (v) to be an abbreviation or symbol of sth:
1. CNN stands for 'Cable News Network'.
2. 'What does VAR stand for?' 'It stands for Video Assist Referee.'
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stick /stɪk/ (v) to fix sth else, usually with a sticky substance; to become fixed to sth in this way:
1. He stuck a stamp on the envelope.

◊

2. Her wet clothes were sticking to her body.

3. We used glue to stick the broken pieces together.

suffer /ˈsʌf.ər/ (v) 1. to be badly affected by a disease, pain, sadness, a lack of sth, etc:
1. I hate to see animals suffering.

◊

2. He suffers from asthma.

3. Many companies are suffering from a shortage of skilled staff.
4. He made a rash decision and now is suffering for it.
2. to experience sth unpleasant, such as injury, defeat or loss:
1. He suffered a massive heart attack.
2. The company suffered huge losses in the last financial year.
3. to become worse:
His school work is suffering because of family problems.
suffering /ˈsʌf.ər.ɪŋ/ (n) 1. physical or mental pain:
1. Death finally brought an end to her suffering.
2. This war has caused widespread human suffering.
2. (sufferings) /ˈsʌf.ər.ɪŋz/ [pl] feelings of pain and unhappiness:
The hospice aims to ease the sufferings of the dying.

suggest /səˈdʒest/ (v) 1. to put forward an idea or a plan for other people to think about:
SYN propose
1. I suggest (that) we go out to eat.
2. It has been suggested that bright children (should) take their exams early.
2. to tell sb about a suitable person, thing, method, etc. for a particular job or purpose:
SYN recommend
1. Who would you suggest for the job?

◊

2. Can you suggest a good dictionary?

3. She suggested Paris as a good place for the conference.
3. to put an idea into sb's mind; to make sb think that sth is true:
1. All the evidence suggests (that) he stole the money.
2. The symptoms suggest a minor heart attack.
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suit /suːt/(v) 1. to be convenient or useful for sb:
1. Choose a computer to suit your particular needs.
2. If we meet at 2, would that suit you?

◊

3. If you want to go by bus, that suits me fine.

2. (esp of clothes, colors, etc.) to make you look attractive:
1. Blue suits you. You should wear it more often. ◊

2. I don't think this coat really suits me.

3. (usually in negative sentences) to be right or good for sb/sth:
This hot weather doesn't suit me.
suitable /ˈsuː.tə.bəl/ (adj) ~ (for sth/sb) l ~ (to do sth) right or appropriate for a particular purpose
or occasion: OPP unsuitable
a suitable candidate

◊

a suitable place for a picnic

1. This program is not suitable for children.
2. I don't have anything suitable to wear for the party.
3. Would now be a suitable moment to discuss my report?
suitably /ˈsuː.tə.bli/ (adv)
I am not really suitably dressed for a party.

suppose /səˈpoʊz/ (v) 1. to think or believe that sth is true or possible (based on the knowledge
you have:
1. Getting visa isn't as simple as you might suppose.
2. Prices will go up, I suppose.

◊

4. She had supposed him (to be) very rich.

3. Why do you suppose he resigned?
◊

5. There is no reason to suppose she's lying.

2. to pretend that sth is true; to imagine what would happen if sth were true:
Suppose flights are fully booked on that day – which other day could we go?
3. used to make a statement, request, or suggestion less direct or less strong:
'Can I borrow the car?' 'I suppose so'. (= Yes, but I'm not happy about it).
not be supposed to do sth be not be allowed to do sth:
You're not supposed to walk on the grass.

surround /səˈraʊnd/ (v) 1. to be all around sth/sb:
1. Tall trees surround the lake. (The lake is surrounded with / by trees.)
2. As a child I was surrounded by love and kindness.
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2. to move into a position all around sb/sth, esp so as to prevent them from escaping:
1. Police surrounded the building.

◊

2. They've surrounded the building with police.

surroundings /səˈraʊn.dɪŋz/ (n) [pl] everything that is around or near sb/sth SYN environment:
to work in pleasant surroundings
The buildings have been designed to blend in with their surroundings.

technique /tekˈniːk/ (n) 1. a particular way of doing sth, esp one in which you have to learn
special skills:

management / marketing techniques

1. The artist combines different techniques in the same painting.
2. Her technique has improved a lot over the past season.

term /tɜːm/ (n) 1. a word or phrase used as the name of sth, esp one connected with a particular
type of language:
legal / technical / scientific terms
That's an outdated term that no one uses anymore.
2. one of the three periods in the year during which classes are held in schools, universities, etc:
the spring / summer / autumn fall term
It's nearly the end of (the) term.
■verb to give (a person, thing) a title, name, quality, etc:
1. He has no right to term himself a professor.
2. At this age, he can hardly be termed a young man.
terminology /ˌtɜː.mɪˈnɒl.ə.dʒi/ (n) the set of technical words or expressions used in a
particular subject:

medical terminology

through /θruː/ (prep) 1. from one end or side of sth to the other:
1. The burglar got in through the window.

◊

2. The bullet went straight through him.

3. The Charles River flows through Boston.
2. by means of; because of:
1. You can only achieve success hard work.
2. It was through him (as a result of his help) I got the job.
3. past a barrier, stage or test:
1. Go through the gate, and you'll see the house on your left. ◊
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2. He drove through a red light.

throughout /θruːˈaʊt/ (prep) 1. in or into every part of sth:
They export their products to markets throughout the world.
2. during the whole period of time of sth:

The museum is open daily throughout the year.

■adv in every part:
1. The house needs painting throughout.
2. The ceremony lasted two hours and we had to stand throughout.

tiny /ˈtaɪ.ni/ (adj) very small in size or amount:

a tiny baby

1. Only a tiny minority hold such extreme views.
2. He's from a tiny town that you've probably never heard of.

tip /tɪp/ (n,v) 1. a small piece of advice about sth practical:
handy tips for buying a computer
My uncle gave me some useful tips on how to save money.
2. a small amount of extra money that you give to sb, for example sb who serves you in a
restaurant:
to leave a tip
He gave the waiter a generous tip.

transmit /trænsˈmɪt/ (v) 1. to send an electronic signal, radio or television broadcast, etc:
signals transmitted from a satellite
The ceremony was transmitted live by satellite to over fifty countries.
2. to pass sth from one person to another:

sexually transmitted diseases

Parents can unwillingly transmit their own fears to their children.
transmission /trænsˈmɪʃ.ən/ (n)
the transmission of the disease / virus

◊

the risk of transmission

a live transmission from Sydney

treasure /ˈtreʒ.ər/ (n) 1. a collection of valuable things such as gold, silver and jewelry:
buried treasure
2. [usually pl] a highly valued object:

the priceless art treasures of the Uffizi gallery
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3. a person who is much loved or valued:
Grandmother's nurse has been a real treasure.

unexpected /ˌʌn.ɪkˈspek.tɪd/ (adj) if sth is unexpected, it surprises you because you were
not expecting it:
an unexpected development / result / visitor
The announcement was not entirely unexpected.
unexpectedly /ˌʌn.ɪkˈspek.tɪd.li/ (adv)

an unexpectedly large bill

1. They have arrived unexpectedly.

◊

2. The plane was unexpectedly destroyed.

valuable /ˈvæl.jə.bəl/ (adj) 1. very useful or important:
a valuable experience / treasure / tool / insight
1. The book provides valuable information on recent trends.
2. This advice was to prove valuable.

◊

3. A lot of valuable advice can be found in this book.

2. worth a lot of money: OPP valueless, worthless:

valuable antiques / jewelry

value /ˈvæl.juː/ (n, v) 1. how much sth is worth in money or other goods for which it can
be exchanged:
to go up / rise / increase in value

◊

to go down / fall / drop in value

The winner will receive a prize to the value of $1000.
2. the quality of being useful or important:
1. The value of regular exercise should not be underestimated.
2. This ring has great sentimental value for me.
■verb 1. to think that sb/sth is important:
1. I really value him as a friend.

◊

2. The area is valued for its vineyards.

2. to decide that sth is worth a particular amount of money:
The property has been valued at over $2 million.

vibrate /ˈvaɪ.breɪt/ (v) to move or make sth move from side to side very quickly and with
small movements:
Evert time a train went past the walls vibrated.
vibration /vaɪˈbreɪ.ʃən/ (n) a continuous shaking movement of feeling:
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1. We could feel the vibrations from the trucks passing outside.
2. The mechanic is trying to reduce engine vibration.

widely /ˈwaɪd.li/ (adv) 1. by a lot of people; in or to many places:
1. The idea is now widely accepted.

◊

a widely held belief

2. He has widely travelled in Asia.

3. Her books are widely read.
2. to a large degree; a lot:

Standards vary widely.

wise /waɪz/ (adj) 1. (of people) able to make sensible decision and give good advice because of
experience and knowledge that you have:

a wise old man

1. I'm older and wiser after ten years in the business.
2. He was wise enough no to drive when he was feeling ill.
2. (of actions and behavior ) sensible; based on good judgment:
1. It was very wise to leave when you did. ◊

a wise decision

2. The wisest course of action is just to say nothing.

3. I was grateful for her wise counsel.
wisdom /ˈwɪz.dəm/ (n),

wisely /ˈwaɪz.li/ (adv)

a woman of great wisdom
1. He wisely decided to tell the truth. ◊ 2. I question the wisdom of giving a child so much money.
◊

1. She nodded wisely.

2. He wisely decided to tell the truth.

3. Invest your money wisely.

wonder /ˈwʌn.dər/ (v) 1. to think about sth and try to decide what is true, what will happen,
what you should do, etc:
1. I wonder who she is.

◊

2. 'Why do you want to know?'

'No particular reason'.

2. We were wondering about next April for the wedding.
2. [used as a polite way of asking question or asking sb to do sth:
1. I wonder if you can help me.

◊

3. to be very surprise by sth:

1. She wondered at her own stupidity.

2. I was wondering whether you'd like to come to a party.

2. He's gone and left us to do all the work. I shouldn't wonder.
■noun 1. a feeling of surprise and admiration that you have when you see or experience sth
beautiful, unusual, or unexpected:
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She gazed down in wonder at the city spread below her.
2. something with surprise and admiration:

the wonders of modern technology

The Grand Canyon is one of the natural wonders of the world.
(it's) no / little / small wonder (that)… it is not surprising:
It is little wonder (that) she was so upset.
wonders will never cease (spoken, usually ironic) a phrase used to express surprise and pleasure
at sth:
I've cleaned my room. 'Wonders will never cease!
work / perform wonders to achieve very good result:
Her new diet and exercise program has worked wondered for her.

work out /wɜːk aʊt/ (v) 1. to train the body by physical exercise:
I work out regularly to keep fit.
2. to find the answer to sth; to solve sth:

to work out a problem / a puzzle / code

3. to understand sb's character:
I've never been able to work her out.
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Vision 3, Lesson 3
Vocabulary
absorb /əbˈzɔːrb/ (v) 1. to take in a liquid, gas or other substances from the surface or space
around:
a fabric that absorbs sweat
1. Plants absorb oxygen.

◊

2. The cream is easily absorbed into the skin.

2. to interest sb very much so that they pay no attention to anything else:
This work had absorbed him for several years.
3. to take in and keep heat, light, energy, etc. instead of reflecting it:
1. Black walls absorb a lot of heat during the day.
2. The walls are made of a material that absorbs sound.
absorbed /əbˈzɔːrbd/ (adj) very interested in sth/sb so that you are not paying attention to
anything else:
She seems totally absorbed in her book.
absorbent /əbˈzɔːr.bənt/ (adj) able to take in sth easily, esp liquid:
It is a highly absorbent material that is really good for wiping off automobiles.
absorbing /əbˈzɔːr.bɪŋ/ (adj) interesting and enjoyable and holding your attention completely:
It is an absorbing book. You must read it.
absorption /əbˈzɔːrp.ʃən/ (n) 1. the process of a liquid, gas, or other substance being taken in:
Vitamin D is necessary to aid the absorption of calcium from food.
2. the fact of sb being very interested in sth so that it takes all their attention
His work suffered because of his total absorption in sport.

achieve /əˈtʃiːv/ (v) 1. to succeed in reaching a particular goal, etc. esp by making an effort for
a long time:
1. He had finally achieved success.
2. They could not achieve their target of less than 3% inflation.
2. to succeed in doing sth or causing sth to happen: SYN accomplish
1. I haven't achieved very much today.

◊

2. All you have achieved is to upset my parents.
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3. to be successful:
Their background gives them little chance of achieving at school.
achievable /əˈtʃiː.və.bəl/ (adj)

achievement /əˈtʃiːv.mənt/ (n)

1. Profits of $20m look achievable.
2. It was a remarkable achievement for such a young player.

apologize /əˈpɒl.ə.dʒaɪz/ (v) to say that you are sorry for doing sth wrong of causing a problem:
1. Why should I apologize?

◊

2. Go and apologize to her.

3. We apologize for the late departure of the flight.
apology /əˈpɒl.ə.dʒi/ (n) a word or statement saying sorry for sth that has been done wrong or
that causes a problem:

to offer / make / demand / accept an apology

1. We owe him an apology for what you said.
2. We should like to offer our apologies for the delay to your flight today.

barbecue /ˈbɑːr.bə.kjuː/ (n, v) a metal frame for cooking food on over an open fire outdoors:
a barbecue sausage

◊

barbecue sauce

I put another steak on the barbecue.
■verb to cook (meat, fish, or other food) on a barbecue:
1. We barbecued chicken and ribs.

◊

2. We ate fish barbecued with herbs.

bill /bɪl/ (n) 1. a piece of paper that shows how much money you owe sb for goods or services:
the telephone / electricity / gas / water bill
She always pays her bill on time.
2. (esp BrE (AmE usually check) how much you have to pay for the food and drinks that you
have had in a restaurant:
1. Let's ask for the bill.
3. (money) note, banknote:

◊

2. It's my turn to pay the bill.
a ten-dollar bill

Would you mind changing this bill for me?

blow /bloʊ/ (v) 1. to send out air from the mouth:
The policeman asked me to blow into the breathalyzer.
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2. when the wind or a current blows, it is moving:
1. A cold wind blew from the east.

◊

2. It was blowing hard.

clean /kliːn/ (adj) (not harmful) free from harmful or unpleasant substances:
clean air

◊

clean drinking water

client /ˈklaɪ.ənt/ (n) a person who uses the services or advice of a professional person
or organization:
to act on behalf of a client

◊

a well-known lawyer with many famous clients

Social workers must consider the best interests of their clients.

cloth /klɑːθ/ (n) 1. fabric made by weaving or knitting cotton, wool, silk, etc:
woolen / cotton / cloth ◊ bandages made from strips of cloth ◊ the cloth industry / trade
2. a piece of cloth, often used for a special purpose:

a floor cloth

Wipe the surface with a damp cloth.
clothe /kləʊð/(v)

clothes /kləʊðz/ (n)

clothed /kləʊðd/ (adj)

clothing /ˈkləʊ.ðɪŋ/ (n)

1. They clothe their children in the latest fashions.
2. (figurative) Climbing plants clothed the courtyard walls.
3. I bought some new clothes for the trip.
4. She has no clothes sense (= she does not know what clothes look attractive).
5. She jumped fully clothed into the water.
6. People are faced with the high cost of food, clothing and shelter.

come up with /kʌm ʌp wɪð/ (phrasal v) [no passive] to find or produce an answer, a sum of
money, etc:
1. She came with a new idea for increasing sales. ◊ 2. How soon can you come up with the money?

common /ˈkɒm.ən/ (adj) happening often; existing in large numbers or in many places:
1. Jane is a common English name.

◊

2. Allergies to milk are quite common in childhood.

3. Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer among woman in this country.
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communication /kəˌmjuː.nəˈkeɪ.ʃən/ (n) [U] the activity or process of expressing ideas and feelings
or of giving people information:
1. Speech is the fastest method of communication.
2. All channels of communication need to be open.
communications /kəˌmju·nɪˈkeɪ·ʃənz/ (pl) method of sending information, especially telephones,
radio, computers, etc, or roads and railways:
1. Snow has prevented communication with the outside world for three days.
2. The new airport will improve communications between the islands.
communicate /kəˈmjuː.nə.keɪt/ (v) to exchange information, ideas, news, etc. with sb:
1. We only communicate by e-mail.

◊

2. They communicated in sign language.

3. Dolphins use sound to communicate with each other.

consider /kənˈsɪd.ər/ (v) 1. to think about sth carefully esp in order to make a decision:
a carefully considered response / decision
1. She considered her opinions.

◊

2. We are considering buy a new car.

2. to think of sb/sth in a particular way:
◊

1. He considers himself an expert on the subject.

2. Consider yourself lucky you weren't fired.

3. Who do you consider (to be) responsible for the accident?
considerable /kənˈsɪd.ər.ə.bəl/ (adj) (formal) great in amount, size, importance, etc:
1. Damage to the building was considerable.
2. The project wasted a considerable amount of time and money.
considerably /kənˈsɪd.ər.ə.bli/ (adv) (formal) much:
The need for sleep varies considerably from person to person.
considerate /kənˈsɪd.ər.ət/ (adj) always thinking about other people's wishes and feelings;
careful not to hurt or upset others: SYN thoughtful
1. It was considerate of him to wait.
2. She is always polite and considerate towards her employees.
consideration /kənˌsɪd.əˈreɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. the act of thinking carefully about sth:
Careful consideration should be given to issues of health and safety.
(idiom) take sth into consideration to think about and include a particular thing or fact when
you are forming an opinion or making a decision:
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1. The candidates' experience and qualifications will be taken into consideration when the decision
is made.
2. Taking everything into consideration, the event was a great success.

consist /kənˈsɪst/ (v)
consist in sth to have sth as the main or only part or feature:
1. The beauty of the city consists in its magnificent buildings.
2. The education does not consist in simply being taught facts.
consist of sth to be formed from the things or people mentioned:
1. The committee consists of ten members.

◊

2. Their diet consisted largely of vegetables.

consume UK /kənˈsjuːm/ US /kənˈsuːm/ (v) 1. to use sth esp fuels, energy or time:
consumer /(n), consumption (n),

consumerism (n),

consuming (adj)

The electricity industry consumes large amounts of fossil fuels.
2. to eat or drink sth:
Before he died, he had consumed a large quantity of alcohol.
3. (of fire) to completely destroy sth:

The hotel was quickly consumed by fire.

consuming (adj) (of feeling, an interest, etc.) so strong or important that it takes up all your
time and energy:

a consuming passion / interest

consumer goods, consumer durables (durable goods), consumer price index

convert /kənˈvɜːt/ (v) to change or make sth change from one form, purpose, system, etc.
to another:
converter /kənˈvɜː.tər/ (n) ( also convertor),

convertible /kənˈvɜː.tə.bəl/ (adj)

1. The hotel is going to be converted into a nursing home.
2. We have converted from coal to gas central heating.
3. He converted from Christianity to Islam.

◊

4. I have converted to organic food.

cooperate /koʊˈɑː.pə.reɪt/ [BrE also co-operate] (v) to work together with sb in order to achieve
sth:
1. The two groups agreed to cooperate with each other.
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2. They had cooperated closely in the planning of the project.
cooperation /kəʊˌɒp.ərˈeɪ.ʃən/ (n)

cooperative /kəʊˈɒp.ər.ə.tɪv/ (n, adj)

cooperatively /kəʊˈɒp.ər.ə.tɪv.li/ (adv)
1. We would like to see the close cooperation between colleges and schools in developing
computer use.
2. Cooperative activity is essential to effective community work.
3. Employers will generally be cooperative if their views are taken seriously
4. The factory is now a workers' cooperative.

equivalent /ɪˈkwɪv.əl.ənt/ (n, adj) ~ (to sth) equal in value, amount, meaning, importance, etc:
250 grams or an equivalent amount in ounces
Eight kilometers is roughly equivalent to five miles.
■noun ~ (of/to sth) a thing, amount, word, etc. that is equivalent to sth else:
1. Send 20$ or the equivalent in your own currency.
2. Breathing such polluted air is the equivalent of smoking ten cigarettes a day.

deliver /dɪˈlɪv.ər/ (v) 1. to take goods, letters, etc. to the person or people they have been sent to;
to take sb somewhere:
We promise to deliver within 24 hours.
2. to give a speech, talk, etc. or other official statement:
She is due to deliver a lecture on genetic engineering.
be delivered of a baby (formal) to give birth to a baby:
She was delivered of a healthy baby.
delivery /dɪˈlɪv.ər/ (n) 1. the act of taking goods, letters, etc. to the people they have been sent to:
a delivery van
1. There was a delay in the delivery of goods. ◊

2. Is there a postal / mail delivery on Saturday?

2. the process of giving birth to a baby:
an easy / difficult delivery

◊

a delivery room / ward

demand /dɪˈmænd/ (n) a very firm request for sth; sth that sb needs:
a demand for higher pay

◊

to meet / satisfy their customers' demands
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1. The workers said they would not end the strike until their demands were met.
2. There is an increased demand for organic produce these days.
demand /dɪˈmænd/ (v) 1. to ask for sth very firmly:
1. She demanded an immediate explanation.

◊

2. I demand to see the manager.

3. The US has demanded that all troops be withdrawn.
4. (BrE also) They are demanding that all troops should be withdrawn.
2. to need sth in order to be done successfully:
This sport demands both speed and strength.
device /dɪˈvaɪs/ (n) 1. an object or a piece of equipment that has been designed to do a
particular job:

a water-saving device

The store sells TVs, VCRs, and other electronic devices.
devise /dɪˈvaɪz/ (v) to invent sth new or a new way of doing sth SNY think up
A new system has been devised to control traffic in the city.
2. a method of doing sth that produces a particular result or effect:
Sending advertising by mail is very successful as a marketing device.

die out /daɪ aʊt/ (v) to stop existing, extinguish, disappear, to become extinct:
1. This species has nearly died out because its habitat is being destroyed.
2. The firefighters tried to extinguish the flames.3. All lights had been extinguished
3. (figurative) News of the bombing extinguished all hope of peace.

document /ˈdɒk.jə.mənt/ (n) 1. an official paper or book that gives information about sth, or that
can be used as evidence or proof of sth:
legal documents

◊

travel documents

Copies of the relevant documents must be filed at court.
2. a computer file that contains text that has a name that identifies it:
Save the document before closing.
document /ˈdɒk.jə.mənt/ (v) to record details of sth:
Causes of the disease have been well documented.
documentary /ˌdɒk.jəˈmen.tər.i/ (n, adj)
1. He produced a television documentary about / on the future of nuclear power.
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2. It was a documentary account of the Vietnam War.
3. The film was given a documentary style by the director.

dread /dred/ (n,v) to be very afraid of sth; to fear that sth bad is going to happen:
1. I dread being sick.

◊

2. She dreads her husband finding out.

3. I dread to think what would happen if there really was a fire here.
■verb a feeling of great fear about sth that might or will happen in the future:
1. She has a traditional dread of hospitals.
2. The committee members live in dread of anything that may cause a scandal.
3. My greatest dread is that my parents will find out.
dreadful /ˈdred.fəl/ (adj) 1. very bad or unpleasant:
1. What dreadful weather!

◊

2. What a dreadful thing so say!

3. It is dreadful the way they treat their staff.
2. used to emphasize how bad sth is:

I'm afraid there's a dreadful mistake.

dreadfully /ˈdred.fəl.i/ (adv) 1. extremely; very much:
1. I'm dreadfully sorry.
2. very badly:

◊

2. I miss you dreadfully.

They suffered dreadfully during the war.

fit /fɪt/ (adj) 1. healthy and strong, esp because of doing regular physical exercise: OPP unfit
1. Top athletes have to be very fit.

◊

2. She tries to keep fit by jogging every day.

2. suitable; of right quality; with the right qualities and skills:
1. The food was not fit for human consumption.
2. It was a food fit for a king (= of very good quality).
fitness /ˈfɪt.nəs/ (n) 1. the state of being physically healthy and strong:
a magazine on health and fitness

◊

a fitness instructor / class / test

2. the state of being suitable or good enough for sth:
There were doubts about her fitness to hold office.

flock /flɒk/(n,v) 1. a group of sheep, goats or birds of the same type; a large group of people,
esp of the same type:

a flock of children / reporters

They came in flocks to see the procession.
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2. to go or gather together somewhere in large numbers:
1. Thousands of people flocked to the beach this weekend.
2. Huge hundreds of birds had flocked together by the lake. ◊ 3. People flocked to see him speak.

for instance /fɔːr ˈɪn.stəns/ (idiom) for example:
1. What would you do, for instance, if you found a member of staff stealing?
2. There is a similar word in many languages, for example in French and Italian.

garbage /ˈɡɑː.bɪdʒ/ (n) 1. waste food, paper, etc. that you throw away:

garbage collection

Don't forget to take out the garbage.
2. (informal) something stupid or not true: SYN rubbish, refuse (written)
1. Don't talk rubbish!

◊

2. 'You mean you believe all that garbage?' he said.

domestic / household refuse ◊ the city refuse dump

◊

refuse collection / disposal

generate /ˈdʒen.ə.reɪt/ (v) to produce or create sth:
to generate electricity / heat / power / income / profit
1. We need someone to generate new ideas.

◊

2. The proposal generated a lot of interest.

generation /ˌdʒen.əˈreɪ.ʃən/ (n) 1. all the people who were born at about the same time:
the younger / older generation
My generation have grown up without the experience of a world war.
2. a stage in the development of a product, usually a technical one:
fifth generation computing
3. the production of sth esp electricity, heat, etc:
the generation of electricity

◊

methods of income generation

generative /ˈdʒen.ər.ə.tɪv/ (adj) (formal) that can produce sth:

generative process

generator /ˈdʒen.ər.eɪ.tər/ (n) 1. a machine for producing electricity:

a wind generator

The factory's emergency generators were used during the power cut.
2. a machine for producing a particular substance:
1. The museum uses smells and smoke generators to create atmosphere.
2. (figurative) The company is a major generator of jobs.
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gift /ɡɪft/ (n) 1. a thing that you give to sb, esp on a special occasion or to say thank you:
1. The watch is a gift from my mother.

◊

2. Thank you for your generous gift.

3. The family made a gift of his paintings to the gallery.
2. a natural ability SNY talent
1. She has a great gift for music.

◊

2. He has the gift of making friends easily.

give off /ɡɪv ɒf/ (phrasal verb) to produce sth such as a smell, heat, light, etc: SYN emit
1. The flowers gave off a fragrant perfume. ◊

2. Sulphur gases were emitted by the volcano.

goods /ɡʊdz/ (n) [pl] 1. things that are produced to be sold:
cheap / expensive / electrical / sports goods

◊

leather / cotton / paper goods

portable / durable goods
1. The goods arrived yesterday.
2. They sell leather goods such as wallets, purses, and briefcases.
2. possessions that can be moved:

stolen goods

The plastic bag contained all the worldly goods (= everything he owned).

gradually /ˈɡrædʒ.u.ə.li/(adv) slowly, over a long period of time: SYN little by little, bit by bit,
inch by inch:

(idiom) by degrees:

1. The weather gradually improved.

◊

2. Gradually, the children began to understand.

3. By degrees their friendship grew into love.

hatch /hætʃ/ (v) 1. (of a young bird, fish, insect, etc.) to come out of an egg:
1. Ten chicks hatched (out) this morning.

◊

2. The eggs are about to hatch.

2. to make a young bird, fish, insect, etc. come out of an egg:
The female must find a warm place to hatch her eggs.

herd /hɜːd/ (n) 1. a group of animals of the same type that live and feed together:
a herd of cows / deer / elephants / goats / cattle
2. a group of people of the same type:
A herd of shoppers waited anxiously for the store to open.
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hybrid /ˈhaɪ.brɪd/ (n, adj) 1. an animal or plant that has parents of different species or varieties:
A mule is a hybrid of a male donkey and a female horse.
2. something that is the product of mixing two or more different things:
1. Hybrid cars consume both electricity and gasoline.
2. The music was a hybrid of western pop and traditional folk song.

inform /ɪnˈfɔːrm/ (v) to tell sb about sth, esp in an official way:
Please inform us of any changes of address.
information /ˌɪn.fəˈmeɪ.ʃən/ [U] (also informal info) facts or details about sb / sth:
a piece of information

◊

a source of information

to provide / give / pass on information

◊

to collect / gather/ receive obtain information

1. For further information on diet, write to us at this address.
2. Our information is that the police will shortly make an arrest.

joint /dʒɔɪnt/ (n) a place where two bones are joined together:

inflammation of the knee joints

My joints are really stiff this morning.

kinetic /kɪˈnet.ɪk/ (adj) [usually before noun] (technical) of or produced by movement:
SYN active, dynamic, lively
kinetic energy

◊

a kinetic performer

◊

kinetic art

Kinetic energy is changed into mechanical one by wind turbines.

landfill /ˈlænd.fɪl/ (n) an area of land where large amounts of waste materials are buried under
the earth:
The map shows two positions of the new landfills.

lead to /liːd tuː/ (v) to have sth as a result: SYN cause
Eating too much sugar can lead to health problems.

likelihood /ˈlaɪ.kli.hʊd/ (n) [U, sing] the chance of sth happening; how likely sth is to happen:
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1. There is very little likelihood of that happening.
2. In all likelihood the meeting will be cancelled.
3. The likelihood is that unemployment figures will continue to fall.

load UK /ləʊd/ US /loʊd/ (n, v) 1. sth that is being carried (usually in large amounts)
by a person, vehicle, etc:
1. The trucks waited at the warehouse to pick up their loads.
2. The women came down the hill with their loads of firewood.
3. These backpacks are designed to carry heavy loads.
2. to put a large quantity of sth onto or into sth: OPP unload
1. We loaded the car in ten minutes.

◊

2. Can you help me to load the dishwasher?

3. Men were loading up a truck with timber.

material /məˈtɪə.ri.əl/ (n) [C, usually pl) things that are needed in order to do a particular activity:
teaching materials
The company produces its own training material.
2. [C,U] cloth used for making clothes, curtains, etc.
"What material is this dress made of?"

SNY fabric

"Cotton."

3. a substance that things can be made from:

building materials

Oil is the raw material for plastic.
material (adj) connected with money, possessions, rather than with the needs of mind or spirit:
OPP spiritual

material comforts / world / needs

He is concerned only with his own material comforts.

namely/ˈneɪm.li/ (adv) used to introduced more exact and detailed information about sth you
just mentioned:
SYN i.e (Latin id est); that is to say
1. We need to concentrate on our target audience, namely women between 20 and 30.
2. The basic essentials of life, i.e. housing, food and water.
3. Three days from now, that is to say on Friday.
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opposite /ˈɒp.ə.zɪt/ (adj, adv, n, prep)
adj [only before noun] on the other side of a particular area:
1. Answers are given on the opposite page.
2. She tried calming him down but it seemed to be having the opposite effect.
1. There's a newly married couple living opposite.(adv)
1. Hot and cold are opposites.

◊

2. What is the opposite of heavy? (n)

1. I sat opposite him during the meal.

◊

2. The bank opposite the supermarket. (prep)

obey /əˈbeɪ/ 1. (v) to follow the rules; to do what you are told or expected to do: SYN observe
OPP disobey
to obey a command / an order / rules / the law
1. He had always obeyed his parents without question.
◊

2. His dog has learned to obey several commands.

3. Will the rebels observe the ceasefire?

2. to behave according to a scientific principle:
Falling objects obey the law of gravity.

organic /ɔːrˈɡæn.ɪk/ (adj) (of food, farming methods, etc.) produced or practiced without
using artificial chemicals:
organic cheese / vegetables / wine

◊

an organic farmer / garden ◊

organic farming

pollute /pəˈluːt/ (v) to contaminate (an environment) esp with man-made waste, to add dirty or
harmful substances to land, water, etc. so that it is not no longer pleasant or safe to use:
SYN contaminate
pollutant (substances), pollution, polluter (person, company, country)
1. The exhaust fumes are polluting our cities.

◊

2. Car exhaust pollutes the air.

3. The river has been polluted with toxic waste from local factories.
(figurative) a society polluted by racism
1. Much of the coast has been contaminated by nuclear waste.
2. The food which had been contaminated was destroyed.

principal /ˈprɪn.sə.pəl/ (adj, n)1. [only before noun] most important; main:
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1. The principal reason for this omission is lack of time.
2. New roads will link the principal cities of the area.
2. (BrE) the person who is in charge of a college or a university: SNY dean (AmE) head teacher
Peter Brown

◊

principal of John's college

◊

Principal Ray Smith

principle /ˈprɪn.sə.pəl/ (n) 1. [C, usually pl] a moral rule or a strong belief that influences your
actions:
1. He has high moral principles.

◊

2. If I refuse to lie about it; it's against my principles.

3. Stick to your principles and tell him you won't do it.
2. [C] a law, a rule or a theory that sth is based on:
1. The principle behind it is very simple. ◊ 2. There are three fundamental principles of teamwork.
3. Discussing all these details will get us nowhere; we must get back to first principles.
3. a general or scientific law that explains how sth works, or why sth happens:
the principles that heat rises

process /ˈprɑː.ses/ (n, v) 1. a series of things that are done in order to achieve a particular result:
the Middle East peace process

◊

mental / cognitive process

I'm afraid getting things changed will be a slow process.
2. a series of things that happen, esp ones that result in natural changes:
the digestive / ageing / manufacturing process
It's a normal part of the learning process.
■verb 1. to treat raw material, food, etc. in order to change it, preserve it, etc:
Most of the food we buy is processed in some way.
2. to deal officially with a document, request, etc:
It will take a week for your application to be processed.

produce /prəˈduːs/ (v) 1. (goods) to make things to be sold, esp in large quantities:
SYN manufacture
product /ˈprɒd.ʌkt/ (n)

production /prəˈdʌk.ʃən/ (n)

producer /prəˈdʒuː.sər/ (n)

productive /prəˈdʌk.tɪv/ (adj)

Thousands of cars are produced here each year.
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productively /prəˈdʌk.tɪv.li/(n)

2. to grow or make sth as part of a natural process; to have a baby or young animal:
1. The region produces over 50% of the country's wheat. ◊ 2. Our cat produced kittens last night.
3. to create sth, esp when skill is needed:
She produced a delicious meal out of a few leftovers.
product (n)

◊

dairy / meat products

instrument in product development

We need new product to sell (= a new range of products).
(mathematics) The product of 21 and 16 is 336.
production (n)
wheat / oil / car production

◊

production costs / difficulties

◊

a production manager

a decline / fall in production

◊

an increase in production

land available for food production

1. The new production will be in production by the end of the year.
◊

2. It is important not to let production levels fall.
producer (n)

3. He want a career in film production.

Hollywood screenwriters, actors and producers

Libya is a major oil producer.
productive (adj)
highly productive farming land / manufacturing methods

◊

productive farmers / workers

a productive meeting
My time spent in the library was very productive.
productively (adv)
It's important to spend your time productively.

provide /prəˈvaɪd/ (v) to give sth to sb or make it available for them to use SYN supply
1. We are here to provide a service for the public.
(We are here to provide the public with a service.)
2. The report was not expected to provide any answers.

radiation /ˌreɪ.diˈeɪ.ʃən/ (n) heat, energy, etc. that is sent out in the form of rays:
ultraviolet radiation

◊

electromagnetic radiation from power lines

1. She was exposed to high levels of radiation.
2. There is a radiation leak from a nuclear power station.
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radiate /ˈreɪ.di.eɪt/ (v) to send out rays, heat, light or energy:
1. Heat radiates from the stove.
2. The pain started in my stomach and radiated all over my body.

reduce /rɪˈdʒuːs/ (v) 1. to make sth less or smaller in size, quality, price, etc:
1. Reduce speed now (= on a sign).

◊

2. Giving up smoking reduces the risk of heart disease.

3. The number of employees was reduced from 40 to 25.
reduction /rɪˈdʌk.ʃən/ (n) an act of making sth less or smaller; the state of being made less or
smaller:
a 33% reduction in the number of hospital beds
There has been some reduction in unemployment.

require /rɪˈkwaɪər/ (v) 1. to need sth; to depend on sb/sth:
1. These pets need a lot of care and attention.

◊

2. This condition needs urgent treatment?

3. Do you require anything else? (in a shop / store, for example)
2. [often passive] to make sb do or have sth, esp because it is necessary according to a particular
law or set of rules:
1. The wearing of seat belts is required by law.
2. Several students failed to reach the required standard.
3. All candidates will be required to take a short test.
requirement /rɪˈkwaɪə.mənt/ (n) 1. sth that you need or want:
the basic requirements of life

◊

a software package to meet your requirements

1. Our immediate requirement is extra staff.
2. These goods are surplus to requirements (= more than we need).
2. sth that you must have in order to do sth else:

to meet / fulfil / satisfy the requirements

What is the minimum entrance requirement for the course?

remind /rɪˈmaɪnd/ (v) remind sb (about / of sth) to help sb remember sth important that they
must do:
1. I'm sorry. I've forgotten your name. Can you remind me?
2. Remind me about it nearer the time.
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3. Passengers are reminded (that) no smoking is allowed on this train.
4. You remind me of your father when you say that.

◊

5. That smell reminds me of France.

reminder /rɪˈmaɪn.dər/ (n) something that makes you think about or remember sb/sth:
The incident served as a timely reminder of just how dangerous mountaineering can be.

renew /rɪˈnjuː/ (v) 1. to begin sth again after a pause or interruption SYN resume
We have to renew our efforts to attract young players.
2. to make sth valid for a further period of time:

to renew a licence / contract

How do I go about renewing my passport?
3. to change sth that is old or damaged and replace it with sth new of the same kind:
The wiring of your house should be renewed every ten to fifteen years.
renewable /rɪˈnjuː.ə.bəl/ (adj) 1. (of energy and natural resources) that is replaced naturally
or controlled carefully and can therefore be used without the risk of finishing it:
OPP non-renewable
1. Wind and water are renewable fuel sources.
2. Some countries use renewable sources of energy such as wind and solar power.
3. Forests are renewable natural resources, but they must be treated with care.
2. (of a contract, ticket, etc.) that can be made valid for a further period of time after it has
finished:
The work permit is not renewable.

resource UK /ˈriː.sɔːs/ US /ˈriː.zɔːrs/ (n) 1. a supply of sth that a country, an organization or
person has and can use, esp to increase their wealth:
the exploitation of minerals and other natural resources
1. Oil is essentially their only resource.
2. We do not have the resources (=money) to update our computer software.
3. We must use the most efficient use of the available financial resources.
2. something that can be used to help achieve an aim, esp a book, equipment, etc. that provides
information for teachers and students:
1. The database could be used as a teaching resource in college.
2. Time is your most valuable resource, especially in examination.
3. They must not use up minerals and other natural resources.
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revolve /rɪˈvɒlv/ (v) to go in a circle around a central point:
1. The fan revolved slowly.

◊

2. The earth revolves on its axis.

■(phrasal verb) revolve around / round sth to move around sth in a circle:
The earth revolves around the sun.
revolve around / round sth/sb to have sb/sth as the main interest or subject:
1. His whole life revolves around surfing. 2. She thinks that the world revolves around her.
3. The discussion revolved around the question of changing the club's name.

rich /rɪtʃ/ (adj) containing or providing a large supply of sth: iron-rich rocks OPP poor
richly /ˈrɪtʃ.li/ (adv)

richness /ˈrɪtʃ.nəs/ (n)

1. Oranges are rich in vitamin C.

◊

2. The area is rich in wildlife.

3. His novels are a rich source of material for the movie industry.

run /rʌn (v) [manage] to be in charge of a business, etc:
to run a hotel / store / language school

◊

1. He has no idea how to run a business.

◊

a badly-run company

◊

state-run industries

2. Stop trying to run my life (= manage it)

save /seɪv/ (v, n, prep) 1. [keep safe] to keep sb/sth safe from death, harm, loss, etc:
to save sb's life

◊

to save a rare species (from extinction)

1. Doctors were unable to save her.

◊

2. She saved a little girl from falling onto the water.

3. She needs to win the next two games to save the match.
4. Thanks for doing that. You saved my life.
2. [money] to keep money instead of spending it, esp in order to buy a particular thing:
1. I'm not very good at saving.

◊

2. I'm saving for a new bike.

3. You should save a little each week.
3. [keep for future] to keep sth to use or enjoy in the future:
1. Save some food for me.

◊

2. Save me some food.

3. She is saving her strength for the last part of the race.
4. We'll eat some now and save some for tomorrow.
4. [not waste] to avoid wasting sth for using more than necessary:
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1. We'll take a cab and save time.
3. Book early and save $50!

◊
◊

2. We should try to save water and electricity.
4. If we go this way it will save us two hours on the trip.

5. [avoid sth bad] to avoid sth difficult or unpleasant; to make sb able to avoid doing it:
1. The prize saved her from having to find a job.

◊

2. She did it herself to save argument.

6. [in sport] (in football, hockey, etc.) to prevent an opponent's shot from going in the goal:
to save a penalty
The goalie saved brilliantly from Johnson's long-range shot.
7. [computing] to make a computer keep work, for example by putting it on a disk:
Save data frequently.
■noun (in football, etc.] an action by a goalkeeper that stops a goal being scored:
He made a spectacular save.
■prep (also save for) [old use or formal] except for:
They knew nothing about her save her name.

source /sɔːrs/ (n) 1. a place person or thing that you get sth from:
renewable energy source
1. Your local library will be a useful source of information. ◊ 2. What is the main source of income?
2. [usually pl] a person, book or document that provides information esp for study:
1. Government sources indicated yesterday that cuts may have to be made.
2. Historians use a wide range of primary or secondary sources for their research.
3. He refused to name his sources.

spoil /spɔɪl/ (v) 1. to make sth good into sth bad, unpleasant, useless, etc:

SYN ruin

1. Our camping trip was spoilt by bad weather.
2. Don't let him spoil your evening.

◊

3. Don't let one mistake spoil your day.

4. Don't eat too much nuts. You'll spoil your appetite.
2. to give a child everything that they ask for and not discipline:
She spoils those kids of her.

stable /ˈsteɪ.bəl/ (n, adj) 1. a building in which horses are kept:
1. The horse was led back to its stable.
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2. firmly fixed, not likely to move, change or fall: SYN steady
stable prices / employment

◊

a stable relationship

1. This ladder doesn't seem very stable.

◊

2. The patient's condition is stable.

3. (of a person) calm and reasonable not easily upset SYN balanced
Mentally, she is not very stable.

succeed /səkˈsiːd/ (v) 1. to achieve sth that you have been trying to do or get; to have the result
or effort that was intended:
1. Our plan succeeded.

◊

2. He succeeded in getting a place at art school.

3. I tried to discuss it with her but only succeeded in making her angry.
2. to be successful in your job, earning money, power, respect, etc:
1. You will have to work hard if you are to succeed. ◊ 2. He had hoped to succeed as a violinist.

supply /səˈplaɪ/ (n) 1. an amount of sth that is provided or available to be used:
1. The water supply is unsafe.

◊

2. Supplies of food are almost exhausted.

3. We cannot guarantee adequate supplies of raw materials.
2. (supplies) the things such as food, medicines, fuel, etc, that are needed by a group of people,
for example an army:
1. Our supplies were running out. ◊ 2. The plane carried food and medical supplies for the refugees.
supply (v) to provide sb/sth with sth that they need or want, esp in large quantities:
foods supplying our daily vitamin needs
1. Foreign governments supplied arms to the rebels.
(Foreign governments supplied the rebels with arms).
2. Local schools supply many of the volunteers.
supplier (n) a person or company that supplies goods:
It is a leading supplier of computers in the UK.
supply and demand

◊

supply teacher (AmE substitute teacher)

surround /səˈraʊnd/ (v) to be all around sth/ sb:
1. Tall trees surround the lake. (The lake is surrounded with / by tall trees)
2. As a child I was surrounded by love and kindness.
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thus /ðʌs/ (adv) [formal] 1. in this way; like this:
Many scientists have argued thus.
2. as a result of sth just mentioned SYN therefore, hence
We do not own the building, thus it would be impossible for us to make any major changes to it.

tide /taɪd (n) 1. a regular rise and fall in the level of the sea:
1. The tide is in / out.

◊

2. Is the tide coming in or going out?

3. The body was washed up on the beach by the tide.
2. a large amount of sth unpleasant and it difficult to control:
There is anxiety about the rising tide of crime.
■idioms go / with with the tide to act or behave the same way as the majority of others:
I'm sorry, but I simply refuse to go with the tide just because it's the easier option!
go / swim against the tide to act or behave contrary to the majority of others:
I don't understand why you always have to swim against the tide instead of making things a little
easier on yourself!

use up /juːz ʌp/ (v) to use all of sth that there is none left:
1. Making soup is a good way of using up leftover vegetables.
2. We used up the last of the flour when we made the cake.

variety /vəˈraɪə.ti/ (n) 1. several different sorts of the same thing:
1. There is a wide variety of patterns to choose from.
2. This tool can be used in a variety of ways.
2. [U] the quality of not being the same or not doing the same thing all the time:
1. We all need variety in our diet.

◊

2. We want more variety in our work.

3. a type of a thing, for example a plant or language, that is different from the others in the
same general group:
a rare variety of orchid

◊

different varieties of English

1. Apples come in a great many varieties.
2. (spoken) My cooking is of the 'quick and simple' variety.
various /ˈveə.ri.əs/(adj)

variously/ˈveə.ri.əs.li/(adv)
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varied /ˈveə.rɪd/ (adj)

varied opinions / cultures / menus
1. She took the job for various reasons.

◊

2. He had a full and varied life.

3. He has been variously described as a hero.
4. The cost has been variously estimated at between $10 million and $20 million.
5. Variety is the spice of life. (saying)
(new and exciting experiences make life more interesting)

voluntary /ˈvɒl.ən.tər.i/ (adj) 1. done willingly, not because you are forced: OPP compulsory
voluntary agreement / arrangement
1. Attendance on the course is purely voluntary. ◊ 2. I do some voluntary work at the local hospital.
volunteer /ˌvɒl.ənˈtɪər/ (n, v)

voluntarily /ˈvɒl.ən.trəl.i/ (adv)

1. Schools need volunteers to help children to read.
2. Are there any volunteers to help clear up?

◊

3. Jill volunteered to arrange a petition.

4. Several staff members volunteered for early retirement.
5. He was not asked to leave ― he went voluntarily.
6. Is English a compulsory/optional subject in your school?

warn /wɔːrn/ (v) 1. to tell sb about sth, esp sth dangerous or unpleasant that is likely to happen:
1. I tried to warn him, but he wouldn't listen.

◊

2. He warned us against pickpockets.

3. She was warned that if she did it again she would lose her job.
2. ~ (sb) (against/about sth)to strongly advise sb to do or not to do sth in order to avoid danger
or punishment:
1. The guidebook warns against walking alone at night.
3. (in sport, etc.) to give sb an official warning after they have broken a rule:
The referee warned Ince for dangerous play.
weigh /weɪ/ (v) 1. to have a particular weight:
1. How much do you weigh? (= How heavy are you)?
2. She weighs 60 kilos.

◊

3. These cases weigh a ton (= are very heavy).

2. to measure how heavy sth is, usually using scales / a scale:
1. He weighed himself on the bathroom scale.
2. She weighed the stone on her hands (= estimated how heavy it was by holding it).
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